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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
ACOUSTIC EPISTEMOLOGIES AND AURALITY IN SOR JUANA INÉS DE LA CRUZ

This dissertation considers the intersection of aurality and visuality in seventeenthcentury New Spanish poet Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz’s (1648/1651-95) acousticopoetic discourse. Prior scholarship has focused either on the author’s engagement
with Western music theory and compositional practices or else the role of musical
references in her works. This has resulted in the marginalization of Sor Juana’s
engagement with sound through disciplines that are not strictly musical or poetic,
including: acoustics, cognitive theory and visual art. I address these lacunae by
considering such concepts as echo, reflection, Ear, Voice, musica poetica (links
between music and rhetoric) and musical pathos within the poet’s canon.
Throughout my readings, Athanasius Kircher’s encyclopedic musical treatises—
Musurgia universalis (1650) and Phonurgia nova (1673), both of which circulated
within New Spain during Sor Juana’s lifetime—stand out as important sources by
which such ideas were transmitted. My approach sharpens extant scholarship on
these topics and identifies two new influences within Sor Juana’s poetic world:
Aristotelian theories of cognition and Kircher’s unique position on musica poetica.
More generally, this dissertation engages emerging scholarship on Ear in the early
modern world and thus responds to the critical limits of ocularcentrism.
KEYWORDS: Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, Athanasius Kircher, Sound Studies, Aurality,
Ear
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History and knowledge, istoria and epistémè have
always been determined … as detours for the
purpose of the reappropriation of presence.
--Jacques Derrida
Of Grammatology

So long as we demand verbal confirmation as
evidence for historical arguments, we will
continue to neglect some of the most profound
changes that have occurred within the development
of European thought.
--Susan McClary
Structures of Feeling in Seventeenth–Century Cultural Expression

Is sound enough?
What more do I need?
Don’t I get it whether I need it or not?
Is it a sound?
Then, again, is it music?
Is music-the word, I mean-is that a sound?
If it is, is music music?
Is the word “music” music?
Does it communicate anything?
Must it?
--John Cage
Silence
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Chapter 1
Rationale and Framework for Approaching Ear in the Canon of Sor Juana Inés
de la Cruz (Introduction)

1.1 Introduction
In Jorge Luis Borges’ “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius,” (1940) the narrator and a
fictional Adolfo Bioy Casares undertake a bibliographic search for a “false” nation
and unearth only one reference—a brief article that is not even included in the index
of the corresponding volume. Two years later, the very same narrator receives one
tome of the history of an undiscovered planet and sits down to read it. One of his
most startling revelations is the importance of hrönir (reproductions that are just
slightly different from the original) in this unchartered world. The narrator relates:
La metódica elaboración de hrönir … [h]a permitido interrogar y hasta
modificar el pasado, que ahora no es menos plástico y menos dócil que el
porvenir. Hecho curioso: los hrönir de segundo y tercer grado—los hrönir
derivados de otro hrön, los hrönir derivados del hrön de un hrön—exageran
las aberraciones del inicial; los de quinto son casi uniformes; los de noveno
se confunden con los de segundo; en los de undécimo hay una pureza de
líneas que los originales no tienen … Las cosas se duplican en Tlön;
propenden asimismo a borrarse y a perder los detalles cuando los olvida la
gente (21).1
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“The methodical elaboration of hrönir … has permitted the interrogation and even modification of
the past, which now is not less plastic or less docile that that which is to come. Curious fact: the
second- and third-stage hrönir—the hrönir derived from other hrön, the hrönir derived from the hrön
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Among other interpretations, this story can be read as a reflection on the limitations
of representation and historiography’s “Othering” of the past. Borges’ narrative
draws attention to the inability of historical discourse to stand in for the bygone
moment in time that it seeks to preserve for future generations. If we are to
appreciate the cautionary nature of this fantastic tale, “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius”
warns against the dangers of representation: something of the original is always
excluded.
In the introduction to his comparison of postmodern approaches to historical
discourse, Sande Cohen makes similar remarks about the limitations of
historiography as an epistemological mode. He maintains that Nietzche’s skepticism
about the relationship between language and knowledge is inconceivable to
humanities scholars. For Cohen, humanistic scholarship relies upon language to
establish knowledge. As such, it requires an interpretive leap of faith in order to
enter into the realm of truth: “Too often, knowledge is a reduction to belief in
judgment’s authority, necessity, fatality” (6). Language hinges upon the interpretive
act of the subject in order to create meaning about the object. From a
deconstructivist perspective, then, discourse is imbued with endless interpretive
possibilities. As Derrida affirms in his discussion of the inheritance, one must
choose amongst these “voices” in order for a text to take coherent, narrative form
(Specters 18). The act of interpretation is thus an exclusive one that can never fully
consider the object at hand. In light of these limitations of historical discourse as a
of a hrön—exaggerate the aberrations of the initial one; those of the fifth [stage] are nearly uniform;
those of the ninth are confused with those of the second; in those of the eleventh there is a pureness
of line that the originals do not have … Things are multiplied in Tlön; they tend likewise to erase
themselves and lose details when people forget them” (my translation).
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definitive representation of an inaccessible event, it becomes necessary to develop
an interpretive approach to historiography that identifies that which has been
excluded. Penelope Gouk has in this fashion remarked that contemporary
academia’s disciplinary boundaries and its dependence upon textual evidence both
contribute to such exclusion:
Historians of music focus their concern on music itself, in particular
composed art works as represented in the form of texts. While there has
been a move away from canonical accounts of great composers and their
works, the history of music remains essentially focused on musicians and
their audiences. Likewise, historians of science are above all concerned with
the construction of ‘scientific’ knowledge. Though emphasis has now shifted
towards the production and consumption of that knowledge, it remained
focused on what are considered to be the sciences … Since music is today
regarded as an art rather than a science, it is hardly surprising that the topic
should be disregarded by historians of science. Yet in the seventeenth
century many of those who wrote about music were part of what is often
anachronistically described as the emerging scientific community of the
period, and music was still classified among the sciences (3-4).
Indeed, Gouk maintains that disciplinary limits have resulted in the repression or
even exclusion of relationships that were crucial historically to branches of
scholarship like early modern Western music culture. Her monograph on the
intersection of science and music in early modern England addresses these limits by
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examining the roles of music, science and hermeticism in “musical thought,” which
is differentiated from musical or scientific histories (3).
Gouk’s conceptual approach to music is fundamental to the critical
framework of this dissertation and illustrates the broader musical lens through
which I intend to read the juxtaposition of aural and visual affective modes in the
acoustico-poetic discourse of New Spanish poet Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (born
Juana de Asbaje y Ramírez, 1648/51-95).2 In doing so, I intend to address the
dearth of criticism on Sor Juana’s aurality, a topic that has been marginalized
through both ocularcentric readings of the sorjuanine canon and interpretations of
Sor Juana’s musico-poetic works that rely too heavily on the Western classical music
tradition. Indeed, on one hand, extant scholarship like Mario Lavista’s “Sor Juana
musicus,” Mario Ortiz’s “El discurso especulativo musical de Sor Juana Inés de la
Cruz” and his “La musa y el melopeo: Los diálogos transatlánticos entre Sor Juana
Inés de la Cruz y Pietro Cerone” or Pamela Long’s Sor Juana/música: How the Décima
Musa Composed, Practiced, and Imagined Music focuses on the poet’s engagement
with European musica speculativa and musica theorica, and thus overlooks Sor
Juana’s inheritance of other prominent discourses in early modern sound culture.
On the other, Electa Arenal (“Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz: Reclaiming the Mother

Born in San Miguel Nepantla, Sor Juana was the illegitimate daughter of Pedro Manuel de Asbaje
and Isabel Ramírez de Santillana, both criollos, of pure Spanish lineage born in the American colonies.
There is no scholarly consensus about Sor Juana’s birthdate. The poet’s first biographer, Father
Diego Calleja indicated that she was born on November 12, 1651. Nevertheless, Octavio Paz has
proposed 1648 as the year of the poet’s birth. Paz based his hypothesis on a baptismal record from
the Chimalhuacán parish. The record, dated December 2, 1648, confirms that an illegitimate child
named Inés was brought into the Church. Miguel and Beatriz Ramírez, the child’s godparents, were
also Ísabel Ramírez’s brother and sister: “Inés, hija de la Iglesia; fueron sus padrinos Miguel Ramírez
y Beatriz Ramírez” (“Inés, daughter of the Church; the godparents were Miguel Ramírez and Beatriz
Ramírez”) (Paz 96-97 / tr. Sayers Peden 64-65).
2
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Tongue”), Elena del Río Parra (“Espacios sonoros y escalas de silencio en la poesía
de Luis de Góngora y sor Juana Inés de la Cruz”) and others marginalize aurality
within the sorjuanine canon and instead read topoi such as echo as figurative
devices that contribute to Sor Juana’s poetic project. This approach therefore
discounts the physical acoustical context of such references.

1.2 Context
Sor Juana’s musical knowledge. While musical themes in Sor Juana’s
intellectual inheritance have long been recognized, reevaluations of early modern
sound culture (includuing Gouk’s, Baker’s and Long’s) beckon a re-reading of the
poet’s aurality in general. As we will see, prior acoustical readings of Sor Juana’s
canon focus on musical resonances and marginalize her significant engagement with
the intersection of sound and non-musical disciplines, including: acoustics, musical
pathos and musica poetica. Before arriving at these points, however, we will touch
upon Sor Juana’s musical knowledge and the sources available for its recovery.
Archival resources available for the study of Sor Juana and indeed, for New
Spanish society in general are limited. Father Diego Calleja’s hagiographic
biography, “Aprobación,” (“Endorsement”) which appeared at the beginning of Sor
Juana’s anthology Famas y obras póstumas (News and Posthumous Works, 1700)
offers important insight into the poet’s musical knowledge. We know from Calleja
that Sor Juana had an extensive collection of musical instruments and led numerous
solfège classes at the Convento de San Jerónimo. The author also contributed to
Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s thriving music culture, writing more than one hundred
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villancico texts for which she may or may not have penned her own music. Robert
M. Stevenson affirms that among other anonymous composers, Metropolitan
Cathedral of Mexico maestro de capilla José de Loaysa (c. 1630 - 1695) set some of
the poet’s villancicos (23-24).3 In addition to Calleja’s biography, much information
about Sor Juana’s engagement with early modern music culture can be gleaned from
one of only two volumes that remain from the poet’s library: Italian Renaissance
theorist Pietro Cerone’s El melopeo y maestro: tractado de música theorica y practica
(1613), to whose significance I will presently return.4 Due to archival lacunae, Sor
Juana’s texts themselves have become important for the reconstruction of her
intellectual legacy. For example, we know from a semi-autobiographical epistle
entitled Respuesta a Sor Filotea (Response to Sor Filotea, 1691) that Sor Juana had
detailed technical understanding of musica speculativa:
[p]ues sin ser muy perito en la Música, ¿cómo se entenderán aquella
proporciones musicales y sus primores que hay en tantos lugares,
especialmente en aquella peticiones que hizo a Dios Abraham, por las
Ciudades, de que si perdonaría habiendo cincuenta justos, y de este número
bajó a cuarenta y cinco, que es sequinona y es como de mi a re; de aquí a
cuarenta, que es sesquioctava y es como de re a mi; de aquí a treinta, que es
sesquitercia, que es la del diatesarón; de aquí a veinte, que es la proporción

3

As Miranda notes, Juan Manuel Lara and Aurelio Tello have made additional efforts to trace
connections between Sor Juana’s villancicos and other important figures (particularly Antonio de
Salazar) in New Spanish music culture.
4 Esperanza Pulido has remarked upon the likelihood that Sor Juana’s library also included Pietro
Cerone’s 1609 cantus firmus treatise: Le regole più necessarie per l’introduttione del canto fermo (5152). In addition to these resources, Sor Juana’s correspondence—regrettably not yet recovered—
would undoubtedly expand understanding of her aurality.
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sesquiáltera, que es la del diapente; de aquí a diez, que es la dupla, que es el
diapasón; y como no hay más proporciones armónicas no pasó de ahí? Pues
¿cómo se podrá entender esto sin Música? (lines 354-67, OC IV 448-49).5
It thus becomes clear that for Sor Juana, musical thought informs key concepts in a
variety of disciplines. Ortiz’s interpretation of this passage is in fact rooted in its
musical-mathematical links. He maintains that the Pythagorean intervals and the
Biblical metaphor (Genesis 18:23-33)6 that are central in this passage contribute to
Sor Juana’s defense of music’s mathematical underpinnings: “se perfila una de las
características principales del discurso especulativo de Sor Juana: la tradicional
relación música-matemática dentro del marco del quadrivium de las artes liberales”
(“La musa” 251).7 As we will see in Chapter 3, however, the musica speculativa that
informs much of Ortiz’s reading is not the only acoustical resonance in the
Respuesta.
Just as the prior example illustrates, references to music-making, music
theory and musical sound become perhaps the most important “echo” of Sor Juana’s
acoustical legacy. Ricardo Miranda has identified seven poems that form the
nucleus of Sor Juana’s musico-literary discourse: sonnets 198 and 202, romance 21,

5

“[a]nd how, unless one is thoroughly versed in music, will one understand those musical
proportions, with all their fine points, found in so many passages, especially in Abraham’s petitions
to God for the cities, asking whether He would forgive them, providing there were fifty righteous
men, from which number he went down to forty-five, which is the sesquinone and is as from mi to re:
thence to forty, which is the sesquioctave and as from re to mi; thence to thirty, which is the
sesquitierce, or the proportion of the diatessaron; thence to twenty, which is the sesquialter, or that
of the diapente; thence to ten, which is the duple, or diapason—and went no further, there being no
other harmonic proportions. Now, how is this to be understood without music?” (tr. Trueblood 214).
6 For an analysis of the Biblical references in this passage, see Raimundo Lida’s “Sor Juana y el
regateo de Abraham” (1980).
7 “one of the principal characteristics of Sor Juana’s speculative discourse is profiled: the traditional
musical-mathematical relationship within the mark of the liberal arts quadrivium” (my translation).
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villancicos 53 and 220, Encomiástico poema a los años de la Exca. Sra. condesa de
Galve (Encomiastic poem for the birthday of her Excellency, the Countess de Galve)8
and finally, redondilla 87 [“Pinta la armonía simétrica que los ojos perciben en la
hermosura, con otra de música” (“She paints the symmetrical harmony that the eyes
perceive in beauty, along with that of music”)].9 Miranda subcategorizes these
works thematically and highlights their respective treatment of singer D. Diego de
Ribera (to whom sonnet 202 is dedicated) and musical thought in general (“Sor
Juana y la música” 255). Although I re-read several of these works in the
dissertation, my own study seeks to expand this body by considering Sor Juana’s
broader acoustico-literary discourse. Among the texts that Miranda points out,
redondilla 87 and Encomiástico poema form the nucleus of Chapter 4, which
concentrates on the alignment of music-making, painting and rhetoric in Sor Juana’s
texts. Chapter 3 expands Miranda’s musico-poetic canon and examines auditory
themes in Sor Juana’s courtly poetry, including works like: romance 8, romancillo
heptasílabo 75, décima 100 and loa 374.10
There remains to discuss one more source for the recovery of Sor Juana’s
aural legacy. In addition to extant descriptions of music-making within Sor Juana’s
canon, there is also evidence that the poet authored a treatise of musica speculativa
titled Caracol (Conch Shell). Nevertheless, researchers have been unable to recover
8

Tr. Trueblood 83.
Tr. Sayers Peden 240.
10 I should recognize here the absence of Sor Juana’s villancicos in my own reading. I have excluded
these texts on the basis that their “supraperformative” engagement (Gary Tomlinson’s term for the
performative musical knowledge that can be gleaned from a song text) with music-making
necessitates a different critical approach. For a justification of supraperformative reading in another
context (Nahua music culture), see Tomlinson’s The Singing of the New World: Indigenous Voice in the
Era of European Contact, pp. 50-51.
9
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the document itself. As a result, what little we know has been pieced together from
musical references in the poet’s corpus. In romance 21 (written around 1681 or
1682), Sor Juana’s response to the Countess of Paredes’ petition to see Caracol, we
find another allusion to the document. Here, the reference is particularly notable for
the insight it can provide into the content of Caracol:
En él [el tratado], si mal no me acuerdo
me parece que decía
es una línea espiral,
no un círculo, la Armonía; (vv. 121-24, OC I 64 )11
This passage relates the spiral shape that is described (possibly the source of the
treatise’s title) to the concept of harmony. As both Paz and Mario Ortiz have noted,
the allusion to a harmonic spiral suggests that Sor Juana’s treatise favored the
Pythagorean tuning system developed during the sixth century BC and widely
employed in Western music until the beginning of the fifteenth century. In the
sections that follow, I will examine prior scholarship on the representation of
Western music-making in Sor Juana’s texts in order to underscore the need for a rereading of her musico-literary discourses that accounts for a broader understanding
of Ear in Sor Juana’s canon.
Musica speculativa in Sor Juana. Scholars have begun recently to
reconstruct the antecedents of Sor Juana’s writings concerning musica speculativa
(the musico-mathematical tradition) in order to speculate about the contents of
Caracol. As I noted, seminal investigations by Paz, Lavista, Long, Ortiz and Miranda
11

“In it [the treatise], if I do not remember incorrectly / it seems to me that it said / it is a helical line,
/ not a circle, Harmony” (my translation).
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have already explored the author’s attitude towards the fundamental debates about
European musical theory during her time. In addition to Lavista’s reading, Ortiz’s
research into Sor Juana’s assimilation of and departure from Pietro Cerone’s El
melopeo y maestro is held to be the most authoritative of the topic. Building upon
Paz’s earlier discussion of Sor Juana’s intellectual debt to Cerone, Ortiz’s work
represents a magisterial investigation of the poet’s conceptualization of musica
speculativa, and in particular the relationship between harmonic intervals and
Pythagorean ideals of beauty that appears frequently in her writing. And yet, Ortiz’s
unilateral emphasis on the ideologies associated with the European art music
tradition marginalizes other aspects of Sor Juana’s aurality. Indeed, by situating the
poet’s work firmly within the Western musical canon, Ortiz tends to overlook
resonances with non-musical disciplines that might inform our understanding of the
sorjuanine Ear, including: acoustics, musica poetica and the underlying harmonic
construction that united early modern painting and poetry. My dissertation will
address all of these concerns.
Kircher in Sor Juana. In response to these lacunae, I maintain that Jesuit
polymath Athanasius Kircher’s widely-circulated musical treatises Musurgia
universalis (1650) as well as his Phonurgia nova (1673) are two potential sources of
Sor Juana’s engagement with early modern theories of sensory cognition and
acoustical science as well as with the alignment of visual, musical and rhetorical
expression that distinguishes Kircher’s treatment of the doctrine of musica poetica.12

12

Dating back to Cicero and Quintilian, musica poetica refers to the relationship between the musical
and rhetorical arts. Although musica poetica had little bearing during the Middle Ages, renewed
interest occurred during the Renaissance. Due in part to its incorporation in musica theorica
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Marie Cécile Bénassy-Berling [Humanisme et religion chez Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz:
La Femme et la culture au XVIIe siècle. (1982)],13 Paula Findlen [Findlen’s own essay
“A Jesuit’s Books in the New World: Athanasius Kircher and His American Readers”
from her edited volume Athanasius Kircher: The Last Man Who Knew Everything
(2004)], Ruth Hill [Sceptres and Sciences in the Spains: Four Humanists and the New
Philosophy (ca. 1680-1740), 2000], Francisco de la Maza (Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz en
su tiempo 1967), Ignacio Osorio Romero (La luz imaginaria: Epistolario de Atanasio
Kircher con los novohispanos, 1993), José Pascual Buxó [Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz:
Amor y conocimiento (1996)], Octavio Paz (Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz o Las trampas de
la fe, 1982)14 and Elías Trabulse (El hermetismo y Sor Juan Inés de la Cruz: Orígenes e
interpretación, 1980) have all contributed to understanding of the influence of
Kircher’s work on Sor Juana’s. All have highlighted the importance Kircherian texts
like Magnete, sive de arte magnetica (1641), Oedipus Aegyptiacus (1652), Iter
extaticum coeleste (1656) and Ars magna sciendi (1669) in Sor Juana’s intellectual
legacy.
Among these, only de la Maza and Paz have taken note of certain
correspondences between Sor Juana’s poetry and Kircher’s musical treatises. For
example, Paz highlights similarities in the two authors’ treatment of visual and aural
affect: “[l]a consonancia entre la música, los sentidos y los afectos y emociones, tema
predilecto de sor Juana, también figura en Kircher … Otra idea compartida por sor

treatises like Gioseffo Zarlino’s Sopplimenti musicali (1588), musica poetica once again became
prominent in musical thought during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
13 Translated to Spanish by Laura López de Belair as Humanismo y religión en Sor Juana Inés de la
Cruz (1983).
14 Translated to English by Margaret Sayers Peden as Sor Juana, or, The Traps of Faith (1988).
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Juana y Kircher—aunque es tan antigua como el pitagorismo—es la
correspondencia entre la luz y el sonido” (317).15 Moreover, he remarks upon
Kircher’s fascination with the physical properties of the cochlea, the spiral-shaped
inner ear bone, and suggests that Kircher may have inspired the title of Sor Juana’s
Caracol [Conch Shell]:
[n]o es imposible que el título mismo de su proyectado escrito musical
(Caracol) venga del alemán. Una sección de Musurgia, dedicada a la acústica,
trata de trompetas y megáfonos, Allí explica que la forma helicoidal es la más
adecuada para esta clase de instrumentos, tanto porque el sonido se propaga
en espiral como por la forma del oído exterior e interior (316-17).16
For Paz, the helical form of the conch shell serves to unify the various discourses
that form part of Sor Juana’s musical legacy. As we will see, both the Kircherian
resonances identified here and the importance of the spiral shape for our
understanding the sorjuanine Ear are fundamental to my own critical approach.
Paz’s observations about Sor Juana’s engagement with Kircher’s musical and
acoustical thought are ripe for further research on the subject, and notable
contributions have since broadened understanding of the correspondences that he
pointed out in 1982. First, Mario Lavista expanded Paz’s remarks and refined
understanding of Sor Juana’s musical engagement in “Sor Juana musicus,”’ where he
15

“[t]he idea of resonances among music, the senses, and the affections and emotions—one of Sor
Juana’s favorite themes—also appears in Kircher … Another idea shared by Sor Juana and Kircher—
although it is as old as Pythagoreanism—is the correspondence between light and sound” (tr. Sayers
Peden 244).
16 “[i]t is even possible that the title of her proposed musical treatise (The Conch Shell) was inspired
by the German Jesuit. In a section of the Musurgia devoted to acoustics, he discusses trumpets and
megaphones. There he explains that the helical form is the one best suited to this class of instrument,
both because sound propagates within a spiral and because the spiral sis the form of the inner and
outer ears (tr. Sayers Peden 243).
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further situated Sor Juana within the musica theorica canon. Lavista maintained
above all: “Sor Juana se vale de alegorías musicales para construir un sistema de
equivalencias entre las artes y las ciencias que revela una sólida preparación
teórico-musical de ascendencia pitagórica” (195).17 Complementary to Lavista’s
efforts, Ricardo Miranda’s “Sor Juana y la música: Una lectura más” (1995) and
“Aves, ecos, alientos y sonidos: Juana Inés de la Cruz y la música” (1996) also bear
mention here. These readings proposed an expanded methodology for examining
music in Sor Juana and accounted for the recuperation of musical thought that may
be considered obsolete by today’s standards. Miranda recommended a tripartite
framework for approaching Sor Juana’s musical legacy: a musico-historical
approach (exemplified by the archival scholarship of Paul Laird, Juan Manuel Lara,
Aurelio Tello and others), the recovery of the poet’s musical knowledge through
readings of poems dedicated to musical themes (Encomiástico poema and romance
21 are two examples of such works) and an approach that focuses on the
intersection of musical and figurative language. Above all, it is Miranda’s insistence
upon the intersection of these methodologies and the incorporation of all three
perspectives in the same analysis that concerns us here: “[p]or supuesto las tres
posibilidades conducen a un mismo destino: el placer de la obra bien ponderada
como seductiva por Octavio Paz y cuyo contacto, bajo cualquier forma, se torna en

17

“Sor Juana makes us of musical allegories to construct a system of equivalencies between the arts
and the sciences that reveals a solid theoretical preparation of Pythagorean inheritance” (my
translation).
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un deleite extraño y cautivante” (“Aves, ecos” 88).18 Indeed, the study of musicmaking in Sor Juana’s canon must consider all facets of her musical knowledge in
order to yield a faithful account of the poet’s aurality. Miranda’s appreciation of the
complexity of early modern music culture resonates deeply within my own project.
Similarly, Salvador Moreno Manzano, in “Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz ante la
música” (1995), distanced his reading of musical tropes in Sor Juana’s works from
the musica theorica approach embraced by Lavista, Long, Ortiz and others. He
emphasized instead the epistemological properties of music and harmony in the
early modern world, arguing that music becomes “un conocimiento aplicable” in the
poet’s canon (93).19 Indeed, Moreno Manzano affirmed: “mi propósito … no es otro
sino seguir, en lo posible, a Sor Juana por los caminos de la música como lo hiciera
yo con otros autores, aunque tomando en cuenta, en su caso, las imágenes
metafóricas, los juegos sinestésicos, el sentido figurado y las alegorías” (94).20 The
value of Moreno Manzano’s critical framework should not be underestimated. By
approaching music as an integral part of Sor Juana’s poetic imagination while
keeping in mind the broader acoustical context that undoubtedly informed her
musical understanding, Moreno Manzano bridged musicological and literary
criticism and accounted for the intersection of these two branches of knowledge in
Sor Juana’s works. His interpretation thus responded to the disciplinary insularity

18

“[o]f course the three possibilities lead to the same destination: the pleasure of the well pondered
and seductive work by Octavio Paz and whose contact, in whatever form, becomes a strange and
captivating delight” (my translation).
19 “an applicable knowledge” (my translation).
20 “my objective … is no other but following, to the extent possible, Sor Juana on the paths of music as
I would do with other authors, although bearing in mind, in her case, the metaphorical images, the
synesthetic games, the figurative sensibility and the allegories” (my translation).
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that limited of many prior readings of Sor Juana’s musico-poetic discourse, a
tendency that I will presently discuss.
Kircher in Musicology. Relying upon new criticism on the Musurgia
universalis and the Phonurgia nova, I intend to complement Miranda’s, Moreno
Manzano’s and Paz’s insights with readings of resonances of Kircherian musical
discourse in Sor Juana’s works. Specifically, the publication of two important
dissertations on Kircher’s musical treatises has been central to the emergent
revaluation of the Musurgia universalis and the Phonurgia nova in the early modern
musical canon: Eric Bianchi’s Prodigious Sounds: Music and Learning in the World of
Athanasius Kircher (Yale University, 2011) and John McKay’s Universal MusicMaking: Athanasius Kircher and Musical Thought in the Seventeenth Century
(Harvard University, 2012).
Prior to these two contributions, there was little English-language
scholarship on Kircher’s musical thought. Echoing Gouk, Bianchi remarks that the
narrow lens of musical historiography may be partially to blame for the repression
of certain aspects of early modern musical thought: “[m]odern music scholarship
and pedagogy have long been devoted to a corpus of musical masterworks; it can be
difficult to reconcile the textbook view of Baroque music with a music textbook of
the Baroque” (3). Bianchi also points out that misguided interpretations of Kircher’s
intellectual inquisitiveness and anti-Jesuit historiographical tendencies contribute
to the dearth of scholarship on Kircher’s musical thought as well:
[f]or all his insight and curiosity, Kircher made no revolutionary scientific
discoveries, founded no new school of thought. He also fell victim to an
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ascendant—and ultimately long-lived—bias against the Catholic Church as a
reactionary, regressive force in matters social and intellectual, and against
the Jesuits as leaders of an outright “Counter Reformation.” Historians often
invoked Kircher as a humorous foil to ‘progress’ of one sort or another.
Despite his having been one of the most widely-read authors of the
seventeenth century, he long remained one of the least studied (6).
McKay, for his part, emphasizes the lack of resources available for the study of
Kircher’s musical knowledge and notes that prior readings of the Musurgia
frequently relied upon the abbreviated 1662 German translation by Andreas Hirsch.
Although Hirsch’s version made parts of the original Kircherian text accessible to
those who did not read Latin, the translation’s abridgement limited the insight that
it can lend into the Musurgia as a whole. As McKay remarks here, Hirsch’s
elimination of four of the original ten books precluded understanding of several
pillars of Kircher’s musical thought:
[t]he translation contains only six books; Books III, IV, V, and VII are
completely omitted. As noted above, these books are central to the primary
goal of the text—the presentation of a complete and universal theory of
music-making that culminates in the abstraction of a machine that can
automatically compose. Without these sections, the treatise we are left with
is completely divorced from its original purpose. Not surprisingly, therefore,
many scholars who have spent time with the German version have portrayed
the treatise as a collection of esoterica, rather than a work with a coherent
argument in mind (12).
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The marginalization of Kircher within the early modern musical canon may well
contribute to our limited understanding of the impact of his works on Sor Juana’s
aurality. Renewed interest in his musical legacy, as exemplified by Bianchi’s and
McKay’s readings, can consequently expand interpretations of Sor Juana’s acousticopoetic discourse.
In addition to emerging English-language scholarship on Kircher’s musical
thought, Guy Lobrichon’s French translation of portions of the Phonurgia nova is
likewise crucial to my reading. I quote Lobrichon’s rendition of “Phonosophia
anacamptica,” the Preface to Book I of the treatise, at length in Chapter 3, where
access to Kircher’s own explanation of his echosophia or study of the knowledge of
the echo becomes crucial to my reading of the same acoustical phenomenon in Sor
Juana’s oeuvre.
Ear. My recovery of Ear in Sor Juana’s work engages with recent challenges
to Western ocularcentrism as well as Derridean logocentrism. Extant analyses of
Ear and aurality in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe by Veit Erlmann,
Gouk, Bruce R. Smith and, most recently, Susan McClary’s edited volume on
seventeenth-century affect challenge the dominance of Eye and inform my own
work. For example, The Acoustic World of Early Modern England: Attending to the OFactor (1999), Smith’s groundbreaking work on Shakespearean aurality and its
productivity as a critical lens becomes one general model that guides my own rereading of Sor Juana. Gouk’s recuperation of the intersection between musicmaking and science in early modern England (Music, Science and Natural Magic in
Seventeenth-Century England, 1999) is likewise crucial to this dissertation. Her
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careful efforts to re-construct the canon of Baroque musical empiricism in early
modern Europe provide a paradigm from which to re-visit Sor Juana’s engagement
with Kircherian acoustical science. The recent re-valuation of Kircher’s musical
knowledge by Tiziana Pangrazi, McKay, Bianchi and Lobrichon similarly contributes
to my methodological framework.
On a theoretical level, Veit Erlmann’s Reason and Resonance: A History of
Modern Aurality (2010)—a crucial response to modern ocularcentrism—also
resonates strongly within my project. Indeed, in his monograph, Erlmann
endeavored to write the first Western otological history (otology: the pathological
and physiological study of the ear) and argued that: “there existed a moment in
Western cultural history when reason and resonance developed in contiguity, along
strikingly parallel and hitherto largely unrecognized trajectories … these
corresponding histories of reason and resonance are both a key element of modern
cultural practice and at the heart of modern aurality” (11). Erlmann defended his
hypothesis by reading Ear as material and focusing on the links between anatomical
and physiological hearing (rather than social, psychological or metaphysical
constructions) and post-Cartesian subjectivity.
Not unlike Gouk’s study, then, Erlmann’s interpretation responded to the
problematic reconciliation of historical, musicological and scientific approaches to
sound and hearing. Indeed, Reason and Resonance sought to address the striking
absence of scholarship on the importance of the physical Ear in the canon of
Western ontology, including, among others: Descartes’ remarks about auditory
physiology in L’homme (written in 1633, published posthumously in 1662) and
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Jacques Derrida’s insistence upon the proximity of inscription to presence, resulting
in what Erlmann and others have called his phonophobism in De la grammatologie
(1967).21 Erlmann’s own rationale for this framework bears quotation in full:
[t]o my knowledge, nothing comparable [to the otological historiography
undertaken in Reason and Resonance] has been attempted in regard to the
ear. Despite the recent flurry of studies on ‘auditory culture,’ the physical ear
has maintained a strangely elusive, incorporeal presence. In their eagerness
to save the sonic from modernity’s alleged condescension, students of
auditory culture have focused almost exclusively on hearing as a
metaphorical construct. In so doing, ironically, they have made a common
cause with the ‘visualist paradigm’ precisely by obscuring behind a barrage
of images and metaphors the bodily substance of our capacity for sensory
experience. Yet by focusing on the materiality of perception—that is, on such
things as air, water, bones, membranes and the like—I do not merely seek to
add a physical dimension to the prevailing concept of hearing as a ‘cultural
construct.’ To talk about hearing in material terms is to acknowledge the
fact, as Bruno Latour insists, that the material world always comes to us in
21

In addition to Erlmann, Garrett Stewart (Reading Voices: Literature and the Phonotext, 1990) and
Gary Tomlinson (The Singing of the New World, 2007) have addressed Derrida’s phonophobism. It is
Stewart who first coined the term in his seminal reading of phonic qualities in English texts by John
Donne, James Joyce, Shakespeare, Alfred Tennyson, Virginia Wolfe and others: “[a]ny inclination to
sustain and extend the impetus of poststructuralist theory into the atrophied field of phonological
analysis has a difficult allegiance to win in the ranks of deconstruction itself. Such an inclination
cannot help but confront a widespread (if only implicit) ‘phonophobia’ generated in the wake of the
Derridean attack on the Logos. No longer disposed to hear the author behind the text, the Voice
behind all inscription, we are at the same time (though not necessarily by the same logic) no longer
encouraged to hear the phonemic counterpart to the spaced lettering of a text: counterpart, not
content; for the phonemes are neither contained nor containable by script” (2-3). As Chapter 2 will
show, a re-reading of the connections between Voice, self-hearing and auto-affection in Derridean
logocentrism can problematize phonophobic interpretations and highlight Voice’s primacy within the
construction of self.
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cognizable forms. It is to look for a deeper interpenetration of the biological
and the cultural and to complicate simple tripartite sender-medium-receiver
models that situate seeing or hearing somewhere between the polar forces of
‘nature’ (or what [W. J. T.] Mitchell glosses [What Do Pictures Want: The Lives
and Loves of Images, 2004] as ‘genetically determined capacity’) on the one
hand, and ‘society’ (or, in Mitchell’s phrase, a ‘programmed set of
automatisms’), on the other. But above all, an emphasis on the materiality of
perception recognizes the fact that signifier and signified can no longer be
kept apart as though there existed signs that are uncontaminated by what
they signify. Because the signifier/signified dualism has all but exhausted its
epistemological force, it makes sense to conceive of the act of hearing in
terms outside of this dichotomy. One way to do this … is to foreground the
ear’s rich physicality, independent of the signs and meanings that the organ
may mediate (17).
Erlmann’s study thus challenged the ocularcentrism and logocentrism of Western
cultural criticism and in so doing, problematized links between visual or textual
dependence and the subject-object paradigm that informs structuralist and poststructuralist thought. Moreover, it partially justifies the critical approach that
underlies this dissertation: Ear as a polysemic critical plane. Indeed, Erlmann
maintained that focusing on the physical ear (and, by extension, other
corporealities) is one possible methodology to overcome the limits of prior
approaches to hearing.
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Erlmann is not in fact alone in challenging corporeal marginalization in
Western scholarship. Suscan McClary’s anthology Structures of Feeling in
Seventeenth-Century Cultural Expression (2013) sought to respond to the same issue.
The essays in this collection reviewed Baroque sensuality in various musical
contexts and proposed models for reading corporeal epistemologies, including
sensory perception and affect: “[i]f a theologically governed society had dealt with
affect and the corporeal dimensions of experience through the confessional and
biblical guidelines to proper behavior, the increasingly heterodox world of the
1600s found itself faced with the need to theorize ab ovo the mechanics of human
emotions and physiology in order to both incite and control them” (6). Indeed,
Octavio Paz’s remarks about the “consonancia entre la música, los sentidos y los
afectos y emociones” in Sor Juana’s poetry (317)22 resonate within McClary’s own
observations about the seventeenth-century response to sensual and affective
experience. Drawing upon these resonances, my own reading of the sorjuanine
construction of visual and aural affect in Chapter 3 thus seeks to read Sor Juana
through the lens of empirical sensuality addressed in McClary’s anthology. In doing
so, I endeavor to show that the physical context of echo, sympathy and other
acoustical topoi contributes to their figurative construction in Sor Juana’s canon.

1.3 Literature review: Reading music in Sor Juana
Extant scholarship on aurality in the canon of Sor Juana can generally be
categorized as two different positions. The first interprets references to music,
22

“resonances among music, the senses, and the affections and emotions” (tr. Sayers Peden 244).
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silence and sound as expressive devices. By situating such tropes within the poet’s
figurative lexicon, however, this critical lens often marginalizes the historicoacoustical context of such references. In contrast, the second approach draws upon
musicological scholarship to detail Sor Juana’s engagement with the Western
classical music tradition, focusing especially on her reception of the musica theorica
treatises of Pietro Cerone and other prominent theorists of her time. While there
can be little doubt about the importance of this branch of scholarship within Sor
Juana’s musical inheritance, however, such readings risk neglecting the influence of
broader acoustical themes, including possible resonances with non-Western music
cultures, in the poet’s canon.
Figurative approach. Indeed, scholars have long recognized the importance
of music and silence in Sor Juana’s diverse oeuvre. On a metaphorical level, Josefina
Ludmer, Arenal, del Río Parra and others offer readings that engage sound as a
poetic trope, often treating music and silence as subversive. Referring to the
Respuesta, for example, Ludmer draws attention to the ways in which rhetorical
silence manifests social hierarchies. In particular, she highlights the performativity
of withholding written language:
Not knowing leads to silence, is directly related to silence. Here, however, it
is a matter of a relative and positional not knowing: not knowing how to
speak to one in a superior position, a not knowing that clearly implies
recognition of the other’s superiority. This ignorance is thus a specific social
relationship transferred to discourse: Juana doesn’t know how to speak from
a position of subordination (88).
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Separately, for Arenal, Sor Juana’s musical references exploit aural sensitivity to
dissonance and are symptomatic of the multiple “voices” (including marginalized
feminine discourse) that are inscribed in the poet’s texts:
Like a baroque concerto, El sueño is made up of a multiplicity of voices in a
complex weave of rhythms, tonalities, and melodies. Sor Juana favored the
word concierto (concert) for its musically and semantically connotative
properties. This and other musical analogies are among the terms she uses,
sometimes to flaunt, others to conceal, her overriding interest in the
reorchestration of sounds and silences. Traditional scores were too
discordant and disconcerting to the ears of (female) intelligence (125-26).
Departing from these authors’ observations (and those mentioned here are not the
only ones), aurality can be a powerful interpretative lens. Understanding the role of
Ear and hearing in Sor Juana’s work deepens current engagement with the layers of
signification that characterize her writing. The readings discussed here generally
examine silence as a metaphor for hegemonic limitations in the sorjuanine canon.
Although they provide a firm foundation for further engagement with the topic,
however, these interpretations marginalize the importance of silence—or its
counterpart, sound— as literal concepts. I seek to address this critical gap by
exploring the concepts of Ear, Voice and Hearing in Sor Juana’s musico-literary
discourse. This methodology responds to prior approaches to Sor Juana’s musical
knowledge by taking her understanding of sound production and reception into
account.
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Emilie L. Bergmann’s “Embodying the Visual, Visualizing Sound in Sor Juana
Inés de la Cruz´s Primero sueño” (Objects of Culture in the Literature of Imperial
Spain, Frederick A. de Armas and Mary E. Barnhard, eds., 2013), her recent rereading of aurality in Sor Juana’s renowned long poem El sueño (The Dream) is an
important development in scholarship on the role of sound in Sor Juana’s canon.
This article revitalized interest in acoustical themes in the poet’s work and offered a
glimpse of the productivity of reading aruality in Sor Juana. Indeed, Bergmann
examined the relationship between Eye and Ear in El sueño and lent new insight into
aural references in this poem:23
[t]his essay explores the ways in which the poem brings visual models of
knowing into dialogue within the poem’s inscription of sound. I address the
interlinking phenomena of sights and sounds, architecture and music,
beginning with the architecture of the macrocosm, and concluding with the
codifications of music and the resonance of fantasized voices in the
microcosm of the body (“Embodying” 142).
For Bergmann, then, sight and sound are epistemologically related. Her reading
treated El sueño as one would a musical piece and examined connections between
23

These include: “y en la quietud contenta / de imperio silencioso, / sumisas sólo voces consentía /
de las nocturnas aves, / tan obscuras, tan graves, / que aun el silencio no se interrumpía” (vv. 19-24,
OC I 336) and “Éstas, con el parlero / ministro de Plutón un tiempo, ahora / supersticioso indicio al
agorero, / solos la no canora / componían capilla pavorosa, / máximas, negras, longas entonando, / y
pausas más que voces, esperando / a la torpe mensura perezosa / de mayor proporción tal vez, que
el viento / con flemático echaba movimiento, / de tan tardo compás, tan detenido, / que en medio se
quedó tal vez dormido” (vv. 53-64, OC I 337); “it brooked none but the muted voices / of the birds of
darkness, / sounds so deep and dim / as not to break the silence” (vv. 19-24, tr. Trueblood 171) and
“They, with Pluto’s telltale / one-time henchman, now an omen / to supersticious persons / alone
made up / the fearsome jangling choir, / droning long and longer lengthened notes, / and pausing
more than singing, / to hang on the torpid, lazy measure, / more dragged out still at times, kept by
the wind / to a phlegmatic beat, / so slow in tempo, so sustained, / that sometimes the wind would
doze between two notes” (vv. 53-64, tr. Trueblood 172-73).
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sonorous material and visual references in the poem. For example, Bergmann
showed that the aural qualities of language in the first lines of El sueño challenge the
rational, ordered universe that symbols like the pyramid invoke:
[i]n Primero sueño, the rhythm of the words has another effect. If the
geometrical diagram of the pyramidal shadow in the macrocosm imposes
order and creates an illusion of control, the irregular rhyme and combination
of seven and eleven-syllable lines in the silva is appropriate to Alma’s [Soul’s]
epistemological flight and the ultimate failure of reason to systematize the
cosmos. The attempt to impose orderly, rational limits on nature is
suggested by the clear-cut geometrical shape of the pyramid while the pauses
indicated by commas between powerful words “piramidal” [pyramidal] and
“funesta,” [lugubrious] and the rolling “de la tierra sombra” [a shadow born
of earth] obstruct the rhythmic flow of the first line before giving way to the
meandering sentences that follow (“Embodying” 145).
Despite the above sensitivity to aurality, Bergmann nevertheless maintained a
visually dominant perspective: “[t]hese [auditory] symbols encode sounds into
visually apprehensible form and displace the sensory and emotional with a
quantitative version of the sonorities of the world that the questing subject in the
poem seeks to know” (“Embodying” 142). Bergmann’s interpretation consequently
reiterates the ocularcentrism that I seek to critique. At the same time, her remarks
about the interaction of aurality and visuality in El sueño inform my own defense of
additional links between sight and hearing in Sor Juana’s acoustic-poetic discourse.
By examining acoustical topoi in Sor Juana’s oeuvre through an aural lens, I
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endeavor to enrich understanding about the sorjuanine construction of Ear and
respond to the limits of visuality.
Musicological approach. Readings of Sor Juana’s engagement with both
philosophical and practical music discourses complement scholarship dedicated to
rhetorical sound and silence in the poet’s writing. To examine prior interpretations
of Sor Juana’s musical engagement, we must begin with Father Calleja. As I
previously mentioned, this Jesuit scholar included the first reference to Sor Juana’s
authorship of Caracol (Conch Shell) in his “Aprobación:”
… pareciéndola que las ciencias que había estudiado no podían ser de
provecho a su femenil religiosa familia, donde se profesa con esmero tan
edificativo el arte de la música, por agradecer a sus carísimas hermanas el
hospedaje cariñoso que todas le hicieron, estudió el arte muy de propósito y
le alcanzó con tal felicidad que compuso otro nuevo, y más fácil, en que se
llega a su perfecto uso, sin los rodeos del antiguo método… (27).24
Consistent with his laudatory tone, Calleja indicates that Caracol is a didactic
treatise that Sor Juana authored for her companions at the Convento de San
Jerónimo. Long, however, suspects that the poet penned the work for her own
purposes. In light of Sor Juana’s disavowal of her pedagogical vocation in the
Respuesta, she argues, it is unlikely that the author composed Caracol to aid in the
musical instruction of her fellow nuns (12).
24

“… appearing to her that the sciences that she had studied were not useful to her feminine
religious family, where the art of music was professed with painstaking exemplarity, by means of
thanking her most precious sisters for the caring hospitality with which they all treated her, she
studied the art very closely and it affected her with such happiness that she composed a newer, and
easier [treatise], in which its perfect use is achieved, without the digressions of the old method” (my
translation).
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Since the publication of Father Calleja’s “Aprobación” the depth and breadth
of Sor Juana’s musical knowledge—and especially Caracol— have been of interest to
literary scholars and musicologists alike. Musically, as I noted earlier, the poet is
generally associated with the European musica speculativa tradition. Within this
perspective, Octavio Paz’s analysis of Sor Juana’s reading of Cerone’s El melopeo y
maestro has been particularly influential in the renewed musicological interest that
Sor Juana’s work has enjoyed.25 In fact, in light of extant evidence of Sor Juana’s
engagement with Cerone (1566-1625),26 her re-reading of El melopeo y maestro in
such poems as romance 21 and Encomiástico poema has received more critical
attention than any other music-related topic.
Both Paz and Mario Ortiz have called attention along these lines to the ironic
content of the poet’s signature in the margins of her personal copy of Cerone’s
treatise. Ortiz’s research builds upon Paz’s examination of the poet’s engagement
with Cerone. Sor Juana’s transposition of this Italian theorist’s oeuvre is, Ortiz
argues: “uno de los diálogos transatlánticos y transartísticos más sobresalientes
entre teórico musical y poeta que nos hereda el siglo XVII” (“La musa” 243).27 In his
own study, Ortiz compares musical references in Sor Juana’s work to key principles
in Cerone’s treatise in order to situate her musical knowledge within a sixteenthand seventeenth-century debate about the practical use of classical systems of
temperament. According to Ortiz, Sor Juana challenges Cerone’s affirmation that
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See Paz, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz o Las trampas de la fe, pp. 310-20.
A copy of Cerone’s El melopeo y maestro that bears Sor Juana’s signature is housed in Mexico’s
Biblioteca del Congreso de la Unión.
27 “one of the most distinctive transatlantic and transartistic dialogues between music theorist and
poet that the 16th century has bequeathed us” (my translation).
26
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women should be excluded from musical activities by signing his treatise as if she
were his disciple: “su discípula, Juana Inés de la Cruz” (“La musa” 248). 28 Sor Juana’s
reference to herself as a music theoretician in El melopeo y maestro indicates her
advocacy of the role of women in music. Moreover, musical references in works
such as romance 21 and the Respuesta suggest that Sor Juana herself was an active
musician. Due to the fact that the marginal notes in Cerone’s treatise (largely
circulated in New Spain) represent one of the only definite correlations between Sor
Juana and a musical theorist, Ortiz has argued that El melopeo y maestro forms the
basis of the poet’s musical knowledge. He relies upon this affirmation to analyze
musical references in her writing as part of the early modern debate about the
fundamentals of temperament in the European musical tradition.
Pamela Long has focused on the representation of music in Sor Juana’s works
as a window into the complementary relationship between musicological and
literary discourses of her time. In Sor Juana/Música: How the Décima Musa
Composed, Practiced and Imagined Music (2009), Long situates Sor Juana’s poetic
rendering of her musical aesthetic within some of the most prominent Western
discourses of her time. While Long’s analysis of the poet’s engagement with musica
practica echoes Ortiz’s reading, her treatment of the relationship between Sor
Juana’s dramas and villancicos and seventeenth-century Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s
music culture is an important contribution. Long argues that much like libretti,
these texts should be read within the context of their musical performance. Relying
largely upon Robert M. Stevenson’s re-construction of New Spain’s musical
28

“his disciple, Juana Inés de la Cruz” (my translation).
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atmosphere, she discusses the possible performance practices of Sor Juana’s
villancicos or the loa from El divino Narciso (Divine Narcissus).29
In spite of the weight of their contributions to our understanding of Sor
Juana’s musical engagement, the limited approach that these scholars have adopted
in their readings of Sor Juana’s musico-poetic texts excludes connections between
early modern music-making and disciplines like science, rhetoric or visual art. Thus,
I maintain that other forms of aurality have been repressed in the poet’s work.30 In
light of this tendency to overlook the significance of Ear as a concept that extends
beyond the conventional construction of Renaissance music culture, the question
remains: what role does acoustical perception and its engagement with purportedly
“non-musical” fields of study play in the sorjuanine canon, and how might it inform
current understanding of seventeenth-century New Spanish music culture?
Musica speculativa in Sor Juana. In light of Long’s Ortiz’s and Paz’s
references to the Western classical tradition, any analysis of musical practice and
29

Given the expansion of Sor Juana’s musical inheritance in my dissertation, another of Long’s
contributions is worth noting. Indeed, Long acknowledges the influence of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s
pluriculturalism upon the poet, emphasizing non-Western themes or dance forms within her musicopoetic canon. She maintains: “with the inclusion of tocotíns, sarabandas, and jácaras, Sor Juana’s
musical compositions embraced the full range of cultural possibilities of the ‘raza cósmica’: Spanish,
Indian and African” (67). Despite her sensitivity to the musical diversity that characterized New
Spain, Long disregards the possibility that non-European music-making in Sor Juana’s writing could
provide insight into the poet’s contact with non-Western music cultures. In all likelihood, she notes,
such cancioneros as Francisco Correa’s Facultad Orgánica (c. 1620), Sebastián Aguirre’s Método de
citara (c. 1650) and the anonymous Tablatura de Vihuela informed Sor Juana’s understanding of nonEuropean dance forms (54). By distancing Sor Juana from the non-European musical practices
depicted in these tabulatures, Long situates her firmly within the Western musical canon. She
consequently overlooks the potential for immediate contact with the non-European traditions that,
as recent scholarship suggests, were not limited to the urban periphery.
30 In their respective discussions of the poet’s musical references, Paz, Long and Ortiz have focused
on her engagement with musica speculativa, and in particular, her intellectual debt to Cerone. Each
scholar emphasizes Sor Juana’s insistence upon the primacy of mathematically pure musical intervals
as a metaphor for divine order or the Pythagorean “musica universalis,” demonstrating the author’s
interest in the aesthetic manifestation of proportion. As these authors note, Sor Juana’s defense of
Pythagorean temperament challenged the circular tuning innovations of her time.
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theory within the sorjuanine canon would be incomplete without acknowledgment
of her engagement with European musica speculativa. In light of the widespread
influence of a group of Renaissance theorists who had begun to interrogate the
classical roots of music theory,31 Sor Juana’s defense of Pythagorean temperament is
notable. During the Antiquity and the Middle Ages, music formed part of the
quadrivium. As a science, it was related essentially to mathematical principles
derived from the unconditional truths of nature. Consequently, the measurement of
musical intervals was based upon a Pythagorean system of tuning that treated the
3:2 interval (the diapente or the perfect fifth) as a consonance and the major and
minor thirds (the ditone and the semiditone) as dissonances. Pythagorean intervals
depended upon mathematical calculations derived from Pythagoras’ tetractys
(ratios of 2:1, 3:2 and 4:3) instead of on the principles of acoustics. From an
acoustic standpoint, the principal imperfection of the Pythagorean system is the
syntonic comma (the discrepancy between two enharmonic notes that arises as a
result of the perfect intervals employed in Pythagorean temperament), which
impedes transposition. During the Renaissance, music theorists challenged this
view and argued that music was more closely related to the rhetorical arts of the
Trivium. Distanced from the certainty that characterizes scientific and mathematical
thought, music became a malleable art whose communicative potential could be
harnessed and manipulated. As a result, musicians began to experiment with
various systems of temperament in order to eliminate the syntonic comma through
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Gioseffo Zarlino (Le istitutioni harmoniche, 1558), Francisco de Salinas (De musica libri septum,
1577) and Vincenzo Galilei (Dialogo della musica antica e della moderna, 1581) are among the most
influential of these theorists.
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artificial narrowing of the perfect fifth (the basis of the Pythagorean scale). These
innovations led to the seventeenth-century development of well or circular
temperament, in which harmony adopts a circular form (the same form that Sor
Juana criticizes in romance 21 in order to facilitate transposition).
Theorizing the Caracol. One of the foundational elements of Ortiz’s
argument is the relationship between the shape of a snail shell and the harmonic
spiral that represents the effects of the syntonic comma on transposition. While this
reading significantly contributes to current understanding of Sor Juana’s
engagement with the European musical tradition, Ortiz’s unilateral analysis of the
poet’s dialogue with European art music tradition overlooks potential contact with
other disciplines that intersect with New Spanish sound culture. He affirms, in fact,
that “el tratamiento musical en manos de Sor Juana se enfoca particularmente en la
especulativa musical, estableciendo de esta manera una fuerte correspondencia con
el pensamiento humanístico musical europeo” (“La Musa” 244).32 Ortiz’s argument
therefore marginalizes non-musical components of Sor Juana’s aurality and
prolongs the limited musicological approach to sound that Gouk has critiqued.33
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“the musical treatment in the hands of Sor Juana focuses particularly on speculative music,
establishing in this way a strong correspondence with European musical humanist thought” (my
translation).
33 Indeed, Ortiz’s reading also overlooks possible non-Western musical influences in Caracol such as
post-Encounter Nahua music-making. Such resonances may indeed have been born of the
pluricultural inheritance of New Spain, where, as Javier Marín López, Emilio Rós-Fábregas and
Jonathan Truitt have shown, vestiges of Amerindian music-making may have survived during the
post-Contact period. Although there are limited archival resources to confirm such hypotheses, it is
still relevant to point out the possible resonance of indigenous music culture when theorizing about
the content of Sor Juana’s musical treatise. Indeed, recognition of Nahua musical traditions as part of
the poet’s musical identity, for example, may eventually allow us to call attention to a revealing
correspondence between Caracol and a series of indigenous instruments fashioned from the snail
shell: the quiquitzli and the atecolli. I do not draw attention to this relationship to suggest that the
Caracol may be a treatise of Nahua musical practice. Rather, my aim is to emphasize the twofold
character of Sor Juana’s American intellectual inheritance in order to call attention to a critical gap in
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My own re-evaluation of acoustical references in Sor Juana’s oeuvre seeks to
situate works like Caracol within the broader discourses of acoustical and cognitive
science. I thus conceive of this approach as a complement to to the musicological
readings of Lavista, Long and Ortiz. If we are to recognize additional resonances of
early modern sound culture within Sor Juana’s aurality, however, the development
of methodology for understanding the interaction between sight and hearing within
her work becomes necessary.

1.4 Overview of theoretical framework
My methodology is rooted in the links between Western ocularcentrism and
the early modern aural epistemologies that scholars have recently endeavored to
recuperate. I reject mutually exclusive readings of these two tendencies and
consider them instead as complimentary critical lenses. As I intend to show, the
interpretation of Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse particularly illustrates the
intersection of Eye and Ear in early modern thought. It now falls to us to briefly
review the development and limitations of ocularcentrism. Martin Jay has identified
the blind spots of contemporary visuality’s Classical and Renaissance inheritance in
the first chapter of his “antiocularcentric” history Downcast Eyes: The Denigration of
Vision in Twentieth-century French Thought (1993). 34 These fissures turn out to be

the study of her work as a musician. To date, Carlos Flores’ defense of the possible influence Juan
Matías, (c. 1617-1667) chapelmaster of the Oaxaca Cathedral and one of the first indigenous
composers on Caracol. Based upon evidence in Francisco de Burgos’ Geográfica descripción de la
parte septentrional, del polo ártico de la América) (Geographic Description of the Northern Area, from
the Artic Pole to America 1694), Flores argues that Caracol may be the poet’s effort to amend errors
in Matías’ lost defense of equal temperament.
34 For Jay, “antiocularcentrism” refers to the absence of an overarching, cohesive theory of visuality
in Western thought: “[t]he antiocularcentric discourse that I hope to examine is precisely that: an
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vital to my own interpretation of Sor Juana’s dual affinity for aural and visual
themes. I will therefore lead with summary of Jay’s antiocularcentric reading and
continue with an overview of auralcentric critiques. The latter will focus specifically
on Erlmann’s seminal response to reason’s privileging of Eye.
Ocularcentrism. Most scholars agree that Western ocularcentrism is
rooted in Antiquity and continues to be important to early modern and modern
thought.35 The Greek affinities for form, beauty and theater are often cited as
evidence for the Classical privileging of Eye. Moreover, the advanced development
of optics in Antiquity and its applications in fields like geometry and philosophy
have been read as additional symptoms of ancient Greek ocularcentrism. The
Classical Eye was closely related to concepts like intellect, perfect linear form and
divine beauty and therefore considered a dependable medium for apprehending the
true form of one’s surroundings.
Fifteenth- and sixteenth-century constructions of vision problematized this
visual stability. Indeed, the emergence perspectival techniques that privileged
subjective vision and optical instruments that amplified or distorted visual
perception challenged sight’s objectivity. Renaissance (and later Baroque) visual
culture drew upon advances in optics, natural science and mathematics to
manipulate vision and thus draw attention to its fallacies. Beginning with Leon
Battista Alberti’s visual pyramids (Della Pittura, 1435), advances in perspectival
often unsystematic, sometimes internally contradictory texture of statements, associations, and
metaphors that never fully cohere in a rigorous way. No single figure expresses all of its dimensions
and none would be likely to accept them all, even if they were explicitly posed as positive arguments.
Nor has there been anything like a conscious conspiracy determining its dissemination” (16).
35 William M. Ivins is a notable exception and defends Antiquity’s privileging of the tactile sensory
mode in his Art and Geometry: A Study in Space Intuitions (1946). See Jay, pp. 22 n. 6 for an extended
discussion of Ivins’ reasoning.
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technique in Renaissance painting become central to the construction of Eye.
Moreover, the proliferation of optical devices, including; mirrors, eyeglasses,
telescopes and Christiaan Huygens’ magic lantern, to name only a few, can be seen
as yet other symptoms of this subjective visuality. Given the importance of ocular
manipulation, as exemplified by these models, Renaissance and early modern Eye
paradoxically appeared to be both the backbone of empirical observation and its
primary source of anxiety.
Before continuing, it falls to us to illustrate critical resonances of this visual
fixation. In Republic (c. 380 BC), to give one example, Plato’s Socrates establishes a
link between sunlight’s enhancement of vision and intellect (enlightenment).
Socrates, in dialogue with Glaucon, affirms that sight is more complex than other
senses, for visibility requires a secondary medium: light. He distinguishes between
lux (shadowy light that is visible to the human eye) and lumen (divine light; perfect
linear form), associating the latter with both Eye and intellect: “And the soul is like
the eye: when resting upon that which truth and being shine, the soul perceives and
understands, and is radiant with intelligence; but when turned towards the twilight
of becoming and perishing, then she has opinion only, and goes blinking about, and
is first of one opinion and then of another, and seems to have no intelligence” (403).
Here, Eye, soul and reason are joined through light and reinforce the arguments for
Classical ocularcentrism. As we will see in an etymological reading of the Spanish
“entender” (“to understand”) in Chapter 4, however, links between Ear and intellect
can also be traced to Antiquity. The intersection of aurality and reason that I
consider here will become an important tenet of this chapter’s critical framework.
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Hans Jonas, to return to examples of ocularcentrism that refer to a more
contemporary reading of visuality, has gone so far as to trace the subject-object
dichotomy—fundamental in Western thought—to the Classical construction of
vision through what he calls dynamic neutralization. According to Jonas, sight
requires no interaction on behalf of viewer or object and thus becomes the nucleus
of objective or even dispassionate, if you will, observation:
I have to do nothing but to look, and the object is not affected by that: and
once there is light, the object has only to be there and to be visible, and I am
not affected by that: and yet it is apprehended in its self containment from
out of my own self-containment, it is present to me without drawing me into
its presence (146).
Jonas’ reading of sight serves to illustrate once more the centrality of vision
(however limited such interpretations may be) in Western thought. Indeed, Jonas’
separation of viewer and viewed (subject and object) resonates through Eye’s
prevalence in other discourses on sight and subjectivity, including Aristotelian
visual cognition (De anima), which I will discuss at length in Chapter 3. However, as
we will presently see in Erlmann’s discussion of resonance in opposition to
reflection, Ear as critical lens can overcome the limits of ocularcentrism and the
paradigms of subjectivity that accompany it. Throughout the dissertation, I will
draw heavily upon this contrast between Eye and Ear to highlight the significance of
aural pathos in Sor Juana’s canon.
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As we have seen here, ocularcentrism’s complexity defies any attempt at a
clear-cut explanation of its cultural significance. Jay emphasizes this multifaceted
legacy in his summary of Greek visuality, which merits quotation in full:
[i]n short, the faith in the nobility of sight bequeathed to Western culture by
the Greeks had many, often contrary implications. It could mean the
spectatorial distancing of subject and object of the self-reflective mirroring of
the same in a higher unity without material reminder … It could mean the
absolute purity of geometric and linear form apparent to the eye of the mind
or it could mean the uncertain play of shadow and color evident to the actual
senses. It could mean the search for divine illumination or the Promethean
wresting of fire from the gods for human usage. And it could mean the
contest for power between the Medusan gaze and its apotropaic antidote …
(32-33).
According to Jay, Eye therefore becomes a complex cultural construction and a sign
of diverse analytical foci that include intellect, subjectivity and beauty. As we will
note, an array of optical and acoustical topoi can be identified as symbols of these
concepts in Sor Juana’s works. Jay’s antiocularcentric reading of the visual legacy
and instability of such optical constructions will resonate in my own interpretation.
Before moving on, it behooves us to examine other contemporary
ocularcentric readings. Indeed, the prominence of vision and optics in Western
culture has resulted in an array of cultural criticism that privileges Eye. Besides the
visual paradigm that informs Derrida’s logocentrism and Jay’s history of
antiocularcentrism, Christine Buci-Glucksmann’s la folie du voir (the madness of
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vision) and Foucaldian panopticism are additional examples of approaches to links
between vision, presence and hegemony in early modern thought. Buci-Glucksmann
for example calls upon readings of visuality by psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan and
phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty to challenge the limits of vision as
informed by Cartesian mind-body dichotomy: “Visioning—by which things absent
become present to us—defines simultaneously the place of art and the access to
Being, the simultaneous appearance of an aesthetic and an ‘ontology,’ whether it be
negative, fractured, or exploded” (Zamora 146). Eye thereby disrupts Being and
becomes simultaneously a window to the outside world and a mirror through which
Self is constructed. Vision thus destabilizes self-presence while confirming that of
the Other—a paradox that lies at the very heart of the Baroque’s defining tensions.
Such explanations nevertheless appear problematic and rely heavily on the
separation of subject and object, a legacy of structuralist thought. As we will note
presently, Ear (and more specifically, resonance) becomes useful to address these
limits and consider the interaction between self and other as well as aurality and
visuality.
Resonance. Erlmann’s otological approach offers a parallel to the visual
legacy that Jay described and leaves room for a re-reading of ocularcentrism that
takes other sensory modes into account. As such, I continue by outlining this aural
critique, focusing especially on connections between sight and hearing. The
complementary relationship that we begin to see between Eye and Ear challenges
strict ocularcentrism and contributes to one of my main arguments: sharper
understanding of Sor Juana’s aurality can also expand readings of her visuality.
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Not even music, it turns out, has escaped Western optical dominance.
Nowhere are the ocularcentric tendencies of musical thought more salient than in
the etymological construction of musica theorica or musica speculativa, the
theoretical traditions. Indeed, as Jay has noted, both theorica and speculativa bear
strong ties to Eye and thus place music squarely within ocular discourses. In his
reading of the visual legacy of Antiquity, Jay extended David Michael Levin’s
remarks on the lexical relationship between theater, theory and theorica. Along with
theorem, the Latin contemplatio, speculatio, speculum and specular, these terms are
related through the common Greek root (or its Latin equivalent) for “to look at” or
“to contemplate” (23, 31-32).36 For Jay, these connections are symptoms of the
interdependency of Eye, reason, truth, light or illumination and even mirror in
Western thought.37 To be sure, following Jay’s argument, we notice that musica
theorica and musica speculativa both align music and the visual realm, thus leaving
little room for the recuperation of auditory epistemologies within the Western art
music tradition.
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Levin, The Opening of Vision: Nihilism and the Postmodern Situation, pp. 99.
Jay observes: “[w]hat might be called the alternating traditions of speculation with the eye of the
mind and observation with the two eyes of the body provided fertile ground for the varieties of
ocularcentrism that have so deeply penetrated Western culture. In fact, if we divide them further, we
can discern still other opportunities for privileging the visual. Speculation can be construed as the
rational perception of clear and distinct forms with the unclouded eye of the mind or as the irrational
and ecstatic dazzlement by the blinding light of God, the ‘vision’ of the seer. Here, a metaphysics of
light could turn into a full-fledged mysticism of light. Observation could be understood as the
unmediated assimilation of stimuli from without, the collapse of perception into pure sensation. Or it
could be construed as a more complicated interaction of sensations and the shaping or judging
capacity of the mind, which provided the Gestalt-like structures that made observation more than a
purely passive phenomenon. And within these broad categories, many differentiated variants could
proliferate. In all of theme, however, something called sight was accorded a fundamental place in our
knowledge of the world” (29-30).
37
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Given this limit, my own re-reading of links between Eye and Ear in Sor
Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse complements current understanding of the
author’s engagement with musica speculativa. That is, I respond to the visuality that
characterizes prior scholarship on Sor Juana’s musical inheritance and consider the
alignment of visual and aural affect through such lenses as early modern acoustical
science, theories of sensory cognition and musica poetica. In keeping with the
central theme of Sor Juana’s aurality, the concept of resonance will thus be crucial in
developing these concepts.
Resonance refers to a sympathetic reaction that occurs when two objects
vibrate at the same frequency. I borrow the term as a theoretical concept to
describe the connection between the construction of Ear in Sor Juana’s works and
other components of early modern sound culture. The manner in which this
acoustical nomenclature relates Sor Juana’s aurality to more familiar visual models
of inquiry is fundamental within my reading. Erlmann, for example, has considered
the opposition between resonance and reflection. He argues that resonance as a
critical lens can help overcome the limits of reason’s ocular legacy:
[r]esonance is of course the complete opposite of the reflective, distancing
mechanism of a mirror. While reason implies the disjunction of subject and
object, resonance involves their conjunction. Where reason requires
separation and autonomy, resonance entails adjacency, sympathy, and the
collapse of the boundary between perceiver and perceived (9-10).
Indeed, the tension between resonance and reflection that Erlmann highlights here
becomes essential to my approach. Whereas reason necessarily distances the object
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from the subject, resonance unites the two and emphasizes similarities between
them. And yet, Paz’s remarks on the juxtaposition of reflection and echo (related to
resonance) in the sorjuanine canon seems at odds with Erlmann’s comments: “[e]n
el sistema simbólico de sor Juana, el eco –en el modo auditivo—y el reflejo—en el
visual—poseen significados homólogos. Dentro de su economía psíquica, sus
valores son intercambiables. Los dos son metáforas del espíritu: el eco es voz,
palabra, música; el reflejo es luz, inteligencia” (320).38 For Erlmann, the distance
between reflection and resonance is rooted in the former’s connections to reason,
which he considers an alienating construction. In Paz’s reading of these concepts
within Sor Juana’s oeuvre, however, echo seems connected to the Derridean
foundational act of self-hearing (discussed in Chapter 2) —the very nucleus of
subjectivity— while reflection is aligned with light and reason. Thus the very
problem of visual subjectivity that Erlmann seeks to overcome through his
construction of resonance becomes central to Paz’s interpretation of the sorjuanine
echo. In Chapter 3, I will consider both positions and discuss the links between
Voice, echo and subjectivity in romance 8 and romancillo heptasílabo 75. I will
return to the concept of echo in Chapter 4, where I examine those of Sor Juana’s
poetic “portraits, which must be understood as visual, aural and rhetorical
representations. Questions of aesthetics and pathos are especially important here.
38

“[i]n Sor Juana’s symbolic system the echo, in the auditive mode, and the reflection, in the visual,
are homologous; their values are interchangeable. Both are metaphors of the spirit: the echo is voice,
word, music; the reflection is light, intelligence” (tr. Sayers Peden 246). Margo Glantz has further
concretized Paz’s comments in her reading of the concepts of silence and echo in Sor Juana’s loa for
El divino Narciso (Divine Narcissus), which asks: “¿[e]n qué medida, entonces, el eco—‘la
multiplicación de las voces por la repercussion’, como lo define Covarrubias en su famoso
Diccionario—es a la voz lo que el reflejo a la imagen?” [“[t]o what extent, then, is the echo—‘the
multiplication of voices via repercussion’, as Covarrubias defines it in his famous Dictionary—to the
voice that which the reflection is to the image?” (my translation 193).
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As we will see, in poems like redondilla 87 and romance 41 sonorous tropes
complement optical ones. The juxtaposition of these two sensory modes can be
read as a symptom of the relationship between Ear and Eye in early modern
culture.39

1.5 Chapter outline: Towards an otological epistemology
All throughout this dissertation, I seek to build a case for the re-evaluation of
Ear in the sorjuanine canon and the greater New Spanish context. Challenging the
prominence of Eye in early modern scholarship by considering aural modes of
knowing will, I believe, result in the recovery of “voices” that have otherwise been
marginalized and bring new intellectual inheritances to light. My goal is to respond
to the marginalization of Ear in Hispanic cultural criticism and make a case instead
for the intersection of sight and hearing through such concepts as reason, pathos
and aesthetics. Existing scholarship on both New Spain and Sor Juana offers limited
insight into sound perception and its cultural impact. As such, I hope to raise new
questions about the role of Ear and how it might inform current understanding of
American colonial experience.
This dissertation is organized thematically. Concepts of Ear, reason, beauty
and acoustical pathos resonate within all five chapters, each of which examines a
separate aspect of Sor Juana’s aurality. Chapter 2 outlines tenets of early modern
sound culture that inform the rest of the dissertation. The so-called “Music of the
39

Given the scope of this discussion, the dedication of romance 41 is worth noting: “De pintura, no
vulgar, ‘en ecos’, de la excelentísima señora Condesa de Galve, virreina de Méjico” [“In painting, not
common, ‘in echoes’ of the most excellent madam Countess of Galve, vicereine of Mexico” (my
translation)].
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spheres,” Kircherian musica pathetica and the relationship between Voice and
subjectivity are just some of the topics that I will discuss. Following this, vestiges of
early modern acoustics and cognitive science in Sor Juana’s courtly poetry,
transmitted through Kircher, become the subject of Chapter 3. I specifically
consider connections between subjectivity and Sor Juana’s construction of echo. As
I noted earlier, Erlmann’s reading of the critical tension between reflection and
resonance as well as Paz’s remarks on the homogeneity of these two themes will
become essential critical lenses. Chapter 4 will highlight resonances of Kircherian
musica poetica through the juxtaposition of painting, writing and music-making in
redondilla 87, romance 41, Encomiástico poema and others. These readings, or
“hearings,” if you will, underscore resonances between the poet’s parallel treatment
of music and writing and Kircher’s doctrine of musica poetica. Georgina Sabat de
Rivers’ and Emilie L. Bergmann’s separate accounts of the theme of painting in Sor
Juana’s canon also inform my own comments.
I conclude by considering areas for further development of the sorjuanine
Ear. Currently, the lack of detailed evidence about the contents of Sor Juana’s
library makes it difficult to verify her engagement with Kircher’s musical treatises
or other seminal texts within seventeenth-century otological history. As more
scholarship emerges on early modern and New Spanish sound cultures, however, I
am nevertheless confident that new findings will only reinforce Sor Juana’s
Kircherian acoustical inheritance and the aurality that I defend. Moreover, I
maintain that evidence to support readings of Sor Juana’s engagement with other
aspects of New Spanish music culture—including, perhaps, vestiges of Nahua or
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other non-European music-making; evidence for which scholars like Javier Marín
López, Emilio Rós-Fábregas and Johnathan Truitt have begun to uncover—will
undoubtedly emerge. For now, however, my own contribution complements prior
readings of Sor Juana’s musicality and calls attention to the broader construction of
aurality within her canon. My reading strengthens resonances of themes like
acoustics and musica pathetica in Sor Juana’s work and identifies a new aural
epistemology as well—Kircher’s musica poetica. Most importantly, I lay
groundwork for additional re-readings of Sor Juana’s Ear in order to expand
understanding of her acoustico-musical knowledge and of New Spanish music
culture in general.
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Chapter 2
Panorama of Sor Juana’s Ear

This chapter overviews of early modern music culture and guides our
analysis of Sor Juana’s acoustical epistemologies. I wish to show that music’s
diverse intersections with other disciplines—as exemplified by broad otological
knowledge in Athanasius Kircher’s Musurgia universalis (1650) and his Phonurgia
nova (1673)—lends itself to a broader reading of Sor Juana’s acoustical pathos. The
nun’s engagement with musica poetica—the intersection of music and writing—,
musica pathetica—music’s ability to alter human affect— and early modern
acoustical science form the basis of this reading. I draw upon these doctrines to
consider how concepts like Voice, Ear and Hearing contribute to the recovery of Sor
Juana’s aurality. In this chapter, we first summarize relevant tenets of seventeenthcentury European music culture and then develop a critical framework for Voice
and multivocity in Sor Juana’s canon.
2.1 Resonances of Antiquity within early modern music culture
To begin, I will examine the Pythagorean tradition that Lavista, Paz and Ortiz
have identified as part of the sorjuaine canon and overview its influence in Western
music culture. For Pythagoras and his followers, mathematics was a guiding
principle in world order. The tetractys, a triangular representation of the number
ten that was constructed from ten points arranged in four separate rows, was
especially important the Pythagorean construction of musical and non-musical
harmony. Nicomachus’ Manual of Harmonics (2nd century AD) includes a famed
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anecdote about the intersection of sound and mathematics in Pythagorean harmony.
Nicomachus relates that Pythagoras realized that numerical ratio determined the
aesthetic properties of sound while listening to the tones that a blacksmith
produced using hammers of variable weights. Basing his reasoning upon the
quadripartite arrangement of the tetractys, then, Pythagoras demonstrated that
musical consonance can be numerically represented with the proportions: 4:3
(perfect fifth), 3:2 (perfect fourth) and 2:1 (octave).40 Within this framework, 4:1
represents the double octave and 3:1 is the interval of an octave plus a perfect fifth.
Harmony thus became one means of understanding both cosmic and earthly
structure. Planetary rotation was thought of as potential sound, whose consonance
or dissonance, although imperceptible on Earth, affected man’s worldly experience.
As a result of the relationship between music and divine harmony, such images as
the celestial monochord came to be understood as cosmic representations. Within
this framework, man became a microcosm of the universe whose physical or
spiritual properties could be conceptualized in terms of harmonic relationships (see
Fig. 2.1).

40

In the Western musical tradition, the term consonance describes the relationship between two
pitches whose simultaneous production results in an agreeable sound. This “pleasant” sound occurs
when the sound wave frequencies of the two tones are proportional to each other. For example, the
frequency ratio between two notes that belong to the same pitch class (notes that are separated by
the interval of a perfect octave and that are designated using the same name in the Western twelvenote scale like A1 and A2), the frequency ration is 2:1.
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Fig. 2.1. Robert Fludd, Frontispiece of Utriusque cosmi maioris scilicet et minoris
metaphysica, physica atque technica (The Technical, Physical and Metaphysical
History of the Macrocosm and Microcosm), Vol. 1 (1617-21). Deutsche Fotothek.
Saxon State Library, Dresden.
The belief in the so-called “Music of the spheres,” as this harmonic construction of
the cosmos is known, persisted throughout the Middle Ages and much of the
Renaissance. Pythagoras’ theory influenced the work of, among others, Plato
(Republic, c. 380 BC and Laws, c. 360 BC), Ptolemy (Harmonica, 2nd century AD),
Boethius (De institutione musicae) and Johannes Kepler (Harmonices mundi, 1619).
The rebirth of Antiquity beginning in fifteenth century was instrumental in
solidifying the role of these and other principles in the Western art music tradition.
Renewed interest in Ancius Manilus Severinus Boethius’ (480 AD – 424 AD) De
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institutione musica was particularly significant to the transmission of this
knowledge.41
The Boethian tripartite division of musical thought is one of the theorist’s
most significant legacies. Drawing upon the Neoplatonic and Pythagorean
traditions, Boethius distinguished between musica mundana, musica humana, and
musica instrumentalis. Musica mundana was an all-encompassing force that
governed cosmological organization. It was often conceived of as a universal music
that was created by planetary rotation and imperceptible to the human ear. Some
scholars associated musical modes with planetary spheres, establishing a musical
symbolism not unlike that which is associated with the Carnatic music tradition of
South India, to give one example. Departing from Pythagorean ideology, Plato, for
instance, maintained in Timaeus that planetary revolution caused each celestial
body to emit a specific pitch. Secondary to musica mundana, musica humana
described the harmony between the various human elements, including the body
and soul. Musica instrumentalis, of course, referred to music-making itself and was
the only type of harmony perceptible to the human ear.
Early modern music culture inherited and transformed several fundamentals
of De institutione musica. One important shift during this time period was the rising
emphasis on the interaction between music and text that resulted in music’s
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Penned during the sixth century, Boethius’ compilation of Greek musical thought seems to have
remained largely forgotten until Frankish scholars assimilated its concepts during the Carolingian
Renaissance. In fact, the evolution of medieval music culture and its Classical inheritance can be
partially traced in the voluminous glosses of Boethius’ text, the Glossa maior, which dates between
the ninth and the twelfth centuries. De institutione musica was printed for the first time in Venice in
1492, by which time it was established as a foundational text. Indeed, Boethius’ work underlies the
later debates that define such canonical treatises as Francino Gaffurius’ Theorica musicae (1492) and
Zarlino’s Le istitutioni harmoniche (1558).
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alignment with the trivium subjects (grammar, logic and rhetoric). This transition
manifested itself in the realms of both musica theorica (analysis and philosophical
study of music) and musica practica (performance and composition). As Ortiz
indicated in his reading of the Respuesta (qtd. on pp. 7), musical references in Sor
Juana’s texts suggest that she opposed this shift. The poet’s defense of music as part
of the quadrivium resonates within her interest in the intersection of music and
mathematics, as exemplified by the romance 21’s defense of just intonation (as
opposed to the emergent equal temperament, based upon the reduction of certain
intervals in order to eliminate the syntonic comma that so problematized
transposition within just intonation):
si el diapasón y el diapente
el ser perfectas, consista
en que ni menos ni más
su composición admita;
…
lo que el Armónico medio
de sus dos extremos dista,
y del Geométrico en qué,
y Aritmético, distinga;
…
si la proporción que hay
del Ut al Re no es la misma
que del Re al Mi, ni el Fa Sol
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lo mismo que el Sol La dista: (vv. 57-84, OC I 62-63).

If the perfection of the diapasón and diapente
Consists in that neither less nor more
In composition admits;
…
And how the harmonic means
Is distant from the two extremes,
And how the geometric
Is distinguished from the arithmetic.
…
That the character of increasing
The number to its family,
I have in my soul impressed
If it does not come to the cheeks; (tr. Manuel Blanco González, LaMay 333).
The language of musica speculativa abounds in these lines. “Diapasón” (vv. 57)
refers to the 2:1 interval that defines the Pythagorean octave and “diapente” (vv.
57) to the 3:2 ratio of the fifth. Within the just intonation system, both musical
intervals are considered perfect consonances because of their tetractys-based
proportions. Nevertheless, although the octave ration remains 2:1 according to the
practices of equal temperament, the fifth is artificially narrowed, resulting in a
mathematically imperfect interval. Along with the subsequent affirmation that
geometry and arithmetic are essential to the concept of harmony, these lines seem
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to challenge equal temperament’s departure from the Pythagorean tetractys.
Similarly, “del Ut al Re” (“from Ut to Re”), “del Re al Mi” (“from Re to Mi”), “el Fa Sol”
(“the Fa Sol”) and “el Sol La” (“the Sol La”) (vv. 82-84) progressively describe the
steps on the Pythagorean scale, and it can be argued as a result that the strophe
defends their proportional construction.
Drawing upon all of these references to debates about temperament, Ortiz
reads romance 21 as a symptom of Sor Juana’s privileging of mathematics over
subjective beauty: “[p]ara Sor Juana, la pureza matemática, no la percepción
sensorial, es el fundamento del juicio estético” (255).42 Although Ortiz’s remarks
undoubtedly resonate in romance 21, his marginalization of sensory perception in
Sor Juana’s aurality is problematic. I intend to respond to the limits of this reading
in Chapters 3 and 4 by considering the links between acoustics, musical pathos,
cognitive science and musica poetica in Sor Juana’s texts.
The just/equal temperament debate is not the only defining feature of early
modern music culture, nor is it the only resonance within Sor Juana’s oeuvre. Along
with music’s re-categorization as a trivium subject, the simultaneous emergence of
musica poetica in Lutheran Germany also illustrates prominence of text in early
modern musical thought. Likewise, such compositional tactics as word painting
were widely employed by fifteenth- and sixteenth-century composers, including
Josquin des Prez (c. 1450–1521) and Carlo Gesualdo (1566–1613). To offer two
simplified examples of this technique, the use of an ascending melody to accompany
a text that describes a mountain or a dissonant harmony that is associated with
42

“[f]or Sor Juana, mathematical purity, not sensorial perception, is the foundation of aesthetic
judgement” (my translation).
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diabolical references are models of word painting. In addition to this practice, the
Florentine Camerata’s interest in reviving the emphasis on poetry and affect that
defined the dramatic style of the Antiquity, a project that ultimately resulted in the
development of the stile recitativo and the birth of opera, was arguably another
product of the quadrivium-trivium paradigm shift.
The empiricism of the seventeenth century also affected early modern music
culture. Scholars like Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), whose encyclopedic Harmonie
universelle contenant la théorie et la pratique de la musique (1636-37) was a
precursor to Kircher’s Musurgia, turned to rational order and scientific observation
to demystify the fundamentals of sound and music. Mersenne was intensely
preoccupied with what we could call today the physics of music. His pendulum
experiments led to significant conclusions about how length, mass and tension affect
the oscillation of a string (known today as Mersenne’s Laws).43 Likewise,
Mersenne’s efforts to calculate the speed of sound, although somewhat unsuccessful
because of an inadequate means of measuring time, allowed the scholar to
determine that neither pitch nor loudness affected velocity. And yet, Thomas
Christiansen resists considering Mersenne’s contributions as a unilateral product of
seventeenth-century empiricism. He affirms:
Mersenne by no means wished to deny the affective powers and moral
authority attributed to music by the ancients … On the contrary, he hoped to
verify and reinforce this authority by securing it more firmly in the new
empirical science. Above all, he was convinced that the quantifiable order
43

See Gouk, pp. 173-74 for an overview of Mersenne’s Laws.
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that was the foundation of the Pythagorean lore of sounding number was
deeper and more far reaching than any champion of Rosicrucian knowledge
such as Robert Fludd could have imagined (66).
The aspiration to inscribe sound within a rational world order thus lies at the heart
of Marsenne’s empiricism. Although the scholar rejected the possibility that
scientific observation was the key to universal truth, he defended inquiry into the
inner workings of nature and saw physics as a means of reaffirming resonances of
Pythagorean cosmology.
Despite insistence upon the early modern privileging of visual culture, some
seventeenth-century treatments of Pythagorean thought offer remarkable insight
into the role of sound. Kepler’s Hamonices Mundi is one such work. In this treatise,
Kepler departs from Pythagorean theories to explain the relationship between
mathematical proportions, divine and worldly harmony. He maintains that the
tetractys served as a model for God’s creation of the world, and that man’s soul was
fashioned using this very same model. The capacity to perceive and appreciate
harmony (defined as the proportional relationship between two objects), then, is
innate. Although he details a number of harmonic mediums (poetry, dance and
architecture, among others), Kepler argues that musical harmony is the most
natural:
In fact the reason why the proportions of sounds are more exact than all of
those, and the nature of man delights in their more eager expression, is that
every living thing has sounds most of all in its power, seeing that they are
shaped within it, emitted by its very midriff, and most obedient to every
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whim of its mind, every movement of its heart, and that, as has been stated
before, it has been allotted the most suitable instrument, the throat stretched
at full length, like a string or rather a pipe, and the voice roves up and down
with the least impediment along the straight line of its length (315).
Here, Kepler compares the human body to a musical instrument, indicating that
acoustic proportion reminds man of his ability to phonate and create sound. In this
sense, his explanation supports an argument that I will develop later in this chapter:
acoustic perception cannot be separate from the subject’s foundational hearing of
his own Voice.
The lack of attention afforded to language here is of equal importance, for it
allows us to separate Voice from language. This challenges Derrida’s indirect
affirmation that Voice is the most primal form of language:
The logos can be infinite and self-present, it can be produced as autoaffection, only through the voice: an order of the signifier by which the
subject takes from itself into itself, does not borrow outside of itself the
signifier that it emits and that affects it at the same time. Such is at least the
experience—or consciousness—of the voice: of hearing (understanding) –
oneself-speak [s’entendre-parler] (OG 98).
Indeed, unlike Derrida, Kepler compares Voice to a musical instrument, isolating
vocal production from the verbal signifier and marginalizing the relationship
between Voice and language. If, for Derrida, the experience of Voice (language) is
connected to reason and logic, then for Kepler, Voice is a sign of agency. While I do
not dispute that the Derridean Voice is also connected for agency, it is important to
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note that the Keplerian Voice derives its potential acoustically. In contrast, the
potency in Derrida’s Voice is rooted in its relationship with language. In the
Keplerian construction, then, Ear becomes a site where power is reiterated or
disrupted because agency is (re-) affirmed aurally. Within this framework, the
manipulation of hearing that, as we will see, is a prominent theme in Kircher’s
acoustical treatises, is significant because it draws attention to the performativity of
Voice. Just as an aside intensifies or destabilizes the staged reality that theater
creates, Kircher’s eavesdropping devices and echo chambers can affect how a vocal
script is heard.
Although Ofer Gal and Raz Chen-Morris’ groundbreaking study of what they
call “Baroque Science” appears to subscribe to the ocularcentric view of early
modern culture, their argument that the fascination with sensory manipulation
during the Scientific Revolution problematizes Baroque sensuality can shed light on
Kircher’s attempts to distort hearing:
Baroque sensuality no longer appears as a decadent extroversion when one
takes into account the unprecedented powers awarded to the senses by the
new scientific instruments of vision. It becomes, rather, a genuine
investigation of the possibilities of artificial sense organs and the disturbing
implications of this artificiality and the fundamental estrangement from
reality it embeds (11).
As I hope to demonstrate in this dissertation, Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse
can likewise be read as an interrogation of the capabilities and limitations of the
human Ear. When read from the perspective that Gal and Chez-Morris offer, it
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becomes clear that the instrumentalization of hearing disrupts the bond between
Voice and agency. In a sense, then, Sor Juana’s aurality can be interpreted as the
poetic manipulation of hearing—the author’s own version of Kircher’s famed
speaking trumpets (see Fig. 2.2). Just as Kircher’s devices distorted sound
perception, thus exploiting Voice as mutable script, so Sor Juana’s treatment of
music and hearing draws attention to the parallels between sounded and written
scripts, allowing for the possibility of encoding two contradictory scripts in a single
text. This idea will be explored in more detail in Chapter 4.

Fig. 2.2. House with speaking trumpets, Athanasius Kircher, Phonurgia nova
(Kempten: Rudolph Dreherr, 1673) 162.
2.2 Musica poetica
The overview offered here is merely intended to contextualize key changes
that define early modern music. I have only touched upon a limited sampling of
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traits and treatises that are canonical within this tradition.44 There is, nevertheless,
one more characteristic that bears mention. Given that my analysis will focus on the
relationship between music, affect and text, it is also important to remember the
three components of song that Plato names in the Republic: text, melody and
rhythm. Although this definition received little attention during the Middle Ages,
Claude V. Palisca remarks that such Renaissance thinkers as Jacopo Sadoleto (De
liberis recte instituendis, 1533) and Gioseffo Zarlino (Sopplimenti musicali, 1588)
emphasized the weight that Plato attributes to text within his explanation (51). As
we will see, this renewed interest in the relationship between music and writing
that emerged in the work of Sadoleto, Zarlino and others is symptomatic of the
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century re-alignment of music with the trivium.
Especially prominent during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, musica
poetica was based upon the intersection of the musical and rhetorical arts. The
relationship between music and writing goes as far back as the work of such
Classical rhetoricians as Cicero and Quintilian, who listed music as one of the skills
that aspiring orators should master prior to undertaking rhetorical studies. Because
of the humanist revitalization of Classical texts, the connection between these two
arts experienced a renewed interest during the Renaissance. Following this revaluation of the musical doctrine of the Antiquity, music theorists began to discuss
textual settings alongside harmonic, rhythmic and melodic principles. Nikolaus
Listenius (born c. 1510), who is credited with coining the term musica poetica, was
one of the first to assign text its own place within the Aristotelian musica
44

For a thorough overview of Classical music’s legacy in the Western tradition, see Thomas J.
Mathiesen’s Apollo’s Lyre: Greek Music and Music Theory in Antiquity and the Middle Ages (1999).
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practica/musica theorica dichotomy. Interest in text as a musical element continued
well into the eighteenth century. Rooted in Germany’s Protestant Reform, the reimagination of musica poetica is based upon the idea that a composer must be
sensitive the relationships between both musical and extra-musical elements.
The rise of musica poetica, specifically in Germany, can be partially traced to
Protestant ideology. Given the Reformation focus on the Biblical text itself, the rise
of musica poetica in a largely Protestant region, where music was valued for its
didactic and affective capacities, should come as no surprise. In fact, Luther himself
insisted upon the complementary relationship between music, rhetoric and the
divine:
… next to the Word of God, music deserves the highest praise … The Holy
Ghost himself honors her as an instrument for his proper work when in his
Holy Scriptures he asserts that through her his gifts were instilled in the
prophets, namely the inclination to all virtues, as can be seen in Elisha [II
Kings 3:15]. On the other hand, she serves to cast out Satan, the instigator of
all sins, as shown in Saul, the king of Israel [I Sam. 16:23] (qtd. in Lewis
Hammond 120).45
Luther’s Platonic inheritance rings true in his defense of music’s didactic potential
and assertion that it must be subordinate to text. In light of the Lutheran alignment
of these two expressive forms, then, expertise in both the musical and rhetorical arts
allowed composers to more fully exploit the complementary nature of the two. A
number of musica poetica treatises, including Gallus Dressler’s Praecepta musicae
45

From Luther’s “Preface to Georg Rhau’s Symphonie iucundae” (1538). Tr. from Works, ed. Jaroslav
Pelikan and Hartmut Lehmann (1955).
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poeticae (1563) and Joachim Burmeister’s Musica poetica (1606), emerged from this
ideology. These and other works systematize the relationship between written and
musical discourse by using rhetorical nomenclature to describe musical figures.

2.3 Musica pathetica
Before turning to a more in-depth discussion of Kircher’s relevance to this
study, I will review several more concepts that underpin my reading of sound and
hearing in Sor Juana’s works. The first of these is treatment of affect in sixteenthand seventeenth-century Western music. Despite the Renaissance tendency to
marginalize sensuality and the Baroque one to celebrate it, few scholars have
analyzed the relationship between music and affect during the early modern period.
Palisca has highlighted this lacuna:
[a]lthough no one questions the importance of the affections in the music of
the Baroque period, scholars have paid comparatively little attention to their
role in sixteenth-century music and thought. Yet this is when the vogue of
the affections began. The wave of interest had complex causes, with the
revival of classical rhetorical theory as a primary one (179-80).
Nevertheless, as Palisca notes, Descartes, Mersenne, Kircher and others contributed
to a sizeable body of scholarship on musica pathetica—music’s ability to arouse and
alter the passions. I will examine Sor Juana’s engagement with this doctrine in
Chapter 4. For now, an introduction to the history and significance of musica
pathetica in early modern music culture will suffice.
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Like many of the tenets of European musical thought, the relationship
between music and affect can also be traced to the doctrines of Antiquity. Two
overarching approaches to human affect dominated classical thought. Inspired by
Stoic doctrines, such scholars as Cicero held that the soul was comprised of an
irrational and rational component. The rational part was, accordingly, more
ordered and peaceful than the irrational part. Human emotion, in this context, was
considered a pathological disorder that disrupted mental function. In contrast to
the Ciceronian devaluation of the strong emotions, Aristotle’s Rhetoric (4th c. BC)
and his Politics (4th c. BC) reinforced the significance of the passions. For Aristotle,
the passions were a powerful human influence that, when harnessed correctly,
could be used to persuade. Although both Cicero and Aristotle were prominent in
the early modern intellectual environment, Aristotle’s position on human affect
proved to be more closely aligned with the ideological climate of this epoch. Among
others, such scholars as Thomas Aquinas [Summa Theologiae (1265-74)] and Juan
Luis Vives [De anima et vita (1538)] filtered the Aristotelian privileging of affect to
early modern thinkers.
The question remains: how could the passions be controlled or manipulated?
Among other methods, the relationship between the human body and the soul
becomes important here. Within this context, the Cartesian approach to mind-body
dualism is especially influential to understand the underpinnings of early modern
musica pathetica. Gary Hatfield reminds us that, for the most part, René Descartes
attributed the interaction between the human body and mind to God or Nature,
“treat[ing] the … relationship as a mystery” (350). Nevertheless, Descartes’
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hypothesis that the pineal gland was the “seat of the soul” united sensory perception
and intellect, becoming crucial to subsequent theories of sensory perception. The
philosopher reasoned that this organ, centrally located in the brain, was the link
between the body and the conscious, thinking self.46 His position was revised and
reiterated in Meditations (1641), The Passions of the Soul (1649) and Treatise of Man
(1662), as well as in Descartes’ personal correspondence. Despite his argument in
favor of a corporeal/intellectual connection, however, Descartes continued to
conceive of the body as subordinate to the mind.
Descartes’ empirical approach to mind-body interaction is illustrative of the
inquiry into the physical and metaphysical experience that is one characteristic of
early modern culture. Along the same lines, I now turn the relationship between
harmony and the human body. Although “harmony” was common to musica
mundana, musica humana and musica instrumentalis, the manner in which the three
types of music could influence each other was not considered until the Renaissance.
In fact, the Spanish theorist Bartolomeo Ramos de Pareia’s (c. 1440-1490)
juxtaposition of Galenic medicine with music philosophy was instrumental in the
reconciliation of musica humana and musica mundana. In his Musica practica
(1482), Ramos expanded Galen’s association of the four humors (yellow bile, blood,
black bile and phlegm) with various elements, colors and temperaments to include
musical modes.47 The alignment of music, the bodily humors and the temperaments
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Linda Shapiro offers a solid overview of the logic behind this explanation in her article “Descartes’
Pineal Gland Reconsidered.”
47 For a more thorough overview of Ramos’ contributions, see Tomlinson, Music in Renaissance
Magic, pp. 78-84.
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paved the way for later accounts of music’s capacity to alter human physiology, and
by extension, influence affect.
Consider, for example, accounts of tarantism, a physical and psychological
affliction that the bite of the Lycosa Tarantula was thought to cause. This condition,
which was especially prevalent in Apulia and other regions in Naples, could be cured
with compulsory dancing, induced by a specific musical style—the tarantella.
Descriptions of the restorative potential of sound appear in, among others, Marsilio
Ficino’s De vita coelitus comparanda (1489), Tommaso Campanella’s Del senso delle
cose e della magia (1590) and Kircher’s Musurgia universalis.48 Kircher’s
engagement with tarantism is notable because, along with such examples as David’s
ability to soothe Saul by playing his harp, it forms part of the Jesuit’s analysis of
music’s medicinal capacity. As Gouk has observed, Kircher’s reading of the potential
for music to affect the physical body considers sound as both magical (in the sense
that there is no concrete, rational explanation for such reactions) and natural
(building upon earlier analyses of sympathy and music’s psychological effects) (10405).
Indeed, Kircher and others conceived of music as powerful force, and one
that was closely related to the humorous vapors that determined temperament.
Sound was generally thought to be the product of disturbances in the air, which, in
turn, displaced particles, setting them into motion and causing them to collide,
emitting sound. Although acoustic stimulation itself was actually a series of tiny

48

See Tomlinson, Music and Renaissance Magic, pp. 164-67 for a discussion of each text’s
engagement with tarantism.
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motions, the silent interval between individual occurrences was imperceptible.
While this theory was widely accepted, Kircher disagreed with it:
[l]e son n’est rien d’autre qu’une qualité sensible qui peut être perçue par
l’oreille. Il n’est pas, comme croient certains, un mouvement des corps
entrant en collision ; pourtant le mouvement des corps en collision produit
un son, non pas immédiatement, mas par rupture de l’air intermédiaire. C’est
pourquoi les corps contenant plus d’air et plus légers sont dotés de la plus
grande force sonore : l’air est en effet d’avantage atomisé dans les corps
légers et aériens que dans les corps non aériens et lourds (tr. Loubrichon
21).49
He argued instead that sound was the product of the interaction between water and
air : “[m]ais le choc avec l’air et l’eau est tout à fait apte à produire le son : on s’en
persuade excellemment avec flûtes, les grondements de la mer et le tonnerre. L’air
ainsi atomisé par la collision de quelques corps, il se produit un son” (tr. Loubrichon
22).50 We will return to these remarks in Chapter 3.
Kircher’s re-formulation of acoustical theories underpinned his ideas about
music and affect. When the moving air particles entered the human ear (Kircher
distinguished between human and animal hearing), they came into contact with the
humorous vapors. This material similarity between sound and the humors made
49

“[s]ound is none other than a sensible quality that can be perceived by the ear. It is not, as some
believe, a movement of bodies in collision, although the movement of bodies in collision produces a
sound, not immediately, but by rupture of the intermediary air. This is because the bodies that
contain more air and are lighter are equipped with a greater sonorous force: the air is in effect more
atomized in the lighter and airy bodies than in the bodies that are un-airy and heavy” (my
translation).
50 “[b]ut the collision with air and water is fully apt to produce sound: one can be persuaded
excellently with flutes, the rumble of the sea and thunder. The air atomized in this way by the
collision of such bodies, it produces sound (my translation).”
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aural stimuli particularly effective in altering temperament. The Jesuit describes the
process as such:
From all this I infer that the marvelous power which music has for moving
the emotions does not proceed directly from the soul, for that, being
immortal and immaterial, neither gives proportion to notes and sounds, nor
can it be altered by them: it comes rather from the spirit [spiritus], which is
the instrument of the soul, the chief point of conjunction by which it is
annexed to the body.
The spirit is a certain very subtle sanguine vapor, so mobile and tenuous that
it can easily be aroused harmonically by air. Now when the soul feels this
movement, the various impulses of the spirit induce in it corresponding
effects: by the faster or stronger harmonic motions of the spirit it is excited
or even shaken up. From this agitation comes a certain rarefaction causing
the spirit to expand, and joy and gladness follow. The emotions felt will be
stronger as the music is more in accord and proportion with the natural
complexion and constitution of man. Hence when we hear a perfectly crafted
harmony or a very beautiful melody we will feel a kind of tickling in our
heartstrings, as if we are seized and absorbed by the emotion. These various
effects are best promoted by the different modes or tones of music …
(Godwin 266).
This passage illustrates the intersection of musica humana and cognitive science in
Kircher’s thought. On one hand, the Renaissance view of harmony as the root of
human and cosmic perfection resonates here. On the other, we see that Baroque
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science also comes into play in Kircher’s understanding of musical pathos.
Acoustical and cognitive theories inform the discussion of the links between sound,
Ear and spirit, all related through their vaporous composition. Being that air is a
necessary medium for sound transmission and perception (a topic that will be
revisited at length in Chapter 3), its structural prominence in both Ear and spirit
thus becomes essential to aural affect. Kircher’s dual engagement with the so-called
“Music of the spheres” and Baroque empiricism is striking here, for it exemplifies
the tensions surrounding the changing early modern worldview, particularly as it
concerns music. As we will see, a similar blend of Renaissance and Baroque sound
culture characterizes Sor Juana’s aurality.
This and other musical currents I have discussed throughout this chapter
come into play in Kircher’s explanation, especially when we consider his defense of
the mathematical principles of harmony elsewhere in the treatise. Kircher’s
empiricism is particularly important here because it represents a more scientificminded approach to music-making that allows us to categorize Kircher alongside his
Baroque contemporaries. In this sense, Kircher’s musical experiments can be
understood as symptoms of the unstable doctrine of the “Music of the spheres” in a
world that mathematics could no longer fully explain. I repeat: despite the Jesuit’s
defense of more antiquated Pythagorean theories of music, then, he, like Sor Juana,
was still a product of the uneasy intellectual currents of his time, and his musical
discourse must be interpreted as such.

2.4 Kircher in early modern music culture
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Kircher’s interest in music is well known. Despite the vast distribution of
Musurgia (throughout Europe, China, the Americas), the Jesuit’s contributions to
Baroque music theory have been overlooked until very recently. Scholars generally
refer to his role in this field in passing, focusing instead on Mersenne’s L’Harmonie
Universelle (1637). Existing scholarship (mostly German or Italian) sometimes
relies upon the abbreviated German translation of the Musurgia, failing as a result to
recognize important sections of this encyclopedic work. Despite the significant
amount of scholarship on Kircher’s Magnes or Oedipus Aegyptiacus (1652-54),
English-language scholarship on the treatment of music in his work has been mostly
limited to superficial references to his engagement with such theorists as Mersenne
(1588-1648). In the words of John McKay, “scholars often refer to Kircher and
appear to occasionally make use of the extensive index in Musurgia. The general
pattern of a great deal of scholarship, however is to cite the name of Kircher more
than to discuss what he actually wrote in English” (15). During the past ten years,
however, a body of Kircherian scholarship has begun to emerge. Among others,
Penelope Gouk’s “Making Music, Making Knowledge: The Harmonius Universe of
Athanasius Kircher” (2005), Eric Bianchi’s dissertation Prodigious Sounds: Music and
Learning in the World of Athanasius Kircher (2011) and McKay’s dissertation,
Universal Music-Making: Athanasius Kircher and Musical Thought in the Seventeenth
Century (2012) stand out as significant contributions. These works and others
deepen scholarly understanding of Musurgia and Phonurgia nova by contextualizing
Kircher’s musical ideas within the broader intellectual discourse of his time.
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Perhaps Kircher’s most important musical work, the encyclopedic Musurgia
universalis is an inquiry into the sensory perception of music. Although Charles E.
Brewer describes it as an “incidental work” or a lesser publication between two
more ambitious treatises (10), the Musurgia, which was translated to German in
1662, became one of the best-known musical treatises of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. Personal correspondence and commercial ledgers yield
evidence that, of the 1,500 copies originally printed, the treatise was circulated in
China, London, Eastern Europe and the Americas.51 As Bartel notes, Kircher’s
diverse background as a Jesuit scholar, scientist and mathematician afford him a
unique perspective on the physiological and philosophical implications of musicmaking (106). This treatise is notable for, among other topics, its encyclopedic
historical approach and instrumental catalogue. Kircher’s dual engagement with
musica pathetica (music and emotional affect) and musica poetica are nevertheless
most pertinent my line of inquiry.
One final distinguishing characteristic of Kircher’s musical oeuvre is the
prominence of music-making devices. For the Jesuit polymath, music was the
natural language of the universe and a cipher of divine organization. Ever fascinated
with machines and apparatuses, in the Musurgia, Kircher details such devices as
talking statues, speaking tubes, a hydraulic organ and the famed Katzenklavier (cat
piano). In his Phonurgia nova, Kircher hypothesizes about the physical explanation
for the echo, architectonic acoustics and even musical transmission between remote
geographic locations. Departing from the early modern assumption sound was
51

See Brewer, pp. 11, Fletcher, pp. 76 and Findlen, pp. 317-18.
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produced through air displacement and, like light, could be refracted off of various
surfaces, Kircher’s inquiry into acoustics is primarily related to the behavior of
sound in different spaces. The section entitled Architectura echonica, for example,
analyzes the echoic properties of a variety of reflective spaces. Like the Musurgia,
the Phonurgia is filled with marvelous instruments that amplify or exaggerate the
function of Ear: the talking statue and the delectationes, which were tubular
structures that amplified the acoustical capacity of Voice. This “instrumentalization”
of Voice and Ear (so reminiscent of Kepler) is evidence of the links optics and
acoustics that I seek to highlight. Just as the rationalization of Eye afforded a more
intimate vision of the physical world, scientific inquiry into acoustics and resonance
sought to carry Voice across greater distances, creating a metaphorical aural bridge
between remote situations. We might go so far as to think of Kircherian acoustics as
a predecessor of such technologies as the telephone, or even Skype. In this sense,
the scholar’s quasi-humanitarian interest in creating a universal language
(Polygraphia nova 1663) should come as no surprise.
The accounts of sound production in the natural world and vocal anatomy
that I have outlined here make up much of the first book of Musurgia. This
treatment of Voice, hearing and acoustics contributes, as McKay has noted, to
Kircher’s intention of presenting a comprehensive study of phonosophia or “soundknowledge” (24). When the Musurgia is considered in its entirety, it becomes clear
that the first book prepares the second, which is largely dominated by empirical
application of the knowledge outlined in the first. Both the Musurgia and the
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Phonurgia, in fact, detail numerous experiments related to such diverse subjects as
architectural acoustics and an automatic system of music composition.
Among these, Kircher’s inquiry into sound amplification stands out within
the context of my study. Combining his own investigation of optics, geometry and
acoustical architectural acoustics, for example, Book IX of the Musurgia reiterates
Kircher’s argument in Ars Magna that sound sources tended to behave like light
sources (sonus simia lucis). Departing from this hypothesis, he theorized that sound,
like light, would be conically dispersed from its source. The implication of this
hypothesis is that the size of the area within which acoustic simulation is audible
becomes inversely proportional to its distance from the source. By manipulating the
shape of a room, the Jesuit reasoned, one could predict or even control echo
audibility. Kircher tested his theories by visiting (or, as is the case here, sending
other scholars report on) such architectural-acoustic marvels as the Villa GonzagaSimonetta, in Milan. Apparently, the location of one of the upper windows took
maximum advantage of the relationship between sound and space, permitting
listeners to hear many more echoes than those audible in other parts of the building.
Based upon the architectural drawings that Father Matthäus Storr delivered, as well
as upon his own hypotheses, Kircher determined that the window’s position with
respect to the angles of the walls was one factor in this location’s amplified
acoustics.
Many of Kircher’s experiments sought to take advantage of acoustical
properties in order to manipulate and amplify sound. This tendency culminated in
Kircher’s proposal for sound transmission to remote locations in the Phonurgia.
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Inasmuch as Kircher’s concern with acoustical manipulation aimed to distance Voice
from its performative nature (and, consequently, from the speaking or singing
subject), as I have already noted, it can be suggested that these experiments aligned
Voice with writing.
Indeed, Kircher’s talking statues, his speaking tubes and the hydro-powered
organ that he invented are frequently cited examples of his attempts to mechanize
or extend Voice. In light of the role of Voice and other sound-producing instruments
in Kircher’s engagement with musica pathetica, then, it becomes necessary to
examine how sound amplification affects its reception. Take, for example, this
description of the talking statue from the Phonurgia:
Inside a room ABCD, where a spiral-shaped tube (cocleato) was put and
moved in E or in the vertical conduit S, lies a statue having moving mouth
and eyes and having breathing life through the entire mass of the body. This
statue must be located in a given place, in order to allow the end section of
the spiral-shaped tube to precisely correspond to the opening of the mouth.
In this manner it will be perfect, and capable to emit clearly any kind of
sound: in fact the statue will be able to speak continuously, uttering in either
a human or animal voice: it will laugh or sneer; it will seem to really cry or
moan; sometimes with great astonishment it will strongly blow. If the
opening of the spiral-shaped tube is located in correspondence to an open
public space, all human words pronounced, focused in the conduit, would be
replayed through the mouth of the statue: if it is a dog’s bark, the statue will
bark, if someone sings, the statue will answer with singing and so on. If the
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wind blows, this will be taken into the spiral-shaped tube; therefore the
statue will be forced to emit very strong breaths. Applying the breath to a
pipe, it will play. Bringing the trumpet near to mouth of the statue, the
musical instrument will play and it will make innumerable fun effects of this
kind, provided that the spiral-shaped tube is disposed with the greatest of
attention (cited in and translated by Tronchin 4).
As Lamberto Tronchin has remarked, Kircher’s was not the first talking statue in
intellectual history. Previously, in his Oedipus Aegypticus, the Jesuit had described
talking statues that the ancient Egyptians constructed. Along the same lines,
Albertus Magnus (c. 1193/1206-1280) had purportedly fabricated a brass head that
was capable or responding to queries. Scholarly and public reception of such
marvels was, Tronchin reminds us, varied. Although some maintained that it was,
certainly, possible to replicate the human speech apparatus in an inanimate object,
others argued that the talking idols were falsified, or worse, the product of diabolic
intervention.
In Kircher’s description, the spiral-shaped cocleato becomes the statue’s
sound-making mechanism. This device can amplify auditory stimuli and re-sound
them through the statue’s mouth, giving the illusion that the figure can speak. It is
interesting to notice that Kircher’s emphasis on the statue’s ability to produce extralinguistic sound, including laughter, crying, breathing and even barking. When
considered alongside the passage’s insistence upon the statue’s “breath,” the sounds
of the natural world seem to humanize the idol. For Kircher, then, Voice seems
essential to the human condition, perhaps because of its connection to the natural,
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intellectual and divine realms.
And yet, in much of Kircher’s phonosophia, Voice’s pliability, as well as that of
other sounds is a central theme. Indeed, his experiments with acoustic amplification
and manipulation become symptoms of the Baroque fascination with marvel and
illusion. In this context, auditory perception can be altered through sound
manipulation. Kircher’s treatment of acoustics therefore mirrors early modern
optics’ focus on perspective. Indeed, his experimentation with resonance or such
devices as the talking statue might even be compared to anamorphosis, an optical
illusion that exploits perspective, concealing one image within another. This
technique problematizes viewer’s optical reality, or in this case, the listener’s
acoustic one, by obscuring or suppressing a different perspective.
The talking statue, for example, utters sounds as if it were a living, breathing
entity. It conceals, nevertheless, a giant “ear” (the shape of the cocleato is not unlike
that of the human cochlea) that amplifies otherwise inaudible sounds. This device
thus becomes an aural illusion. Although it emits sound, the idol has no voice of its
own. Instead, it functions like a hidden tape recorder, capturing the message but
obscuring the source. By distancing Voice from speaker, Kircher’s practical
acoustics becomes yet another symptom of the parallel between sound and writing
(musica poetica) in his work. On one hand, the written word simultaneously
substitutes and excludes a text’s author or reader. On the other, Kircher’s acoustical
manipulation extends Voice, all the while disconnecting it from its original sounding
mechanism.
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Voice becomes, once again, central to my analysis of Kircherian resonances in
Sor Juana. Indeed, the second chapter of the Musurgia was devoted to an analysis of
human and animal vocal apparatuses. Here, the Jesuit provides a succinct definition
of Voice, focusing on the mechanics of vocal production: “sonus animalis à glottide
ex percussione respirati aëris ad affectus animi explicandos productus” (cited in
Pangrazi 33).52 He then describes the organs that make up the vocal apparatus—the
lungs, mouth, teeth and, most importantly, the larynx. Kircher notes that the larynx
is the only part of the vocal tract whose sole function is speech. Therefore, he
reasons, the larynx must be the most significant among those organs related to
sound production.
Kircher’s analysis of the human and animal voices is of particular interest to
my reading because it explicitly reinforces the importance of Voice within the
doctrine of musica pathetica. Indeed, paraphrasing the Musurgia, Pangarzi notes
“[p]roprio la conformazione naturale della laringe dà conto delle differenze esistenti
tra le voci, per cui queste possono essere forti, deboli, sottili, chiare, rauche, aspre e
si spiegano secondo tre cause; cosí come il temperamentum che, secondo la dottrina
umorale, può essere unico (caldo, freddo, secco, umido), oppure misto …” (33).53
Here, Voice’s expressivity is likened to temperamental variation. This capacity for
timbral variation, a quality that can contribute to meaning-making, in fact, seems to
be one of the human voice’s most fascinating qualities for Kircher. He includes it
“the sound of a living being is produced by friction of respirated air [applied] with extended force
in the glottis” (tr. Earl R. Anderson, unpublished).
53 “[p]recisely, the natural structure of the larynx accounts for existing differences between voices,
which can be strong, weak, subtle, bright, hoarse, rough, and can be explained by three causes; just
like the temperamentum that, according to the doctrine of the humors, can be pure (hot, cold, dry,
humid) or otherwise mixed” (my translation).
52
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among his list of distinguishing factors of human (as opposed to animal) vocal
production and even suggests that this expressivity relates Voice and musical
instruments.
Kircher’s alignment of vocal and instrumental production is notable. Despite
the Aristotelian inheritance that characterizes much of the Musurgia, Pangarzi has
called attention to the manner in which his comparison of the voice and musical
instruments diverges from that of Aristotle:
[i]noltre, per la sua significatività timbrica, essa può essere paragonata anche
agli strumenti musicali. Laddove Aristotele assimila la voce … alla lira e al
flauto, cioè a strumenti che possiedono un registro e sono capaci di
articolazione e melodia, cioè istituisce un’analogia tra aspetto prosodicomelodico della voce e suono strumentale, discostandosi però dal filosofo
greco, Kircher instaura metaphoricè una similitudine tra organi vocali e
“construzione/funzionamento” degli strumenti pneumatici nei quali l’aria
viene spinta a forza. Cosicché la laringe funziona allo stesso modo dei
mantici dell’organo ecclesiastico o al modo della tuba o della tibia polystoma,
strumenti che possono “tagliare” il suono a diverse altezze del tubo sonoro
(34-35).54
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“[f]urthermore, because of its timbric significance, it [voice] can be compared to musical
instruments. Whereas Aristotle equates the voice ... to the lyre and the flute, that is to instruments
endowed with a register and sound capable of articulation and melody, he thus establishes an
anaology between the prosodic-melodic aspects of the voice and instrumental sound, however,
distancing himself from the Greek philosopher, Kircher metaphorically establishes a relationship
between the vocal organs and “construction/function” of pneumatic instruments where air is pushed
by force. So the larynx functions in the same manner as the bellows of an ecclesiastic organ or like a
tuba or like the tibia polystoma [organ pipes], instruments that can “blend” sound using different
lengths of sonorous tubes” (my translation).
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As we noted in Kircher’s outline of sound production, wind and air are important
themes here. Whereas Aristotle’s association (as well as the Keplerian one that we
saw earlier) departs from the melodic qualities of the human voice, Kircher’s is a
functional comparison. This emphasis on acoustical mechanics can be connected
with the Jesuit’s aim to create musical automata and will be important to my reading
of Sor Juana’s poetic representation of the physical process of hearing.
The association of such natural elements as air or wind with sound
production is salient in other places in the Musurgia. Indeed, Kircher dedicates an
entire section of his chapter on voice to defending music’s relevance to the natural
world. Following Father Giovanni Toro’s description of the same phenomenon, he
takes note of the American three-toed sloth’s (Pigritiam) practice of intoning the six
notes of the musical scale: Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La). The Amerindians referred to this
animal as “Haut” because the sloth purportedly sang each tone on the syllable “ha.”
Kircher maintains that the sloth’s musical abilities are so developed that the Spanish
at first believed the source of its song to be human. As Pangarzi reminds us,
Kircher’s fantastic musical description of the American sloth’s call is not unique
within the musical treatises of his time. In his Harmonie Universelle Mersenne in
fact similarly anthropomorphized the “ha, ha, ha” song of the Unau, or American
two-toed sloth. It is pertinent to note that Mersenne mistakenly categorized the
Unau as a bird: “l’oiseau que les Ameriquais nomment Unau, & que nous appellons le
Paresseux …” (cited in Pangrazi 35).55 Given that the French “paresseux” does,
indeed, refer to the sloth, it becomes likely that Mersenne considered the Unau a
55

“the bird that the Americans call unau, & that we call the Sloth” (my translation).
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bird on account, perhaps, of its humanlike “song.” This classification reflects both
the early modern fascination with birdsong and the relevance of sound to scientific
knowledge.
Early modern empiricism was particularly concerned with the knowledge
that could be gleaned from anatomical study. In the acoustical realm, for example,
such inquiries were not only limited to the human vocal apparatus. They also
considered the distinctive anatomical qualities of songbirds. Among others, one
goal of such studies as Antonio Valli da Todi’s Il Canto degl’ Augelli (1601), Ulisse
Aldrovandi’s (1522-1605) Ornithologia (1599-1603) and Giovanni Pietro Olina’s
(1585-1645) Uccelliera (1622) was to identify the stuctural characteristics that
contributed to birdsong’s melodiousness. In particular, Pangrazi underscores
Kircher’s engagement with Aldrovandi’s treatise, a 3-volume ornithological
encyclopedia that spanned more than 2000 pages. Above all, this study was the
source of much of the Jesuit’s anatomical knowledge of birds.
Kircher devoted an entire chapter of the Musurgia, “De vocis volucrum,” to
the classification of birdsong and even the sounds of some insects, including crickets
and cicadas. He used a musical optic to examine these animal sounds, often likening
elements of acoustical production to similar components in the realm of human
music-making. Kircher’s study detailed, for example, the anatomy of such birds as
the nightingale, the rooster and the parrot in order to distinguish physical attributes
that made the animals capable of producing human-like musical sound. He also
transcribed various examples of birdsong using musical notation and
onomatopoeias. All in all, Kircher determined, the vocal tract of birds whose song
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shares melodic or rhythmic qualities with human music, including the nightingale, is
comparable to the resonant mechanism of a musical instrument. Pangarzi
summarizes:
[q]uesta versatilità vocale fa sí che il gorgheggio dell’usignolo sia interamente
paragonabile ad uno strumento musicale: il suo ingenium o ratio cantandi è
addirittura diatonica-chromatica-enharmonica, capace dell’intonazione
perfetta dei gradi musicali; cosicché non è da porre in dubbio che questo
piccolo volatile sarebbe del tutto in grado di umana loquela si Magister foret,
qui literas syllabasque sibilo perfectè esprimere posset. (38, citation from
Musurgia, Book I).56
Given the complex nature of its vocal tract, the nightingale, Kircher speculates here,
might even be capable of human speech. The emphasis on the nightingale here is
significant, for as Leo Spitzer has noted, this bird’s call was often associated in
classical and medieval poetry with divine harmony: “once it became possible to
present a particular being as attuning his soul to the music of the world—his voice
being considered as one instrument more in the world concert of praise to God—
there was nothing to prevent the acceptance of caroling birds as fellow musicians”
(50). By establishing a relationship between the nightingale’s song and human
speech, then, Kircher reinforces an archetypal paradigm, relying upon science to
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“[t]his vocal versatility causes the nightengale’s trill to be entirely comparable to a musical
instrument: its capacity or singing faculty is even diatonic-chromatic-enharmonic, capable of perfect
intonation of the musical scales, therefore not casting any doubt that the little bird would be capable
of human speech if you were a teacher who could perfectly whistle letters and syllables” (my tr. from
Italian; unpublished tr. from Latin Earl R. Anderson).
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reinforce the relationship between song (either human or animal) and divine
harmony.

2.5 Kircherizing New Spain
There can be little doubt that Kircher was a prominent influence in Sor
Juana’s intellectual inheritance. Her romance 50 for example, includes an explicit
reference to Sor Juana’s Kircherian bent—the invention of the verb “kirkerizar,” or
“to Kircherize:”
Pues si la Combinatoria,
en que a veces kirquerizo,
en el cálculo no engaña,
y no yerra en el guarismo (vv. 181-84, OC I 158).57
Here, Sor Juana references the impact of the Jesuit polymath’s work on her own
writing. Such scholars as Elías Trabulse, Octavio Paz, Marie-Cécile Bénassy-Berling
and Aída Beaupied have offered persuasive arguments for various resonances
between Kircher and Sor Juana. The poet’s reception of Kircherian musical thought,
however, has not received any attention. The circulation of Kircher’s works in New
Spain, especially Musurgia universalis and Phonurgia nova, is therefore relevant to
establish possible points of contact with Sor Juana.
Although scholars like Paula Findlen and Trabulse affirm that it is likely that
Sor Juana had contact with Kircher’s works, the lack of extant materials from the
poet’s library make it impossible to determine which tomes formed part of her
57

“However if the combinatorial analysis,/ in which at times I Kircherize, / does not deceive in the
sum, / nor does it err in the figure” (my translation).
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collection. Therefore, I will continue with a brief overview of the circulation of
Kircher’s works in New Spain. Findlen reminds us that many New World
intellectuals imitated Kircherian ideas and behaviors—a sign of the Jesuit’s nearly
iconic influence in the Americas:
[b]etween the 1650s and 1690s, there were a number of candidates for the
title of the American Kircher—men and at least one woman who were so
inspired by what they read that they tried to emulate it, building cabinets of
curiosities filled with instruments and inventions lifted out of the pages of
Kircher’s books, pursuing and refining the ideas that he valued, and writing
encyclopedic works of their own to rival those of Father Athanasius (322).
Indeed, there were numerous connections to Kircher in New Spain. The viceregal
confessor François Guillot (1601-86, rebaptized as Francisco Ximénez in America),
for example, had briefly studied with Kircher in Avignon. Ximénez regularly
corresponded with his old mentor between 1655-72 and eventually established a
Kircherian repository at Puebla’s Colegio del Espíritu Santo. Alejandro Favián (b.
1624), another of Kircher’s correspondents, was so enthralled with the scholar that
he treated Kircher’s portrait as if it were a shrine, conversing with it as he strove to
imitate his intellectual hero.
Favián’s engagement with Kircher is valuable for delineating the New
Spanish dissemination of Musurgia universalis and Phonurgia nova and the ideas
contained within these works. In a letter to Kircher dated February 2, 1661, Favián
recounts his failed attempt to build a lyre, which he believed would help him to
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better understand mathematics. He blames his failure on the dearth of materials
available for the study of musical instruments in New Spain:
…porque no tenemos en qué estudiarlo; tanto que discurriendo (esto por
especulación) en la música acerca de un instrumento della, que es la lyra,
cosa que en estas partes no sólo no se había visto, más nadie sabía lo que era,
queriendo, pues, hacer una por lo que había leído de las humanidades que
hay acerca della en los autores antiguos, no me era posible atinar su
composición y forma por no tener noticia bastante della, ni haberlo yo visto,
ni tampoco hallar quién supiese dar luz para ello y así, sobra decir, es posible
que no se halle algún libro que trate de los instrumentos, y posible que no
haya habido autor que éstos explique y dé a entender … (Osorio Romero 8).58
Subsequently, Favián relates a dream in which he envisions a book that holds all of
the lyre’s secrets. He remarks that the source of this dream is likely an encounter
with Francisco Ximénez, another of Kircher’s New Spanish correspondents:
[e]sto [el sueño] me sucedió cuando, de muy breve tiempo, yendo a decir
misa al dicho Colegio del Espíritu Santo, como siempre, me dio noticia el
padre Francisco Ximénez de los libros, por ser como lo es muy mi amigo, que
Vuestra Reverencia le había enviado y el primero que me puso en las manos

58 “… because we have nothing with which to study it; such that reasoning (and this through

speculation) in music about such an instrument, which is the lyre, a thing that not only has not been
seen in these parts, what is more, no one knew what it was, wanting, thus, to make one because of
what I had read of it in ancient authors, it was not possible for me to hit upon its composition and
form because of not having sufficient news of it, nor having seen it myself, nor finding someone who
knew how to produce it and so, needless to say, it is possible that a book about instruments cannot be
found, and possible that there is no author that explains them and makes them understood …”
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fue el que yo había soñado, que es el de la Misurgia universal (Osorio Romero
9).59
Favián goes on to explain that he was so enthralled with Ximénez’s copy of the
Musurgia that he asked his friend to write to Kircher on his behalf to request copies
of all of his works. The priest explains that he has included 250 reales de a ocho,
which Kircher can distribute according to the price of each volume. The Musurgia
universalis is, of course, among those included in a list of Kircherian works that
Favián most coveted:
[y] así por esto me pareció conveniente remitir a Vuestra Reverencia
ducientos e cincuenta pesos en reales de a ocho; suplicándole de mi parte,
aunque no lo he servido, me honre y favorezca en que esto tenga la ejecución
que deseo; que espero en Nuestro Señor, ha de tener muy buen despacho mi
pretensión siendo cosa de Vuestra Reverencia a quien, sin haber visto, estimo
como a oráculo de las ciencias y amo como a padre, haciendo de arte que
todas las obras lleguen a esta tierra y, principalmente, aquellas dos que dice
la nota del Catálogo de los libros non reperiri amplius, que son Primitiae
gnomicae cacoptricae y el Specula melitensis por ser sumamente deseados,
que no se dejarán de hallar como Vuestra Reverencia me favorezca en que se
busquen, el Mundus subterraneus en 10 libros divissus con el Ars magna
quam combinatoriam appellamus que es uno de los que más deseamos ver
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“[t]his [dream] occurred to me when, briefly, going to say mass at said Colegio del Espíritu Santo,
as always, Father Francisco Ximénez gave me news of the books, being that he is a very good friend,
that Your Reverence had sent him and the first that he put in my hands was that of which I had
dreamt, that is that of the Misurgia universal” (my translation).
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con los dichos notados y, sobre todos, la Misurgia universalis … (Osorio
Romero 10-11).60
In addition to the requested volumes, Favián also asks Kircher to send one of the
musical automata that he had likely seen in his friend’s copy of the Musurgia (Osorio
Romero 12).
The Kircherian craze of the mid- to late-1600s influenced some of the most
prominent scholars of the following generation, including Sor Juana’s good friend
Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora (1645-1700). As he notes in his last will and
testament (1700), Sigüenza y Góngora’s library included almost the entire
Kircherian oeuvre. The document also shows that the four volumes that Sigüenza
lacked were part of the Colegio de San Pedro y San Pablo’s holdings: “[a]ssi mismo
les dono adhos M. R. PP. El juego de las obras del Pe. Athanacio Kirchero, para que
con quatro que a mi me faltan que ay en dha. Librería de San Pedro y San Pablo
quede Cabal dho. Juego. Con cargo que me han de entregar a mi ó a mi heredero
veinte y quatro tomos que les sobran este Juego” (171-72).61 Favián’s account of
purchasing the Musurgia, his reference to materials from this work and Sigüenza’s
indication that the entire collection of Kircherian works was available in Mexico“[a]nd so because of this it seemed conveniente to me to send Your Reverence two hundred and
fifty pesos in reales de a ocho; requesting you on my behalf, although I am not worthy, to honor and
favor me in carrying out this that I seek; I hope in our Lord, that my ambition must communicate well
that it is because of Your Reverence who, without having seen, I consider as an oracle of the sciences
and love as a father, making art of all of the works that come to this land and, principally, those two
that the note of the Catalogue of books designates non reperiri amplius, which are Primitiae gnomicae
cacoptricae and the Specula melitensis because being so coveted, they cannot be found since Your
Reverence might favor me in looking for them, the Mundus subterraneus in 10 tomes with the Ars
magna quam combinatoriam apellamus that is one of those which we most want to see along with
those already listed and, above all, the Misurgia universalis … (my translation).
61 “[l]ikewise I donote to M. R. PP. the set of works of Pe. Athanacio Kirchero, so that with the four
that I am missing that are in the aforementioned Bookstore of San Pedro and San Pablo the
aforementioned set might be complete. With the charge that they have to give to me or to my heir
the twenty-four volumes that are left over in this Set” (my translation).
60
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Tenochtitlan are all strong evidence for Sor Juana’s engagement with the text, either
directly or through her dialogues with scholars like Sigüenza y Góngora.
While the extent of the Kircherian canon’s direct influence within the
sorjuanine one enjoys rich scholarly debate, there is little doubt that the Jesuit’s
influence is omnipresent in Sor Juana’s writings. In Findlen’s words:
The world that Sor Juana presented her readers was an edifice built by
Kircher. Its tallest natural monuments were his volcanoes; its tallest human
monuments were the Egyptian pyramids and ‘that blasphemous, arrogant
Tower’ he had written of in his Turris Babel (Tower of Babel) (1679). It was a
universe with a Kircherian geometry, illuminated by his optics, composed of
two intersecting pyramids of light and shadow inscribed within the
perfection of a circle that contained ‘the sublime pyramid of the mind’ (338).
For Findlen, Kircher’s mark is evident throughout the sorjuanine canon. Such
scholars as Ruth Hill, however, have taken a more veiled approach to his influence
upon the poet’s intellectual production. Taking into account the worldviews
presented in Kircher’s and Sor Juana’s writing, Hill argues that both his monadism
and her atomism can be read as defenses of the hierarchies associated with absolute
monarchy: “[i]deological links between her [Sor Juana’s] atomism and Kircher’s
monadism are obvious: Sor Juana’s awareness of her membership in the Nación and
Kircher’s consciousness of his group were both anchored in Visigothic and
Habsburg waters” (73). Hill’s interpretation of the sorjuanine transposition of
Kircher’s political ideology firmly situates the two authors within the same social-
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political climate but avoids putting forth hypotheses about any direct textual
relationship between their works.
Findlen and Hill are not, in fact, the first scholars to draw attention to the
Kircherian bent that distinguishes Sor Juana’s writing. In addition to those cited
earlier, Karl Vossler (Die Welt im Traum 1941) and Georgiana Sabat de Rivers (El
“Sueño” de Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz: tradiciones literarias y originalidad 1976) have
also contributed to our understanding of Sor Juana’s Kircherian inheritance. More
recently, Aída Beaupied has outlined Sor Juana’s engagement with the hermetic
works of both Kircher and Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499). In her reading of the
significance of the character Eco in El divino Narciso, Beaupied refers to a diagram of
sound refraction that appears in Kircher’s Musurgia unviersalis (1650). This figure
depicts the acoustical trajectory of the word “clamore” after a man has uttered it
from the depths of a maze of walls. With each change of course, the written
representation of the word is reduced, signifying the gradual decrease of audibility.
Focusing upon the ambiguity of “re,” the penultimate syllable in the sequence,
Beaupied recalls the linguistic duality that was related to the Pythagorean
conception of Echo:
[t]enemos entonces, que en tanto que el lenguaje de Eco puede ser visto
como ejemplo del discurso que disemina, alejándose del significado, también
puede tener la función de reducir para seleccionar y purificar, lo cual es otra
forma de búsqueda en ese esfuerzo regresar a la fuente original (121).62

62

“We maintain, then, that inasmuch as Eco’s language can be seen as an example of the discourse
that it disseminates, distancing itself from meaning, it can also have the function of reducing in order
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Just like Kircher’s numerous optical and acoustical devices, the sorjuanine echo thus
becomes a verbal device that calls the stability of language into question.
It is Octavio Paz’s reading, above all, that is most pertinent to the scope of my
dissertation. Paz underscored the relationship between the persistence of the
harmony of the spheres throughout the sorjuanine oeuvre and Kircher’s Musurgia
universalis (1650), arguing that the polymath’s vast intellectual legacy might even
have influenced the content of Caracol (Conch Shell, 316). Among other
correspondences, Paz emphasized the Kircherian resonances of Sor Juana’s
Neoplatonic fascination with musical sensing:
[l]a consonancia entre la música, los sentidos y los afectos y emociones, tema
predilecto de sor Juana, también figura en Kircher. Según Godwin, en la obra
del jesuita alemán aparece la primera exposición de la doctrina barroca de la
correspondencia entre la música y las pasiones y emociones. Otra idea
compartida por sor Juana y Kircher—aunque es tan antigua como el
pitagorismo—es la correspondencia entre la luz y el sonido. Las leyes de
reflexión de la óptica podían traducirse a las de la acústica: ‘ el sonido es el
simio de la luz’. El reflejo es un eco visual (317).63
Based upon Paz’s observations, we might conclude that Sor Juana shared Kircher’s
concern with musica pathetica. By extension, then, musica poetica also becomes

to select and purify, which is another form of searching in this effort to return to the original source”
(my translation).
63 “[t]he idea of the resonances among music, the senses, and the affections and emotions—one of
Sor Juana’s favorite themes—also appears in Kircher. The work of the German Jesuit is said to be the
first expression of the baroque doctrine of correspondence between music and the passions and
emotions. Another idea shared by Sor Juana and Kircher—although it is as old as Pythagoreanism—
is the correspondence between light and sound. The optical laws of reflection could be translated
into those of acoustics: ‘sound is the ape of light.’ Reflection is a visual echo” (tr. Sayers Peden 244).
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evident within the poet’s work. As I will show, this tendency, along with Sor Juana’s
interest in musica pathetica, is similar to Kircher’s treatment of the two themes.
While scholars generally recognize the importance of Sor Juana’s
engagement with Kircher’s oeuvre, the specific details of this intellectual dialogue
are still deliberated. Antonio Alatorre, for example, questioned the possible
connection between Kircher’s Oedipus Aegyptiacus (1652-54) and the pyramids that
are central symbols in El sueño: “[m]ucho se ha hablado, de Vossler en adelante,
sobre la huella del P. Athanasius Kircher en el pasaje de las Pirámides, pero los
escasos argumentos que se han aducido siempre me han parecido débiles” (39394).64 Alatorre’s doubt, and that of other scholars is due, in part, to lack of
information regarding the specific content of Sor Juana’s library. In addition to
Cerone’s treatise, the only other remaining volume from this repository is a copy of
Octaviano della Mirandola’s Illustrium poetarum flores (1590) that belonged to the
poet’s grandfather. As such, it is difficult to draw definite conclusions about Sor
Juana’s contact with Kircher’s corpus. Her only direct mention of his work, in fact,
appears as part of a discussion on order in the Respuesta: “[e]s la cadena que
fingieron los antiguos que salía de la boca de Júpiter, de donde pendían todas las
cosas eslabonadas unas con otras. Así lo demuestra el R. P. Atanasio Quierquerio en
su curioso libro De Magnete” (833).65 Here, Sor Juana does not cite the correct title
of the Kircherian work, and it is possible that one of three different treatises inspire
64

“[m]uch has been said, from Vossler onward, about the footprint of Fr. Athanasius Kircher in the
passage about the Pyramids, but the scarce arguments that have been elaborated have always
seemed weak to me” (my translation).
65 “[t]his is the chain that the ancients pretended emerged from Jupiter’s mouth, on which all things
were strung and linked together. So much is demonstrated by the Reverend Father Athanasius
Kircher in his curious book De Magnete [On the Magnet]” (tr. Trueblood 216).
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the image to which she refers: Magnes, sive de arte magnetica (1641), Mundus
Subterraneus (1665) or Magneticum Naturae Regnum (1667).66 To complement the
poet’s mention of her engagement with Kircher, Paula Findlen notices that a thin
volume that is supposedly the Opera kirkeriano appears in both Juan de Miranda and
Miguel Cabrera’s sorjuanine portraits (1714 and 1750), suggesting that Kircher’s
work may have figured prominently within the poet’s library. In light of the
disproportionate size of the text, Findlen remarks that the diminished portrayal of
the polymath’s complete works may be a jest on the part of Miranda and Cabrera
(320-21).

2.6 Multivocality and other selves
As I have shown, the acoustic realm is imbued with a communicative power
that exceeds the written word’s. In Sor Juana’s writing, therefore, it can be argued
that Ear represents a privileged sensory mode from which hegemonic discourses
can be challenged or articulated. On one hand, Paz, Ortiz and Long have shown that
the poet was actively engaged with musico-philosophical debates of her time. They
argue that hearing and beauty were, for Sor Juana, related to Pythagorean
mathematics. On the other, such scholars as Ludmer or Arenal sometimes favor
aural descriptors (“silence,” “concerto,” “recorchestration” and others) in order to
articulate the haunting polyphony that is so perceptible in Sor Juana’s work.67 The
joint recurrence of sound and silence as an interpretative motif reveals the analytic
potential of hearing per se. All of these readings turn to aural perception to describe
66
67

See Paz, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, pp. 544, n. 7.
See Arenal, pp. 125-26.
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textual polyphony, sound and hearing to capture repressed “voices.” Departing
from these interpretations, as well as an analysis of the relationship between Voice,
hearing and self-presence, I will demonstrate that in Sor Juana’s work, hearing
exceeds sight by encoding resonances of musical pathos in her work. Sound and
music, therefore, provide access to repressed poetic “voices” and enrich current
understanding of Sor Juana’s canon.
A close examination of Derrida’s insight into how “hearing (understanding)oneself-speak [s’entendre parler]” became necessary to post-Cartesian self-presence
in logos can aid us in clarifying this multivocal capacity of aurality. In Derrida’s
account of humanism’s influence upon the relationship between language and being,
post-Cartesian self-presence hinges upon logos as evidence of the Divine, while the
production of logos is contingent, in turn, upon self-recognition through aural
perception:
Consciousness is the experience of pure auto-affection. It calls itself infallible
and if the axioms of natural reason give it this certitude, overcome the
provocation of the Evil Spirit, and prove the existence of God, it is because
they constitute the very element of thought and self-presence. Self-presence
is not disturbed by the divine origin of these axioms. The infinite alterity of
the divine substance does not interpose itself as an element of mediation or
opacity in the transparence of self-relationship and the purity of autoaffection. God is the name and the element of that which makes possible an
absolutely pure and absolutely self-present self-knowledge … God’s infinite
understanding is the other name for the logos as self-presence. (OG 98).
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Auto-affection or consciousness, then, is constituted by an operation of self-hearing
in which the subject perceives his own Voice (which produces the original signifier)
in order to imagine him/herself as present through symbolization. Cognizance of the
mind is made possible through the mediation of un-phonated linguistic signs. The
self accesses his or her own thoughts (literally, self-communication) when Voice
produces them as signs. Although phonation does not occur, I argue that in terms of
perception, there is little difference between un-phonated and phonated Voice.
The better to appreciate the similarities between the two types of Voice, we
might consider the relationship between auditory imagery, subvocalization and the
phonological loop. The phonological loop is one component of Alan Baddeley and
Graham Hitch’s working memory model (1974). The term “phonological loop”
refers to the brain mechanism that acts as a storage buffer for aural input. Along
with the visuospatial scratchpad, which is responsible for assessing spatial
relationships and elaborating a mental image, the phonological loop is essential to
short-term memory storage and, in particular, to language acquisition. The
phonological loop consists of two components. On one hand, the phonological shortterm store (the “inner ear,”) processes and retains speech input. On the other, the
articulatory control process (the “inner voice”) rehearses auditory input and
phonologically encodes visual symbols. This subvocal rehearsal, or un-phonated,
laryngeal formation of words, facilitates the necessary repetition to preserve the
information. Subvocalization normally takes place when one thinks or reads.68

68

Speed-reading is one of the only instances in which this phenomenon does not occur. In fact, most
speed-readers deliberately avoid subvocalization, which they argue impedes the ability to read
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Studies have shown that when this reflex is impeded, cognition is negatively
affected.69 We might conclude, then, that Voice is an instinctive component of
thinking and reading. Although the subject does not phonate during
subvocalization, he or she does indeed engage in the physical activities that precede
vocal production. Due to the physiological similarities between inner Voice and
phonated Voice, distinguishing between the two is not relevant to my analysis.
Subvocalization, then, recalls Derridean self-hearing, for silent speech
becomes physiological evidence of the initial symbolization (and subsequent
reaffirmations of presence) that take place so that the self can access the mind. In
light of this relationship between the speech process and thought, I maintain that
Voice (phonated or un-phonated) cannot be repressed or excluded from cognitive
processes. Timothy L. Hubbard’s reasoning supports the essential role of the inner
voice in cognition: “[m]uch of introspective experience involves verbal information
and an ‘interior monologue’ (i.e., using auditory imagery of speech to ‘talk to one’s
self’), and so it could be argued that auditory imagery for language is a primary
component of conscious experience and cognition” (309). Both Hubbard’s analysis
and Baddeley and Hitch’s model suggest that the perception and interpretation of
the signifier is not, in fact, purely visual. Rather, the correlation between
subvocalization and cognition indicates that access to the mind, on its most basic
level, depends upon the auditory interpretation of signs and the perception of one’s

faster. Speed-readers nevertheless show decreased cognitive capacity when faced with unfamiliar
material (see Amory 12-13).
69 See, for example, D. Reisberg, M. Wilson and J. D. Smith’s “Auditory imagery and inner speech”
(Mental Images in Human Cognition, ed. Robert H. Logie and Michel Denis, 1991).
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own inner Voice. This explanation supports the Derridean insistence upon Voice as
primary conduit to the mind.
The subject’s perception of his own Voice is therefore crucial to
understanding the problematic nature of self-presence. For Derrida, Voice’s
immediacy to the mind afford it a privileged role in the production of meaning.70 He
reasons:
the voice, producer of the first symbols, has a relationship of essential and
immediate proximity with the mind. Producer of the first signifier, it is not
just a simple signifier among others. It signifies ‘mental experiences’ which
themselves reflect or mirror things by natural resemblance. Between being
and mind, things and feelings, there would be a relationship of translation or
natural signification; between mind and logos, a relationship of conventional
symbolization … All signifiers, and first and foremost the written signifier,
are derivative with regard to what would wed the voice indissolubly to the
mind or to the thought of the signified sense, indeed to the thing itself” (OG
11).
Given such proximity of voice and mental experience, I maintain that hearing (the
mode of aural reception) is equally as significant to meaning-making as sight (the
mode of visual perception). Aural experiences always recall the subject’s initial
encounter with himself as present—self-knowledge that can only be realized
through symbolization, a foundational experience in logos that can therefore be
understood as the origin of representation. Through Voice, the subject perceives his
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own mental processes and comes to conceive of logos (the experience of selfpresence) as proof of infinite, divine wisdom. The process of symbolization requires
the self to hear his own Voice as that of the other in order to imagine himself as
present. I will return to this concept in Chapter 3, where it becomes useful to
understand the significance of self-hearing through echo in romance 8, loa 374 and
other such works.
Name is also significant here. In his “Otobiographies,” Derrida explains the
violence that distinguishes self-presence by considering the limitations of the name
by which one recognizes him or herself:
[h]e [Nietzsche] never knows in the present, with present knowledge or even
in the present of Ecce Homo, whether anyone will ever honor the inordinate
credit that he extends to himself in his name, but also necessarily in the name
of another. The consequences of this are not difficult to foresee: if the life
that he lives and tells to himself (‘autobiography,’ they call it) cannot be his
life in the first place except as the effect of a secret contract, a credit account
which has been both opened and encrypted, and indebtedness, an alliance or
annulus, then as long as the contract has not been honored—and it cannot be
honored except by another, for example, by you—Nietzsche can write that
his life is perhaps a mere prejudice … (9).
The name thus becomes a symbol of the self and a reminder of presence. Derrida
describes it as a signature on a contract with the faceless future that interprets
“presence” based upon the legacy of the name. And yet, in assigning this signifier to
“I,” literally “signing” him or herself away to the future, the subject excludes all other
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possibilities of being. To name oneself is to afford oneself a stable identity that can
only be created retrospectively, after death.
Writing, as a sign of the name that, itself, is a sign of the pre-symbolized
subject, also gives the illusion of a singular identity or “truth.” Derrida writes: “the
effects or structure of a text are not reducible to its ‘truth,’ to the intended meaning
of its presumed author, or even its supposedly unique and identifiable signatory’
(“Otobiographies” 29). Sor Juana herself seemed conscious of the alterity of writing.
In her Respuesta a Sor Filotea de la Cruz (Response to Sor FIliotea de la Cruz, 1691),
she wrote: “a la verdad, yo nunca he escrito sino violentada y forzada y solo por dar
gusto a otros; no solo sin complacencia, sino con positive repugnancia, porque
nunca he juzgado de mí que tenga el caudal de letras e ingenio que pide la obligación
de quien escribe…” (lines 167-72, OC IV 444-45).71 The complicated string of names
and pseudonyms in the Respuesta amplifies Derrida’s distrust of the name as a sign
of presence:
Already a false name, a pseudonym and homonym, F.N. dissimulates,
perhaps, behind the imposter, the other Friedrich Nietzsche. Tied up with
this shady business of contracts, debt, and credit, the pseudonym induces us
to be immeasurably wary whenever we think we are reading Nietzsche’s
signature or ‘autograph,’ and whenever he declares: I, the undersigned, F.N.
(8-9).

71

“in truth I have never written except when pressured and forced to and then only to please others
and even then not only without enjoyment but with actual repugnance because I have never thought
of myself as possessing the intelligence and educational background required of a writer” (tr.
Trueblood 209).
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The pseudonym, then, becomes the hyperbole of the sign’s limitations. It
exaggerates the distance between sign and self, drawing attention to the silent
“voices” (other selves) that are repressed at the service of stable identity. In a text
such as the Respuesta, the ironic emphasis and repetition of the pseudonym
(“Señora mía”) also calls the veracity of writing into question. Just as the
pseudonym “Sor Filotea” does not change the identity of Fernández de Santa Cruz,
writing, insists Sor Juana through the repeated affirmations that she has never
written anything for herself, cannot truly affirm self-presence. Writing is always
open to interpretation.
The poet was undoubtedly no stranger to writing’s contract with the future
and the threat of its appropriation. The Respuesta was written in response to
Manuel Fernández de Santa Cruz, the bishop of Puebla’s unauthorized publication of
the Carta atenagórica (originally titled Crisis de un sermón, 1690). The bishop
himself had asked Sor Juana to pen this initial epistle, which critiqued Jesuit Antonio
de Vieyra’s interpretation of the finezas or kindnesses of Christ. Unbeknownst to
her, he then published the Carta atenagórica and penned a letter (under the
pseudonym Sor Filotea de la Cruz), reproaching Sor Juana for her intellectual
ambitions. According to Paz, tension between Fernández de Santa Cruz and
Francisco Augiar y Seijas, Mexico City’s archbishop, motivated the bishop’s breach of
confidence with the poet (Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 522-23). In response to
Fernández de Santa Cruz’s admonishment, then, the Respuesta is both a self-defense
and an intellectual confession. Octavio Paz had focused on the individual nature of
the text, describing it as an “examen de conciencia” (“examination of conscience”)
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noting that “escribir ese texto fue una experiencia liberadora que la reconcilió con
ella misma” (538).72 The collective significance of the letter has been important in
the work of scholars like Jean Franco (“Sor Juana explores space”) as well as Electa
Arenal and Amanda Powell (The Answer/La Respuesta), who have read La respuesta
as a proto-feminist manifesto.
Returning, then, to my previous discussion of the pseudonym and writing, it
becomes important to consider the manner in which creating a name for oneself
creates distance between the author and his or her text. By conceiving of him- or
herself as symbolized presence, one inhibits access to the primary, non-signified
self. The out-of-body aural experience that is central to self-presence therefore
facilitates an intimate encounter in which the thinking subject is conscious of his
own self-alienation (self as other). The self-present subject simultaneously
conceives of himself as both the exclusion and embodiment of exteriority.
Following this line of thought, we might likewise conclude that the
foundational consciousness of one’s own Voice cannot be excluded from any act of
acoustic perception. That is to say, in hearing the Voice of the other, the subject also
hears him- or herself. Although recent behavioral and brain imaging studies have
yielded evidence for a distinction between the inner Voice and the inner Ear (that is,
we hear our own voices differently than others’ voices), Hubbard approaches
hypotheses about the separation of these two mental functions with caution.
Hubbard departs from the work of such scientists as Günther Knoblich and Natalie
Sebanz, who have found evidence that sensing the actions of another activates
72

“writing the text was a liberating experience that reconciled her with herself” (tr. Sayers Peden
415).
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motor responses in the observer’s brain (2006). In light of the insight that Knoblich
and Sebanz’s investigation has lent into bodily tendency to mimic an action in order
to comprehend it, Hubbard remarks that the possibility for parallel activation of the
inner voice and the inner ear may negate the distinction between them:
To the extent that auditory imagery involves the same mechanisms as
auditory perception, such a motor view of perception suggests articulatory
information should be activated for the inner voice and the inner ear. Thus,
even though an auditory image of another person’s voice is considered to
involve the inner ear rather than the inner voice …, it is possible that an
auditory image of another person’s voice (involving the inner ear) might
include the articulatory information (cf. activation of supplementary motor
cortex when imaging another person’s voice …). Simlarly, if subvocalization
can be used to rehearse nonvocal timbres …, then articulatory information
might not be limited to the inner voice. If auditory imagery previously
attributed to the inner ear can involve articulatory information, and if
auditory imagery attributed to the inner voice does not necessarily involve
articulatory information, then the primary difference between the inner
voice and inner ear is reduced or even eliminated (322).
Hubbard’s observation demonstrates the difficulty in separating inner Voice from
inner Ear. If, indeed, the perception of another’s voice produces an internal,
articulatory response, then self-hearing and the auditory perception of external
vocal stimuli are related.
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For Derrida, then, this paradoxical construction manifests what he calls
différance: the infinite possibility of re-interpretation, including self-interpretation,
and for this reason, the instability that these competing “voices” inaugurate must be
overcome--that is, alternative possibilities must be repressed in order for a unified
or univocal presence to become synonymous with “truth.”73 The nagging reminder
of something else nevertheless remains (haunts) in the form of the Derridean
différance or trace or, in other terms that the author has used to refer to the same
concept, the specter:
This spectral someone other looks at us, we feel ourselves being looked at by
it, outside of any synchrony, even before and beyond any look on our part,
according to an absolute anteriority (which may be on the order of
generation, of more than one generation) and asymmetry, according to an
absolutely unmasterable disproportion. Here anachony makes the law. To
feel ourselves seen by a look which it will always be impossible to cross, that
is the visor effect on the basis of what we inherit from the law. Since we do
not see the one who sees us, and who makes the law, who delivers the
injunction (which is, moreover, a contradictory injunction), since we do not
see the one who orders ‘swear’, we cannot identify it in all certainty, we must
fall back on its voice (SM 7).
The specter, or trace, that challenges such basic “truths” as one’s very presence
eludes visual perception. I therefore maintain that the “voice[s]” upon which we are
73

Referring to the necessary suppression of the otherness of the present, Derrida has remarked that:
“[t]he injunction itself (it always says ‘choose and decide from among what you inherit’) can only be
one by dividing itself, tearing itself apart, differing/deferring itself, by speaking at several times—and
in several voices” (SM 18).
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called to rely offer a unique means of access to the infinite possibilities of being that
are repressed during the process of meaning-making. Due to its foundational role in
self-presence, the aural realm may constitute a space from which to access the
simultaneous, multiple possibilities that are otherwise repressed in the name of
“truth.”

2.7 Methodology
As I will show in this dissertation, hearing and sound can be productive
analytical lenses when applied to Sor Juana’s poetry. First, a reading of Sor Juana’s
aurality can shed light on her contact with Kircherian acoustics, as exemplified by
works like romance 8, romancillo heptasílabo 75 and lira 211. As I also intend to
point out, Kircher’s musical treatises resonate in such texts as redondilla 87 and
Encomiástico poema, where music, painting and poetry are aligned through Sor
Juana’s reworking of musica poetica. In addition to the new resonances that I hope
to identify, my analysis of sound production and perception and its effect upon the
lyric self in the canon of Sor Juana will result in the establishment of a polyphonic
interpretive space that accounts for both dominant discourses and their repressed
“traces.” “Hearing” Sor Juana’s writing recalls the creative process’ most primal
state (hearing Voice to imagine self-presence), thus lending significant insight into
the relationship between subjectivity and hearing poet’s acoustical inheritance.
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Chapter 3
“Óyeme con los ojos”: Acoustical and Cognitive Resonances in Sor Juana’s
Courtly Poetry

3.1 Introduction
Sor Juana’s poetry resonates with sounds. The strains of musical
instruments, echoes of the natural world and even the poet’s interior voice
contribute to a singular aurality that has challenged Emilie L. Bergmann, Mario
Lavista, Pamela Long, Ricardo Miranda, Mario Ortiz and Octavio Paz, yet despite the
critical interest that music-making and hearing has provoked, current
understanding of the poet’s engagement with the acoustical world of her day has
been surprisingly limited. Due to the dearth of material available to provide
evidence for Sor Juana’s engagement with specific musical or scientific resources,
the majority of scholarship reads her aurality from the perspective of her
engagement with Pietro Cerone’s Pythagoreanism or else treats it as an expressive
device. In this chapter, I contend that as a result, a significant portion of the author’s
aural inheritance has been overlooked, including her position on the role played by
Ear in key cognitive and acoustical debates of her day.
Thus, this chapter responds to these lacunae by examining aural tropes in
acoustic-poetic works on love in Sor Juana’s oeuvre, which I maintain illustrates
particularly her engagement with the psychophysiological construction of
lovesickness as well as with early modern acoustical science. The interpretations
developed in this chapter intend to support the overarching argument of this
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dissertation: Ear is not just a metaphor in Sor Juana’s canon. Rather, the
construction of hearing is rooted in her engagement with a diverse sonic
atmosphere that included, among other influences, cognitive and acoustical science.
In light of the importance that the work of Athanasius Kircher had for the
poet’s intellectual inheritance, particular attention will be paid to possible
resonances with the Jesuit’s construction of the Echo in “Phonosophia anacamptica,”
Kircher’s treatise on echosophia, knowledge of the echo.74 Following Kircher’s
discussion of the topic, the significance of visual and aural reflections will become
especially important here. Indeed, in works like romance 8 and romancillo
heptasílabo 75, visual or aural reflections—especially echo—often seem to
problematize the subject-object paradigm, thus reiterating the questions about
visuality, aurality and subjectivity that Chapters 1 and 2 began to address. Here, I
will refer to specific examples within Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic courtly works to
extend my prior readings of these themes. Additionally, the correspondence
between the beloved and mechanisms for light or sound reflection might be seen as
further evidence of Sor Juana’s engagement with visual and aural perception.
Whereby the beloved is reduced to a sensible object whose primary function is
empirical, the lover’s perception of and affective reaction to the beloved become
significant to my reading of Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic courtly works. Thus by
reflecting sound or light back to the lover, the beloved enables her to become
affected. In light of this underlying scientific theme, indeed discourse, I maintain
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“Phonosophia anacamptica” appears in both the Musurgia universalis and, in an expanded version,
in the Phonurgia nova. I will rely upon Guy Lobrichon’s translation of the opening of this treatise
from the Phonurgia.
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that the focus of Sor Juana’s love poetry is neither the (female) narrator’s
sentiments nor the objectification of the (male) beloved. Rather, the works that
form part of this corpus can be understood as a poetic experiment that is designed
to explore the sensory and cognitive processes that trigger amorous passions.

3.2 Prior scholarship
Analyses of the alignment between aural and visual expressive modes
presents an opportunity to deepen understanding of Sor Juana’s musical
engagement as well as a more comprehensive account of the intellectual currents
that influenced her work. Scholars have long overlooked the poet’s dual reception
of early modern acoustics and its relationship to sensory perception, focusing
instead either on the manifestation of musica speculativa or reading the tropes of
hearing and music. Consider, for example, Elena del Río Parra’s argument that:
quitado el contexto musical real, encontramos un espacio muy diferente
donde desaparece cualquier vestigio de esferas sonantes, de música cósmica
acorde y armoniosa reflejo del orden del mundo de raigambre órfica. La
música no se hace centro de ningún sistema polisémico ni método para llegar
a un mayor entendimiento, sino que se soterra y sustituye por la voz plana, el
eco, el ruido o incluso el silencio, elementos que, como veremos, sí
conforman una amalgama de relaciones coherentes y correspondientes entre
sí (307).75

“[when] the context of real music is removed, we find a different space where any vestige of sonic
spheres disappear, of harmonious cosmic music reflecting the order of a world of Orphic roots.
Music does not become the center of a polysemic system or a means of arriving at deeper
75
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While del Río Parra makes it clear that her reading aims to separate Sor Juana’s
musico-literary discourse from musicological interpretations, her approach
elucidates a different challenge in current treatment of the Ear in the sorjuanine
canon. By reading concepts like “echo” or “silence” as abstract expressive devices,
this interpretation marginalizes the specific acoustico-scientific resonances present
in Sor Juana’s oeuvre. Along the same lines, Electa Arenal highlights the significance
of the theme of reflection in Sor Juana’s works and reads it as a subversive
metaphor:
[l]iving in a world of real and verbal mirrorings, conscious of the specular
role assumed involuntarily by women, Sor Juana crafted poetic mirrors that
continue to reveal the submerged realities of her times. Indeed, the poet
frequently manipulated the images of reflection and its associated
phenomena. Sensitive to the reproduction of hierarchies in iconographic and
rhetorical renditions of the various social and divine estates which circulated
widely at the time, when necessary, she replaced figures at strategic points
on the given echelons (64).
Because Arenal’s critical language is firmly rooted in the optical construction of
reflection, her reading risks neglecting the correspondences between visual and
aural reflections, such as this chapter explores. In addition to marginalizing the
physical reality in which Sor Juana’s exploitation of the reflection is actually
grounded, the limits of ocularcentric interpretations are also typified here. As we

understanding, but instead buries itself and substitutes for the tuneless voice the echo, sound or even
silence, elements that, as we will see do indeed make up an amalgam of coherent relationships and
correspondences among them” (my translation).
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will see presently, Paz’s, Erlmann’s and Jonas’ separate remarks upon optics,
acoustics and the subject-object dichotomy can help clarify this lacuna. Kircher’s
alignment of echo and reflection in his Phonurgia nova will likewise justify our dual
reading of these two phenomena.
First, however, it falls to us to consider yet another approach to Sor Juana’s
acoustical world. Indeed, Long, Miranda and Ortiz focus upon the poet’s
engagement with music-making as philosophical discourse and separate art form
that is not necessarily related to poetry. Ortiz, for instance, opens his analysis of Sor
Juana’s engagement with Cerone by establishing a tenuous relationship between
early modern musical treatises and literary production, but he relies once again on
the metaphor to solidify this connection:
Al leer los tratados musicales de los siglos XVI y XVII nos encontramos a
menudo con un lenguaje poético rico en metáforas, símiles, hipérboles y
cuanta figura retórica los tratadistas encontraron para tratar de hacer más
tangible lo muchas veces intangible de la materia que tratan. De la misma
manera, los poetas del mismo período acuden a la imaginería musical, la
mayoría de las veces para enriquecer su lenguaje metafórico, y otras no
tantas para formular nociones estéticas más abstractas que expliquen su
poética (“La musa” 243).76
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“While reading the musical treatises of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries we are confronted
at times with a poetic language rich in metaphors, similes, hyperboles and any number of rhetorical
figures that the authors find to attempt to make more tangible that which is often intangible from the
material that they examine. In the same manner, the poets of the same time period turn to musical
imagery, the majority of the time to enrich their metaphorical language, and less numerous times to
formulate more abstract aesthetic notions that explain their poetry” (my translation).
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Not unlike del Río Parra, Ortiz subordinates the relationship between music and
poetry to its figurative function. While there is a significant kinship between these
two art forms in the early modern imagination, it does not situate the intersection of
music and literature within a broader scientific and philosophical context and as a
result overlooks the relationship between Sor Juana’s sonic world and the
comprehensive aural sphere of early modern culture.
For his part, Ricardo Miranda has emphasized music’s affective properties as
a magical and philosophical construction: “Cuando la Madre Juana nos dice que el
encanto de la música es cuestión de magia, no solo lo hace a un nivel poético sino
también filosófico” (“Aves, ecos” 12).77 Miranda astutely highlights comparisons
between music and the occult, such as the verse in Encomiástico poema in which the
character “Música” refers to herself as “aquel indefenso hechizo,” (“that vulnerable
spell”) to support this observation (vv. 73, OC III 464). This reading accounts for
early modern music’s hermeticism, an intersection that, according to Gary
Tomlinson, has been marginalized by post-Cartesian privileging of “science” and
rationalism: “[t]oo often we either value Renaissance philosophies mainly as
precursors to seventeenth-century rationalism and science or reject them as eclectic
epigonism” (Renaissance Magic 10). Miranda then responds to the marginalization
of hermeticism, for in recognizing the role that magic plays in Sor Juana’s musical
imagination, he acknowledges Renaissance vestiges beyond the Pythagoreanism
with which her work is generally identified.

“When Mother Juana tells us that the enchantment of music is a question of magic, she does not
only do so on a poetic level but also on a philosophical one” (my translation).
77
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Despite Sor Juana’s Renaissance legacy, however, it is pertinent as well to
acknowledge her engagement with seventeenth-century musical currents. In
addition to the hermetic properties that contribute to the early modern construction
of music, it also seems impossible to forget the philosophical and scientific realms in
which this art form played a role. Useful here are Penelope Gouk’s observations
about the intersection of music and natural science in seventeenth-century England:
[i]n seventeenth-century England, however, music was thought of as both an
art and a science, since it comprised both skills of performance and
systematic theory. Moreover, the science of music was normally considered
as being one of the mathematical sciences, most frequently associated with
astronomy, geometry and arithmetic (9).
Music’s aesthetic, scientific, mathematical, and, as elsewhere she states, magical
facets are interconnected can be a useful point of departure for my reading of Ear in
Sor Juana. In support of her reading, Gouk remarks that thinkers like Francis Bacon
(Advancement of Learning 1605), Mersenne, Kircher and Gaspar Schott (Magia
naturalis 1657-59) made extraordinary advances in acoustical science that are
symptoms of a paradigms shift away from the Pythagorean construction of music
and towards approaches that aimed to link musica theorica and musica practica.78
Their collective intuition is notable as a sign of the intersection of music and natural
philosophy. I will highlight throughout this chapter the manner in which Sor Juana’s
engagement with music and hearing can be read as a symptom of this intellectual
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See Gouk, Music, Science, and Natural Magic, Ch. 5 for an extended discussion of these and other
scholars’ contributions to the development of acoustical science.
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current, that is, in addition to the musical Pythagoreanism that has already been
identified as part of her approach to music-making.

3.3 Reflection and echo as critical concepts
For all this, however, it becomes first pertinent to examine Kircher’s
alignment of echo and reflection through his echosophia, or knowledge of the echo
(Phonurgia nova). This overview will inform a subsequent discussion of
connections among these two concepts and subjectivity, which will take Erlmann’s,
Jonas’ and Paz’s comments into account.
In “Phonosophia anacamptica,” the first book of Phonurgia nova, Kircher
outlined a series of catoptric links between aural and visual reflection. He
hypothesized that sound and light waves behaved analogously and therefore sought
to demonstrate that Alberti’s visual pyramid (a fundamental concept within early
modern optics) could be successfully applied to aural perception as well. Indeed,
Kircher himself opens his echosophia (science of the echo) by explaining, in
geometrical terms, the acoustical pathways of sonic events, a straight line between
source and receiver. These phenomena constitute what Kircher calls the “phonic
triangle”: “[l]e triangle phonique est la figure décrite par l’onde orthophone et l’onde
loxophone menée à égale distance du centre de réflexion à partir du point normal:
ABC, ou ABE” (Lobrichon 19, see Fig. 3.1).79 Kircher’s alignment of catoptrics and
anacamptics is key to his experiments with acoustical manipulation (discussed in
Chapter 2). Indeed, by relating sound and light, Kircher brings the former squarely
“[t]he phonic triangle is the figure inscribed by the orthophonic and loxophonic waves leading in
equal distance to the center of the reflection from the normal point: ABC, or ABE” (my translation).
79
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into the realm of vision, which, as is known, is a primary site of Baroque engaño
(deceit). As we will see presently, the mechanization of sound that Kircher’s
acoustico-visual principles permit is essential this chapter’s themes, for it reinforces
echo’s capacity to transcend the limits of hearing in Sor Juana’s courtly poetry.

Fig. 3.1. Phonic triangle from Kircher’s “Phonosopia anacamptica.” Reproduced in
Lobrichon, pp. 18.
Kircher’s position on the connections between visual and aural reflection
therefore merits further examination. Consider for example the following lines, in
which Kircher explicates similarities between sound and light waves:
[l]e rayonnement du son est donc très proche du courant lumineux; les
seules différences entre ces deux émissions sont que la lumière se propage
dans l’air selon un mouvement instantané, le son selon un mouvement
successif, et que les rayons de lumière ne sont pas propagés par des tuyaux
circulaires, tandis que la diffusion du son se fait par rayonnement (Lobrichon
23).80
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“[s]ound rays are therefore similar to luminous currents; the only differences between these two
emissions are that light is propagated through the air by instantaneous movement, sound by
successive movement, and the light rays are not propagated through circular pipes, whereas sound
diffusion occurs through beams.
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In modern terms, Kircher’s argument is that sound waves differ from light waves in
two ways. First, light is diffused instantaneously, whereas sound is produced
through physical contact between two separate objects (two vocal folds, or a bow
and stringed instrument, for example). Second, for the diffusion of sound, a
resonator (“tuyaux ciruclaires”) is necessary. It would be logical to conclude that
the shape of the vocal tract or perhaps Kircher’s knowledge of the construction of
musical instruments (evidenced by the diverse instrumental catalogues in the
Musurgia) influenced this observation.
Kircher’s first premise is “echoed” in Hans Jonas’ justification of Western
ocularcentrism: The Phenomenon of Life: Toward a Philosophical Biology. Among
other topics, Jonas addresses hearing’s weaknesses as an epistemological mode.
According to Jonas, one such limit is the distance that sound, as a temporal sensory
mode, supposes between subject and object:
the duration of sound heard is just the duration of hearing it. Extension of
object and extension of its perception thus coincide. What the sound
immediately discloses is not an object but a dynamical event at the locus of
the object, and thereby mediately the state the object is in at the moment of
that occurrence … The immediate object of hearing is the sounds themselves,
and then these indicate something else, viz., the actions producing those
sounds; and only in the third place does the experience of hearing reveal an
agent as an entity whose existence is independent of the noise it makes
(137).
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For Jonas, sound’s self-referential capacity (that is—its ability to become a closed
symbolic order, completely independent of the acoustical agent itself) thus
distinguishes it and his description anticipates Derrida’s discussion of self-hearing
(whereby Voice becomes linked to the foundational act of self-hearing). Aurality
can therefore be understood to marginalize object in relation to subject. Kircher’s
account of sound’s physical principles, however, highlights the importance of
resonance (synchronous vibration) to sound diffusion. Such acoustic constructions
consequently view acoustical stimulation in light of its dependency upon physical
similarities or even contact between two or more bodies. Kircher’s anacampticcatroptic theories consequently resound in Erlmann’s observations about
resonance’s capacity to unite subject and object.
Given the tensions that arise between all of these readings, we can therefore
establish two distinct lenses through which to understand aurality in Sor Juana’s
texts. First, hearing as sensory and philosophical phenomena distances the object
and weakens the subject’s dependency upon it. Acoustical material inaugurates
instead a separate symbolic order that recalls the initial act of self-hearing and
allows access to other “voices” or selves (discussed in Chapter 2). Physical sound, as
we have seen through Kircher’s and Erlmann’s respective positions, nevertheless
becomes a sign of contact and interconnectedness among objects. Both of these
concepts of aurality will indeed resound in my own reading of acoustico-poetic
themes in Sor Juana’s courtly poetry. First, however, we must consider the poet’s
engagement with the literary tradition at hand.
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3.4 Early modern courtly poetry
Early modern European culture inherited an intriguing array of discourses
on love. Indeed, diverse influences, including the Platonic celebration of abstract
beauty, the twelfth-century troubadours’ fascination with unreciprocated desire,
Petrarch’s archetypal poetic representation of Laura, the Platonic-Christian
synthesis that characterizes Ficino’s De amore (1484) and others all resound in the
seventeenth-century construction of love. Along these lines, Carlos Blanco
Aguinaga, Frederick Luciani, Octavio Paz and Ramón Xirau all attempted to situate
Sor Juana’s love poetry within the broader context of Renaissance and early modern
amorous verse. Xirau, for example, compared Sor Juana’s amorous verse to that of
medieval trovadores, while Blanco Aguinaga identified Quevedian resonances in the
canonical sonnet 165 [“Que contiene una fantasía contenta con amor decente”
(“Which contains a fantasy satisfied with a love befitting it”)].81 Luciani, for his part,
examined Sor Juana’s engagement with courtly love, arguing that: “[p]ractically the
entire gamut of courtly love situations and sentiments can be found somewhere in
Sor Juana’s lyric, occasionally enunciated systematically, often barely alluded to and
almost lost within some larger context” (“The Courtly Love Tradition” 28).
Similarly, in his philological interpretation of the linguistic conventions that
distinguish courtly discourse, Paz reminded us of the diverse influences that Sor
Juana’s love poetry inherited. Central among these are the themes of: feminine
submission in Arabic erotic poetry, the exaltation of the passions in chivalric love,
feudalist social hierarchies, the hyperbolic idealization of the beloved in dolce stil
81

Tr. Trueblood 81. The sonnet appears in vol. IV of Sor Juana’s OC on pp. 287.
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nuovo (264-68). Although Paz does not mention it, even the mystical tradition of
San Juan de la Cruz and Santa Teresa figures among these currents. Bearing in mind
the power dynamics that are implicit in many of these traditions, courtly verses
have often been associated with the gender hierarchy they establish: a desiring male
subject who objectifies and even marginalizes the female beloved.
It is important to bear in mind, nevertheless, that proto-feminist responses
that challenge assumptions about privileging of the male perspective in chivalric
love have long formed part of the Western canon. Citing such examples as the
Occitanian troubaritz (female troubadours) and Marie de France, E. Jane Burns calls
attention to the limits of misogynistic constructions of courtly love. She reminds us
that strong female subjects abound in both male- and female-authored texts and
argues that “courtly models of heterosexual coupling, not only contain but often rely
upon subtle mechanisms of complex gender crossing that call into question the
exclusionary mode of male desire and pleasure thought more typically to represent
courtly love” (177). Not unlike those works to which Burns refers, Sor Juana’s
courtly poetry tends to offer a strong female perspective that overlooks the male
beloved’s. Consequently, scholars like Stephanie Merrim, Aída Beaupied and Lisa
Rabin offer feminist readings of this distinctive trait, arguing that the pervasive
female voice in Sor Juana’s amorous verse constitutes a response to early modern
women’s marginalization within social, political and intellectual spheres. I intend to
complement this critical corpus by highlighting the importance of cognitive and
physiological accounts of love in the sorjuanine canon. Such emphasis via the
pathology of the affective process diminishes the lover-subject/beloved-object
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dynamic that is inherent in erotic or romantic constructions of desire, focusing
instead upon the physical and psychological experience of love. Such scientific
discourse, I believe, is central to Sor Juana’s love poetry. It distinguishes the poet’s
amorous verses from the courtly love tradition and, as we shall see, aligns them
more closely to the early modern medical and philosophical tradition.

3.5 Lovesickness and sensory affect
In addition to the concepts of reflection and echo, the related themes of
lovesickness and sensory perception are thus key threads of my analysis. Given the
striking resonances of physical and cognitive science within Sor Juana’s courtly
discourse, the intersection of these four subjects constitute the heart of my reading.
We begin with an overview of lovesickness in the Western medical and
philosophical traditions. Inquiry into the psychophysiological effects of love is
rooted in the twin strands Galenic medicine and Aristotelian cognitive doctrine.
Arabic physicians like Ibn al-Jazzar (d. 979) and Avicenna (980-1037) were crucial
to its transmission to European culture. For example, in De amore, Ficino describes
love as madness, attributing the disease of lovesickness as a melancholic
temperament caused by a disproportionate amount of black bile (Wells 19-21).
Indeed, discourses like Ficino’s tend to privilege the rational mind, seeing as
disordered the body’s capacity to disrupt reasoning. The intersection of
lovesickness and medical pathology thus carries out the post-Cartesian tension
surrounding the relationships between mind and body. Sor Juana’s work is
sensitive to this friction in its engagement with both the corporeal and psychological
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effects of love. Such treatment seems to result in a textbook-like reading of love that
becomes one defining feature of Sor Juana’s courtly poetry.
Such discourses of lovesickness are not unique to Sor Juana’s oeuvre. Marion
A. Wells comments on the topic in early modern texts, such as Ludovico Ariosto’s
Orlando furioso (1516), taking note of the “intriguing leakage between the medical
and literary traditions … Even literary texts that have no pretensions to scientific or
didactic status appear as corroborating ‘evidence’ in the medical exploration of the
disease of love” (3). Though less focused on the relationship between love and
melancholy, my reading of Sor Juana is partially rooted in Wells’ observation, as I
attempt to demonstrate that the poet’s repertoire can be read as a symptom of the
medico-literary synthesis that Wells delineates. My reading will be especially
attuned to the role of the Ear in Sor Juana’s amorous discourse. I hope to show that
Sor Juana’s treatment of the topic is distinguished by its synthesis of early modern
acoustical science and more conventional attitudes about lovesickness. The striking
aurality of Sor Juana’s amorous discourse thus lends additional depth to her
treatment of the subject.
One central facet of pathological discourses on lovesickness that is especially
salient in Sor Juana is the role of the senses as the first point of contact between the
lover (subject) and beloved (object). Many early modern scholars’ ideas about
sensory perception were rooted in the Aristotelian theories set forth in De anima.
According to this model, sensory perception requires an object with sensible
qualities, a neutral medium through which these qualities could be transmitted and
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a sensory organ that receives the corresponding qualities.82 Sense objects project
species, or matter-less representations of an object’s perceptible quality. The
sensory organ receives these species either directly, as in the case of the contact
senses of touch and taste, or through a neutral medium, as with the distal senses of
sight, hearing and smell. As Aristotle argues, the species given off by the sensible
object are perceived as a change in the sensory organ’s normal state: “what we
perceive must have a degree of the sensible quality lying beyond the neutral point”
(from De anima, qtd. Slakey 473). In light of this emphasis on the sensible object’s
effect on the subject, then, we might conclude that sensory perception is a result of
the internalization of the species that an exterior object radiates. As I will show
presently, this adoption of the sensible object’s characteristics that is to some
degree necessary for sensory perception to occur plays a significant role in Sor
Juana’s amorous discourse.
First, however, it falls to us to consider the construction of the medium in
Aristotelian sensory perception. Indeed, the medium by which the species is
transmitted must be neutral so as to take on the object’s sensible qualities. Pavel
Gregoric illustrates this characteristic referring to vision and its sensible property,
color: “air and water serve as the media of colour because air and water are
transparent. Transparency is the neutral quality with respect o the range of colours,
and that is what enables air and water to be changed by colours” (Part I, Ch. 2).
Since the medium conveys the species to the sensory organ, it must have malleable
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The philosopher affirms that each of the five sense organs is attuned to recognize its
corresponding sensible quality. For example, color is the sensible quality of vision, sound is that of
hearing and flavor corresponds to taste.
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qualities that do not interfere with the species’ composition. Here, it is important to
bear in mind that since the species is a matter-less substance, it affects the medium
without altering its form. Likewise, the sensory organ must be of a suitable nature
to receive the medium by which the species is transmitted. Aristotle maintained, for
example, that water was fundamental to the composition of the eye. Consequently,
visual perception takes place because color (or rather, the representation of color
through species) affects the transparent material of which the eye consists.
The cognitive aspect of sensory perception occurs when the sense (different
from the sensory organ) identifies likenesses between the species and itself. Once
the sense organ is activated, it affects the sense, triggering a physical reaction in the
blood vessels to which the latter is connected. Both blood and pneuma, a vital
vaporous substance that is essential to internal corporeal balance, are fundamental
to this process. Through the blood vessels, these two elements carry information
from the senses to the heart, the bodily organ most closely related to the soul. In
turn, the heart stimulates the soul’s perceptual and intellectual functions, allowing
the perceiving subject to make a judgment about his or her sensory encounter, and
react accordingly.83 Here, the Aristotelian phantasm, the image that the soul
represents to itself as part of the cognitive and semantic processes, becomes a sign
of the object (or rather, as Giorgio Agamben has remarked, of its absence) (75). 84
This cognitive representation creates distance between the object and the
phantasm, opening itself to a certain degree of instability and becoming crucial to
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For another explanation of the Aristotelian sensory process, see Hatfield, pp. 956-57.
See Agamben’s Stanzas: Word and Phantasm in Western Culture , pp. 74-78 for another take on this
concept.
84
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lovesickness. As Wells remarks, “[t]he uncanny power of the imagination to conjure
up an absent object and to keep it continually present in the mind is responsible, in
the disease of love-melancholy, for the perversion of the soul’s intellective activity”
(40). Engagement with a sensible object and the corresponding phantasm, then, lie
at the heart of the pathological construction of love.

3.6 Lovesickness, cognition and acoustics in Sor Juana’s courtly discourse
One of the most distinctive pathological accounts of lovesickness in the
sorjuanine canon can be found in romance 8, the first of her three “Letras para
cantar” (“Verses for singing”). This romance can be viewed as a gloss on the myth of
Narcissus, in which a feminized Narcisa falls in love with her own reflection. Indeed,
I will show that both visual and aural reflections (the latter in the form of an echo)
are central to the process of auto-affection that takes place in this poem. An analysis
of the treatment of echo in this work supports my argument and highlights
resonances between romance 8 and Kircher’s “Phonosophia anacamptica,” the
revised treatise on echo that appears in the Phonurgia. This reading supports my
main hypothesis that aurality and its links to visuality (transmitted through Kircher)
are vital to our understanding of the intersection of medical pathology and
lovesickness in the sorjuanine canon. Moreover, it lays a foundation for an acousticscientific interpretation of echo in Sor Juana’s courtly poetry.
The central strands of my interpretation are established in the first few lines
of romance 8. These include: the vulnus caecum or “blind wound” trope that is
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associated with lovesickness, a re-reading of Narcissus, the “Music of the spheres”
trope and, finally, the intersection of love, catroptics, anacamptics and magnetism:
Hirió blandamente el aire
con su dulce voz Narcisa,
y él le repitió los ecos
por bocas de las heridas.

De los Celestiales Ejes
el rápido curso fija,
y en los Elementos cesa
la discordia nunca unida

Al dulce imán de su voz
quisieran, por asistirla,
Firmamento ser el Móvil,
el Sol ser Estrella fija (vv. 1-12, OC I 29-30).85
Despite such striking references to all of the themes previously mentioned, romance
8 has received relatively little critical attention, and the poem’s resonance of early
modern acoustics none. Among the few critics who have examined the poem,
Stephanie Merrim has focused upon the feminization of Narcissus:
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“Narcisa’s lovely voice / gently stabbed at the air. / Through the mouths of the / wounds it opened,
/ the echoing air replied. / Her voice stops in their courses / the wheeling celestial axes. / The
elements call a true / in their unrelenting discord. / Magnetized by her voice, / wishing to hear it
always, / the firmament longs to be mobile, / and the sun to become a fixed star”” (tr. Trueblood 11921).
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[t]he Orphic song of the female ‘Narcisa;’ in Romance #8, while capable of
paralyzing the movement of the stars and bringing a harmony that eradicates
‘discord,’ reduces its male targets to the female Eco’s imitative babbling. Like
Cupid’s arrows, it wounds them; as the song of the ‘Sirena,’ it can ultimately
kill them. It may kill them, but the implication contained in Narcisa’s name, if
left unstated in the poem, is that the song also kills her, the poet-singer (172).
The importance of sound in romance 8 is not lost on Merrim as she highlights
Narcisa’s harmonious song and underscores the performativity of female vocal
production. Here, Voice, and in particular, female Voice, becomes a destructive force
and a symptom of the tensions that characterized Sor Juana’s socio-political context.
Merrim’s reading is relevant, as Voice will soon become important to my own
approach to Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic courtly discourse. First, however, we must
consider one additional reading of romance 8. Focusing on yet a different aspect of
the poem, Pamela Long underscores the relationship between music and love in this
and the other two “Letras para cantar,” (“Verses for singing”) that form part of
romance 8, noting that each of these works “employs singing as a conceit for desire”
(54). For these scholars, the aural references function as secondary metaphors that
deepen the poem’s socio-political meaning (Merrim) or heighten its poetic
expression (Long). As I will show, however, the poem’s precise description of
anacamptics beckons a more detailed reading of its engagement with acoustics.
I continue by detailing the significance of the love-as-wound trope within the
opening verse of the romance. In these first lines, the poet compares Narcisa’s voice
with Eros’ wounds, thus drawing attention to the trajectory of the sound waves that
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correspond to this acoustical event (vv. 1-4). Here, the conceit of love as physical
trauma can be traced back to the hyperviolent eroticism of Lucretius’ De rerum
natura (1st c. B.C.), whose reception occurred, perhaps, through Ficino and
established the vulnus caecum or “blind wound” trope, the crux of medico-literary
discourse on lovesickness by exploiting the physical and figurative violence of
penetration.86 While Lucretius compares love to a violent battle, however, Ficino
offers a psychosomatic interpretation of the erotic encounter. Wells calls particular
attention to the ocularcentrism that guides Ficino’s reading of Lucretius (below):
[c]ertainly the former [the thinness of the spirits] divides and plucks to
pieces the viscera; the latter [the warmth of the spirits] takes away from the
man that which is his own and changes it is not the nature of the other,
through which change clearly it does not permit him to rest in himself, but
always draws him toward the person by whom he has been infected. This
Lucretius hinted at thus:
And the body seeks that whence the mind is wounded by love, for we
all fall for the most part toward the wound, and the blood spurts out
in the direction when we are struck by the blow; and if he is nearby,
the red humour seizes the enemy [De rerum natura].
Lucretius can only mean that the blood of a man wounded by a ray of the
eyes flows forward into the wounder, just a the blood of a man slain with a
sword flows onto the slayer” (De amore, qtd. in Wells 71-72).
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Wells translates this phrase as the “blind or secret wound” (72).
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Ficino illustrates the role of sensory perception in the vulnus caecum. The beloved’s
aspect—or rather, the sensible species that it radiates—becomes a mortal weapon
capable of wounding the lover through the eyes and causing disease. Eye thus
becomes central to the construction of vulnus caecum here and elsewhere in
medieval and Renaissance discourses on love.87 And yet, as we will see in romance
8, romancillo heptasílabo 75 and décima 100, Ear also appears to be a factor in Sor
Juana’s re-working of this conceit. Consider, for example, love’s visual and aural
effects in the opening stanza of décima 100 [“Alma que al fin se rinde al amor
resistido, en alegoría de la ruina de Troya” (“Soul that finally surrenders to resisted
love, in an allegory of the seige of Troy”)] :
Cogióme y sin prevención
Amor, astuto y tirano:
con capa de cortesano
se me entró en el corazón.
Descuidada la razón
y sin armas los sentidos,
dieron puerta inadvertidos;
y él, por lograr sus enojos,
mientras suspendió los ojos
For a reading of optical themes in medieval and Renaissance courtly verse, see Dana E. Stewart’s
The Arrow of Love: Optics, Gender, and Subjectivity in Medieval Love Poetry. For an example of the
intersection of visuality and the vulnus caecum in Sor Juana’s oeuvre, see romance 41 [“De pintura, no
vulgar, ‘en ecos’, de la Excelentísima Señora Condesa de Galve, Virreina de México”) and redondilla 89
(“Al retrato de una decente hermosura”). Visual themes like reflection are associated with the
“wound of love” in these works deepen understanding of this conceit in Sor Juana’s poetic
imagination. Moreover, links between these pieces and visual art complement Chapter 4’s reading of
Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic portraits.
87
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me salteó los oídos (vv. 1-10, OC I 235-36).88
Here, Love overpowers the rational faculties and appears to take advantage of Eye
and Ear as conduits to the lyric narrator’s heart. First, we notice that the warlike
tone of Trojan War allegory in which décima 100 is rooted recalls the vulnus caecum,
though not as explicitly as romance 8 nor, as we will see, romancillo heptasílabo 75.
Aristotle’s theories of cognition likewise inform these lines’ account of the
connection between Eye, Ear and heart. As the reader will recall, according to
Aristotelian doctrine, once a sense recognizes likeness between a species and itself,
the information is transmitted (via blood or pneuma) to the heart—the closest
organ to the soul. Décima 100 thus seems to identify aural and visual perception
(Ear and Eye) as the original source of Love’s entry. Within this context, the poem’s
reference to ontological and ocular wounds becomes significant to our discussion.
As my subsequent readings will show, Sor Juana extends the visual and aural
treatment of the vulnus caecum illustrated in décima 100 by aligning reflection and
echo in two more texts that feature pathological descriptions of love: romance 8 and
romancillo heptasílabo 75 .89
We first highlight the connection between echo and vulnus caecum in
romance 8, where the specific allusion to the weapon/song’s path (vv. 1-6) becomes
especially pertinent: both sound and semblance can be read as erotic weapons and
references to Kircher’s acoustical triangle (discussed earlier in this chapter). Read
88

“It captured me without warning / Love, astute and tyrannical: / with a courteous disguise / it
entered my heart. / Distracted my sense of reason / and without weapons the senses, / they opened
the gate without warning; / and he [Love]; in order to achieve his fancies, / while stopping my eyes in
their tracks / assaulted my ears” (my translation).
89 The vulnus caecum conceit is not limited within Sor Juana’s courtly poetry to these three works.
Other notable examples include décima 99 and sonnet 172.
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through this lens, the geometrical resonances of “Ejes” (“Axes,” vv. 5), which
describes the path taken by Narcisa’s voice and its echo, stand out. Such links
between romance 8 and Phonurgia nova become even more relevant when we
consider that Kircher attributes to passion echo’s elusiveness as acoustical
phenomenon and compares this connection to the very same Ovidian myth that
resonates within Sor Juana’s poem:
La nature de l’écho est à ce point étrange que, jusqu’au jour présent, on n’a
guère su l’expliquer. Pourtant il est bien connu, et assez commun, qu’il s’agit
d’un son réfléchi ; mais son mécanisme, sa cause, sa propagation, sa vitesse et
son amplitude sont plus mal connus que toute autre chose. L’immensité des
difficultés qui surviennent paraît ne pouvoir être résolue que par l’homme
qui, instruit d’une très grande expérience et d’une passion singulière, aura
capture la fugitive nymphe Echo qu’il aura trompée par ses artifices
(Lobrichon 16).90
Several of the key concepts of my analysis—catroptics, anacamptics and love—
become salient here, in Kircher’s echosophia, and in Sor Juana’s romance 8. Of
course, the absence of Echo herself as a character in romance 8 is a striking
deviation from the Ovidian episode that lies at its poetic origin, which I will
subsequently address. For now, it is pertinent to note that although the evocation of

90

“The nature of the echo is so peculiar that, even in the present day, one hardly has the knowledge
to explain it. Although it is well known, even common that it behaves like the reflection of sound, but
much less is known about its mechanism, its cause, its propagation, its speed and its amplitude than
all other matters. The immensity of the difficulties that arise seems to be irresolvable by man who,
educated by the great experience of a singular passion, will capture the fugitive nymph Echo who will
deceive him with her artifices” (my translation).
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the Narcissus myth in both works is provocative on its own, romance 8 is hardly the
only of Sor Juana’s poems to evoke the Jesuit’s “aural reflections.”
While I will presently consider additional aural themes in romance 8, it first
becomes necessary to examine resonances of Kircher’s anacamptics and Sor Juana’s
treatment of lovesickness in romancillo heptasílabo 75 [“Que expresan cultos
conceptos de afecto singular” (“Which Expresses Elegant Concepts of Singular
Affect”)], in order to further deepen our understanding of these links. Although
romancillo heptasílabo 75 exhibits some of the same themes as décima 100 and
romance 8, here, they are treated quite differently.
Romancillo heptasílabo 75 is a conceptist poem that uses aural and visual
reflective devices as well as psychophysiological accounts of the affective process to
explain the reciprocal effects of lovesickness upon the narrator:
Sabrás, querido Fabio,
Si ignoras que te quiero
—que ignorar lo dichoso
es muy de lo discreto—,

que apenas fuiste blanco
en que el Rapaz Arquero
del tiro indefectible
logró el mejor acierto,

cuando en mi pecho amante
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brotaron, al incendio
de recíprocas llamas,
conformes ardimientos (vv. 1-12, OC I 198-99).91
Early modern love as painful and decadent appears evident in these lines. As in
romance 8 the wounds of love that Eros’ bow and arrow inflict become central,
although here weapons are not compared to the beloved’s Voice or aspect. Instead,
the conceit reinforces the physicality of lovesickness and prepares the pathological
account of love’s effect. The comparison of love to reflection (visual or aural) that I
previously underscored in romance 8 is also relevant here:
¿No has visto, Fabio mío,
cuando el Señor de Delos
hiere con armas de oro
la luna de un espejo,

que haciendo en el cristal
reflejo el rayo bello,
hiere, repercusivo,
al más cercano objeto?

Pues así—del Amor
las flechas, que en mi pecho
91

“Might you know, dear Fabio, / If you ignore that I love you / that ignoring the delightful / is quite
[characteristic] of the discreet / that as soon as you were the target / in which the Predatory Archer /
of unfailing aim / achieved the perfect hit, / when in my loving chest / emerged, with the fire / of
reciprocal flames, /pliant blazes” (my translation).
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tu resistente nieve
les dio mayor esfuerzo,

vueltas a mí las puntas—,
dispuso Amor soberbio
sólo con un impulso
dos alcanzar trofeos (vv. 13-28, OC I 198-99).92
The narrator thereby draws upon the image of Eros’ arms striking a mirror to
explain love’s reciprocity and to detail how their potency is reflected back upon the
lover herself. As in romance 8, the weapon’s path evokes the optical and anacamptic
triangles through allusions to such reflective devices as mirror (“un espejo,” vv. 16)
and precise descriptions of the arrow’s trajectory: “vueltas a mí las puntas”
(“returned to me the tips,” vv. 25). Nevertheless, the distinction between echo and
reflection is not as clear in romancillo heptasílabo 75 as in the previous poem. At
first glance, “No has visto” (“You have not seen,” vv. 13), “Espejo” (“Mirror,” vv. 16)
and “cristal” (“glass,” vv. 17) reinforce the visuality of this metaphor and
complement the aural reflection (“echo”) that I previously highlighted. Other
allusions to characteristics shared between anacamptics and catroptics—at least,
according to Kircher—nevertheless problematize a strictly visual interpretation of
this reflection. Such references include: “rayo” (“ray,” vv. 18) and “repercusivo”

92

“Have you not seen, my Fabio, / when the Lord of Delos / wounds with golden arms / the face of a
mirror, / thus making the beautiful ray / a reflection in the glass, / that wounds, repercussive / the
nearest object? / And so —of Love are / the arrows, in my chest / that your resistant whiteness
[brilliance] / gave stronger force, / returned to me the tips—, / that arrogant Love let loose / [and]
with only one shot / procured two trophies” (my translation).
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(“repercussive,” vv. 19). As a pun, the latter becomes especially significant to our
discussion of echo. According to the Diccionario de autoridades, “repercutir” (“to
repercuss, reverberate or resound”) can indicate reciprocal violence: “[r]etroceder
con violencia un cuerpo, de otro en que ha herido,”93 or else refer to echo: “[s]e toma
también por lo mismo que Reverberar, o resaltar.”94 Sor Juana’s aural vulnus
caecum is thus clarified—reverberation simultaneously invokes physical violence
and echo.95 Ear, consequently, becomes fundamental to the so-called “wound of
love:” “que haciendo en el cristal / reflejo el rayo bello, / hiere, repercusivo, / al más
cercano objeto,” (“thus making the beautiful ray / a reflection in the glass, / that
wounds, repercussive / the nearest object?” vv. 17-20). This metaphor exemplifies
the themes discussed in Chapter 3 thus far: the trajectory of Eros’ weapons (the
source of lovesickness) is compared to sound or light, which share the same
anacamptic/catroptic principles. As we shall see, resonances of Kircher’s
loxophonic triangle within Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic courtly discourse are not the
only links between Ear and lovesickness.

3.7 Voice and song in Sor Juana’s courtly poetry
Kircher’s acoustical triangle is far from the only example of aurality within
the works examined here. As I indicated earlier, Voice and, in particular, song, also
93

“[t]o violently repel a body, from another which it has wounded” (my translation).
“[i]t is also understood the same as to reverberate, or to re-strike” (my translation).
95 Although “repercutir” (“repercuss”) is closely associated with acoustical reverberation or echo,
etymological vestiges of visuality bear mention and reinforce the central argument of this
dissertation: that visual and aural cultures are intertwined. First, the Oxford English Dictionary
includes “[t]o reflect (light, sunbeams)” among definitions of “repercuss.” The four examples given
are from seventeenth-century texts. Second, it is perhaps pertinent to mention the visuality of the
French “révervérer” (“to reverberate”): “[r]envoyer la lumière ou la chaleur” (“[t]o reflect light or
heat,” Le Trésor de la Langue Française informatisé).
94
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become salient in Sor Juana’s acoustico-literary courtly discourse. In fact, song in
Sor Juana’s work turns out to be every bit as complex as the broader construction of
aurality, with which this dissertation seeks to engage. It becomes relevant, for the
time being, to consider song’s role in discourses on lovesickness. Even here, song,
or “heightened uses of the voice,” to borrow from Gary Tomlinson’s critique of the
Derridean exclusion of voice (The Singing of the New World 12), seems to be viewed
from a surprising amount of angles. On one hand, texts like De anima and
Constantine’s Viaticum name song as a remedy for lovesickness and other
psychophysiological disorders. On the other, Bernard of Gordon, Robert Burton, and
others emphasize the negative effects of heightened voice on a lovesick patient.
Indeed, in Liliam medicinae (1486), Bernard of Gordon observes: “if they hear songs
about the separation of love [sc. lovers] at once they begin to weep and become sad.
And if they hear songs about the reunion of lovers they at once begin to laugh and to
sing” (qtd. Wells 83). This passage resonates with the doctrine of musica pathetica,
the affective capacity of music, to be discussed in Chapter 4.
Conscious of such subtleties, which distinguish the treatment of aural themes
in amorous pathology, Wells compares the volatility of Ear to that of Eye: “if … the
penetration of the lover through the eye can prove radically destabilizing, it seems
plausible that the penetration of the lover through the ear might be equally
dangerous, as well as potentially curative” (86). She goes on to argue that many of
the medical and literary texts examined of the period recognize song’s dual capacity
to alleviate and aggravate erotic obsession. Bearing in mind these intricacies, my
own reading of Voice in Sor Juana’s love poetry strives to be sensitive to the tension
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that Wells describes. Indeed, while romance 8 treats heightened voice as a weapon,
I opt for showing that works like sonnet 198 treat music as a curative force with the
capacity to restore harmony to the soul.
We return, then, to romance 8, where Music’s role in ordering Sor Juana’s
poetic universe comes into play in the second and third stanzas, which establish a
relationship between Narcisa’s song and the organization of the cosmos:
De los Celestiales Ejes
el rápido curso fija,
y en los Elementos cesa
la discordia nunca unida

Al dulce imán de su voz
quisieran, por asistirla,
Firmamento ser el Móvil,
el Sol ser Estrella fija (vv. 1-12, OC I 30).96
As Merrim remarked, the capacity of Narcisa’s song to alter cosmic order is central
here. Such privileging of Voice recalls the “Music of the spheres,” previously
discussed in Chapter 2. Resonances of Boethian musica mundana and musica
humana within Sor Juana’s texts have not gone unnoticed.97 For example, Octavio

96

“Narcisa’s lovely voice / gently stabbed at the air. / Through the mouths of the / wounds it opened,
/ the echoing air replied. / Her voice stops in their courses / the wheeling celestial axes. / The
elements call a true / in their unrelenting discord. / Magnetized by her voice, / wishing to hear it
always, / the firmament longs to be mobile, / and the sun to become a fixed star”” (tr. Trueblood 11921).
97 In addition to Paz, Mario Lavista, Ricardo Miranda and Salvador Moreno Manzano have all
commented on vestiges of Boethian “Music of the spheres” in Sor Juana’s canon.
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Paz highlighted the dual neo-Platonic and neo-Pythagorean heritage that
characterizes this ideology, identifying it as a sign of the poet’s Ceronian inheritance,
which he holds to be the source of her Pythagoreanism:
[e]n Cerone y en sor Juana es visible una suerte de compromiso entre la
tradición pitagórica—la armonía de las esferas como manifestación del orden
divino—y la idea más moderna de que el placer estético … consiste en una
‘correspondencia del objeto con los sentidos.’ …

Por ser concordancia y acuerdo, la música es medida y así se manifiesta no
sólo en los sonidos sino en todo aquello donde imperan el orden y la
proporción. Podría exagerarse la idea de sor Juana—aunque no
demasiado—diciendo que la música no sólo se oye sino que se ve (314).98
In Sor Juana, music, the force that underlies universal harmony, is both seen and
heard. Despite Paz’s caution against the literal interpretation of this reading, his
own sensitivity to the relationship between universal harmony and aesthetics in Sor
Juana’s work is, once again, striking, and romance 8 is especially relevant to it as it
appears to exemplify such tensions. Narcisa’s Voice thus becomes a triple sign: Sor
Juana’s Pythagoreanism (song’s effect upon the cosmos, vv. 4-12), Baroque
sensuality (the description of hearing and love that permeates the entire poem) and,

98

“[i]n both Cerone and Sor Juana can be seen a kind of compromise between Pythagorean
tradition—the harmony of the spheres as a manifestation of divine order—and the more modern
idea that aesthetic pleasure, as Descartes was writing at about that time, consists of a
“correspondence between the object and the senses … Because it is harmony and accord, music is
measure, and thus manifest not only in sounds but in everything ruled by order and proportion. Sor
Juana’s idea could be expanded slightly by saying that music is seen as well as heard” (tr. Sayers
Peden 241-42).
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as I have illustrated in this chapter, early modern empiricism (vestiges of Kircherian
ancamptics/catroptics) are all salient here.
Before moving on, it becomes important to note that loa 374 [“En celebración
de los años del Rey Nuestro Señor Don Carlos II” (“In celebration of the birthday of
Our King Don Carlos II”)] appears relevant to this discussion as well, for it can be
useful to illustrate further the themes previously examined in this chapter. Not the
least of these is the connection between Voice and musica mundana. First, however,
we shall consider other intersections between the representation of divine love in
loa 374, which constitutes a musico-poetic celebration of Carlos II’s birthday, and
the romantic love that has been central to my argument. The vulnus caecum, Eye,
Ear and related concepts resonate most strongly in ESCENA II, wherein the four
elements [Fuego (Fire), Aire (Air), Agua (Water) and Tierra (Earth)] explain the
significance of “Amor” (“Love”) and “Respeto” (“Veneration”) within natural and
cosmic organization:
FUEGO: ¿Qué poderosa violencia,
disfrazada en dulce canto,
a mis ardientes rigores
vence con tiernos halagos?

MÚSICA: Del Amor el dulce
espíritu blando,
os busca al obsequio
del ínclito Carlos.
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AIRE: ¿Qué articulado clarín,
hiriendo mi cuerpo vago,
me aprisiona con las mismas
cláusulas que le voy dando?

MÚSICA: Del Amor, el dulce &.

AGUA: ¿Qué primorosa armonía
excede con primor tanto
a mis ondas lo sonoro
y a mis espejos lo claro?

MÚSICA: Del Respeto el justo &.

TIERRA: ¿Qué concento numeroso,
con apetecible encanto,
de mi siempre fijo centro
es hoy móvil desusado?

MÚSICA: Del Amor, el dulce &. (vv. 41-63, OC III 281-82)

FIRE: What powerful violence,
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disguised as sweet song,
vanquishes my burning forces
with tender flattery?

MUSICA: From love, the sweet
spirit is made soft,
in you it seeks reverance [worthy]
of the illustrious Carlos.

AIR: What articulate trumpet,
wounding my vaporous body,
imprisons me with the same
clauses that I am making?

MUSIC: From love, the sweet &.

WATER: What exquisite harmony
exceeds with such delicacy
the sound of my waves
and the brillance of my reflections?

MUSIC: From Respect the just &.
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LAND: What proportionate harmony,
casts a pleasing spell
upon my always fixed center
[which] today is unwonted movement?

MUSIC: From love, the sweet & (my translation).
We first observe vestiges of the vulnus caecum conceit in the opening invocations of
Música (“Music”). Indeed, Cielo (Heaven), Fuego (Fire) and Aire (Air) all
characterize Música favorably [“dulce canto” (“sweet song,” vv. 42) and “articulado
clarín” (“articulate trumpet,” vv. 49)] while simultaneously describing its violent
effect [“poderosa violencia” (“powerful violence,” vv. 41) and “hiriendo mi cuerpo”
(“wounding my body,” vv. 50)]. Tierra (Earth) echoes the other elements by
emphasizing both Música’s hermetic nature [“apetecible encanto” (“pleasing spell,”
vv. 60)] and its physical force [“mi siempre fijo centro / es hoy móvil desusado”
(“upon my always fixed center/[which] today is unwonted movement?” vv. 61-62)].
Agua (Water) is less violent than the others in its invocation of Música, but these
lines are nevertheless relevant within the parameters of our reading. Indeed, the
association of sound with water [“mis ondas lo sonoro” (“the sound of my waves,”
vv. 56)] and visual reflection with transparency [“mis espejos lo claro” (“the
brilliance of my reflections,” vv. 57)] calls to mind Kircher’s take on Aristotelian
sensory perception (which we will presently examine); whereby water is the
medium for acoustic transmission and transparent light for visual apprehension.
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Música therefore becomes an aesthetically pleasing but powerful force that, as we
have seen, remains subject to the principles of natural science.
ESCENA III presents us with the missing link to fully appreciate the
manifestation of the vulnus caecum in loa 374—the allegory through which Música
and Amor are connected:
AMOR: Y ya que juntos os miro,
nobles Elementos cuatro,
cuya fecunda discordia
es madre de efectos tantos:

vosotros, que variamente
con paz y guerra luchando,
sois contrarios muy amigos,
y amigos muy encontrados;

y a ti, Cielo, que influyendo
en tus movimientos varios,
divides hermosamente
en cuatro partes el año,

pues todo lo sublunar,
a expensas de tu cuidado,
vive a merced de tus lluvias
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y al influjo de tus astros;

y yo, que siendo el Amor,
soy alma de todo cuanto
ser ostenta en lo viviente,
y existencia en lo crïado:

yo, que soy entre vosotros,
con dulcísimos abrazos,
lazo que a todos os ciño
unión que a todos ato (vv. 64-87, OC III 282-83).

LOVE: And since I see you all together,
noble four Elements
whose fecund discord
gives birth to so many effects:

you, who alternately wrestle
with peace and war,
you are good friends as opposites,
and very contrary friends;

and you, Heaven, who influencing
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with your various movements,
beautifully divides
the year in four parts,

so that all earthly things,
at the expense of your charge,
live at the mercy of your rains
and beneath the influence of your stars;

and I, so being Love,
I am the soul of everything being that
boasts of living,
and exists in creation:

I, who among you,
with sweet embraces,
[am] the link that binds you
the union that ties you (my translation).
Musico-harmonic themes remain central to this allegory, wherein Amor (Love)
appears to be the soul of the universe and key to cosmic harmony (vv. 81-87). First,
Amor (Love) employs musical [“discordia” (“discord,” vv. 66)], bellic [“con paz y
guerra luchando” (“you, who alternately wrestle / with peace and war,” vv. 68-69)]
and astronomical (“divides hermosamente / en cuatro partes el año” (“beautifully
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divides / the year in four parts,” vv. 74-75)] references to highlight dissonances
among the cosmic elements. Later, Amor (Love) adopts a more imposing tone,
reinforcing its influence over the other components of the universe and echoing the
force attributed to Música in ESCENA II:
(AMOR): hoy tiernamente os invoco,
hoy ansiosamente os llamo,
al más debido festejo,
al más merecido aplauso (vv. 92-95, OC III 283).99
Indeed, Amor’s directive recalls Música’s (Music’s) earlier lines—“Del Respeto el
justo / reverente aplauso, / os llama al festejo” [“(From Respect the just / reverent
applause, / calls you to the festivities” (vv. 37-39)]—thus supporting a parallel
reading of the two. As we shall see, Voice, a sign of Música (Music) and of Amor’s
(Love’s) agency, becomes essential to this allegory as well.
Let us continue, then, by examining the parallels with romance 8 that through
the treatment of (heightened) Voice in loa 374. We being with the opening lines of
ESCENA I:
CORO 1: Hoy, al clarín de mi voz,
todo el orbe se convoque;
que a celebrar tanto día,
aun no basta todo el Orbe.

Hoy, para el Natal de Carlos,
99

“today tenderly I invoke you, / today anxiously I call you, / to the most due celebration, / to the
most deserved applause” (my translation).
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vistan libreas los Montes,
púrpura y oro las Rosas,
nueva fragancia las Flores.

¡Que es bien que la Tierra
venere y adore,
al que en sus distancias
fija sus pendones!

CORO 2: Hoy a la dulce armonía
de mis bien templadas voces,
los Orbes Celestes paren
sus movimientos veloces.

Hoy, para el Natal de Carlos,
de tejidos resplandores
vistan galas las Estrellas,
de rayos el Sol mejore (vv. 1-20 OC III 280).

CHORUS 1: Today, at the horn of my voice,
all of the orb is convened;
though to celebrate such a day,
the entire Orb is not enough.
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Today, for the Birth of Carlos,
the Mountains dress in livery,
the Roses in purple and gold,
the Flowers [exude] a new fragrance.

How good it is that the Earth
venerates and adores
and from their distances
raise their banners!

CHORUS 2: Today to the sweet harmony
of my well tuned voices,
may the Celestial orbes stop
their rapid movements.

Today, for the Birth of Carlos,
may the Stars dress gallantly
in shining garments,
may the Sun’s rays shine brighter (my translation).
Indeed, just as Narcisa’s song can be viewed in terms of its Pythagorean inheritance,
so too these lines engage the “Music of the spheres.” In the opening three stanzas,
Voice is compared to a musical instrument capable of rousing the entire “Orbe”
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(“Orb,” in reference to earth) in honor of the monarch’s birthday. Coro 2 (Chorus 2)
evokes the harmonious relationship between earthly and celestial music, invoking
the sun, the stars and the other planets to take part in the musico-poetic homage to
Carlos II. 100 The same Boethian musical concept re-appears in ESCENA III:
CIELO: Ya obedientes a tu voz,
conformes, Amor, estamos
esperando sólo el orden
de salir de empeño tanto.

AMOR: El orden será, decir
siguiéndose por sus grados,
guardando el natural orden
que la poderosa Mano
de Dios a todos nos puso,
cuando nos sacó del Caos.

Y porque mejor se entiendan
los lugares que señalo,

100

As Miranda has pointed out, this is not the only instance in which the “clarín” (“trumpet”)
becomes significant within Sor Juana’s musico-poetic language (“Aves, ecos” 101). Indeed, villancico
251 (Feast of the Assumption, 1679, OC II 60-62) is yet another example of the intersection of the
four elements, the “Music of the Spheres” and Voice-trumpet in Sor Juana’s oeuvre. This time,
however, it is the Virgin Mary’s Voice that appears as an acoustico-cosmic force: “¡Sonoro clarín del
viento, / resuene tu dulce acento, / toca, toca: / Ángeles convoca, / y en mil Serafines / mil dulces
clarines / que, haciéndole salva, / con dulces cadencias saluden el Alba!” (“Sonorous wind trumpet, /
your sweet accent resonates, / play, play: / it summons Angels, / and a thousand Seraphs / a
thousand trumpets / that give your voice tribute / greet the Dawn with sweet cadences!” (my
translation).
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de la Música los ecos
os servirán de reclamo.

Seguid las sonoras huellas
de sus numerosos pasos,
para que vais prosiguiendo
lo que ella fuere apuntando (vv. 132-149, OC III 284)

HEAVEN: Already obedient to your voice,
agreeable, Love, we only
await the order
to put forth much effort.

LOVE: The order will be, to recite
following the order of their scales,
maintaining the natural order
that the powerful Hand
of God put in all of us,
when he rescued us from Chaos.

And so that the places I indicate
are better understood,
Music’s echoes
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will serve as an aid.

Follow the sonorous footsteps
of her many scales,
so that you persist in following
that which she might note (my translation).
The lines above align love and Voice through a metaphor that associates the former
with divine and earthly order. Within this context, Music is compared to God while
its “ecos” (“echoes,” vv. 144) symbolize the earthly realm, or even man [“a todos nos
puso” (“put in all of us,” vv. 140)]. Eye and Ear come into play once more here.
Inasmuch as echo recalls the Kircherian aural reflection that I discussed earlier, the
metaphor thus builds upon the concept of man (or earth) created in the likeness of
God (Genesis 1:27). Man therefore becomes a mirror of the divine, underscoring
once more the connections between love, reflection and echo that I have sought to
elucidate throughout this chapter.
In loa 374, as in romance 8, the “Music of the spheres,” Voice and echo are
thus woven together in a delicate poetic web.101 Miranda has remarked upon the
significance of these links among the musical, natural and spiritual worlds within
Sor Juana’s musical thought:
[a] la maravilla de emparentar a las aves con los ecos y con el sonido, sor
Juana añade ... una propuesta todavía más inquietante: para existir, para ser
101

Loa 374 is not the only of Sor Juana’s loas to exhibit such aural resonances. The themes I have
examined are also developed similarly in loa 376, the last of a set of five works Sor Juana penned to
commemorate Carlos II’s birthday. The other loas in this series are 375-378. Loa 377 also enters
into our discussion and will be considered in Chapter 4.
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del mundo conocido, el sonido es elemento fundamental. Ello nos puede
parecer obvio, pero el axioma forma parte de un orden de ideas con
implicaciones más allá de su significado inmediato, donde el sonido equivale
al conocimiento y a la existencia ... (“Aves, ecos” 102).102
We return, then, to my opening remarks on the connections between aurality and
subjectivity, for Miranda seems to parallel sound with reason and even presence
itself. In loa 374 and elsewhere in Sor Juana’s oeuvre, the construction of Ear thus
recalls the Derridean s’entendre parler (“hearing oneself speak,” OG 98): the
foundational act of self-hearing (discussed earlier in this chapter and in Chapter 2).
By extension then, echo, as an acoustical phenomenon, can be linked to selfpresence. Indeed, as a repercussion of the self’s original recognition of his or her
Voice as a sign of logos, this concept simultaneously exceeds self-presence by
invoking a second resonating body and reiterates it, causing the self to hear his or
her own Voice once again. Echo is thus oriented towards both subject and object
and becomes a privileged aural trope from which to articulate connections and
tensions between the two.

3.8 Echo, sympathy and the limits of subjectivity
Let us now consider additional examples of the intersection of Ear, Eye and
lovesickness, the better to sharpen these observations. There remain in romance 8,
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“[t]o the marvel of pairing bird with echos and sounds, Sor Juana adds ... a proposal still more
disquieting: in order to exist, in order to be of the known world, sound is a fundamental element. This
might seem obvious to us, but the axiom forms part of an order of ideas with implications beyond its
immediate signification, where sound is the equivalent of knowledge and of existence ... ” (my
translation).
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for instance, significant symptoms of these links that we have not yet discussed in
detail:
Tan bella, sobre canora,
que el Amor, dudoso, admira
si se deben sus arpones
a sus ecos, o a su vista:

porque tan confusamente
hiere, que no se averigua
si está en la voz la hermosura,
o en los ojos la armonía.

Homicidas sus facciones
el mortal cambio ejercitan:
voces, que alternan los ojos;
rayos, que el labio fulmina.

¿Quién podrá vivir seguro,
si su hermosura divina
con los ojos y las voces
duplicadas armas vibra (vv. 13-28, OC I 30).

Torn between beauty and song,
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Love hesitates and wonders
whether he owes his darts
to her singing or her fair looks.

The blending is so complete
that no one can ever be certain
whether beauty is in the voice
or harmony in the eyes.

Those lethal features of hers
effect a mortal exchange:
the eyes dart resonant notes,
the lips shoot withering flames.

Can anyone call himself safe
from beauty so passing fair,
when it’s doubly equipped with arms
and wields either eyes or voice? (tr. Trueblood 121).
These lines reiterate the Kircherian analogy by aligning Eye and Ear through Eros.
Lines 13-20, for instance, establish a parallel between Cupid’s dual weapons—
Narcisa’s physical beauty and her Voice’s, both presented as “harmonious”
(“canora,” vv. 13) qualities, a feature that, as we have seen, can be interpreted as a
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symptom of the Pythagoreanism that both Paz and Ortiz have recognized.103
Nevertheless, when considered in light of the resonance of acoustico-scientific terms
we have discussed, the parallel these lines establish exceeds its Pythagorean roots.
Indeed, the underlying numerical proportion that contributes to the beauty of
Narcisa’s voice and aspect is not the only correspondence between these two
features. Their link to Eros’ darts, whose “reflection” is important to Narcisa’s
ability to affect herself, suggests similarities in the projection of both song and
image. Let us, in addition, highlight the chiasmus in lines 23-24 that pins the sounds
produced by Voice to Eye and light rays to lips. By referring directly to optical
science, this topoi reinforces the scientific underpinnings of the Eye-Ear link. The
chiasmus employed here likewise reiterates the juxtaposition of sight and hearing in
Sor Juana’s treatment of sensory perception, a theme that has been central
throughout this dissertation. Indeed, such recurrence constitutes a dual affirmation
of the links between vision and hearing that my readings seek to draw out.
The pun in lines 27-28 further supports my hypothesis that the greater
parallel between visuality and aurality is rooted in Sor Juana’s tripartite inheritance
of Classical Pythagoreanism, Baroque sensuality and early modern science.
Moreover, the parallel raises the concept of sympathy— a point of contact between
acoustical science and artistic expression that we have not yet addressed. That is,
the portrayal of Narcisa’s eyes and voice as dual “vibrating” weapons can be read as
a complement of the allusion to light waves in the earlier pun (vv. 23-24). Indeed,
the allusion to movement and vibration [“con los ojos y las voces / duplicadas armas
103

See Paz, pp. 319 (see also Ch. 2) and Ortiz, “La musa,” pp. 259.
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vibra” (“when it’s doubly equipped with arms /and wields either eyes or voice,” vv.
27-28)] invokes sympathy, a pertinent example of the intersection of science and
pathos in the early modern worldview.
A brief overview of this concept can help clarify nexuses between empiricism
and sensuality within Sor Juana’s oeuvre. Socially and philosophically, sympathy has
long designated a kindred emotional reaction. Sympathetic resonance describes, in
turn, the harmonic relationship between two oscillating bodies wherein as a result
of shared resonant properties vibrations in one incite motion in the other.104 The
musical treatment of this concept took on particular importance in early modern
culture, when Empirical approaches to sound and music-making began to lend to it a
practical reality that had long been explained hermetically. At the same time, the
emergence of physiological and philosophical accounts predicated on the
relationship between corporeal and mental experiences, [Descartes’ Les passions de
l’âme (1649), for example] provoked renewed interest in the relationship between
artistic expression and sympathetic emotion.105 Musically, this intellectual current
showed up in approaches to music-making that were sensitive to the art form’s
expressive properties, as proposed for example, by followers of Monteverdi’s
seconda prattica.106
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Ruth HaCohen maintains that this concept originated in the Stoic understanding of sympatheia,
the principal of coherence among the various parts of a system.
105 For a detailed discussion on the mind-body connection in Les passions de l’âme, see Hatfield’s
“Descartes’ physiology and its relation to his psychology” and Oskenberg Rorty’s “Descartes on
thinking with the body.” Both articles can be found in The Cambridge Companion to Descartes, ed.
Cottingham, 1992.
106 The term seconda prattica refers to a Baroque style that was prevalent late sixteenth-and
seventeenth-century Italian secular works. This doctrine tended to privilege text over its musical
setting, favoring the use of highly expressive musical devices to complement or emphasize a piece’s
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Ruth HaCohen has analyzed sympathy as a symptom of the means whereby
art could affect reality in Baroque culture and argued that this paradigm shift
redefined the connection between reality and artistic representation:
Gradually, albeit not conclusively, sympathy ceased to serve only as a means
for bridging between well-made fictive worlds and well-constructed
cathartic effects, the way it figured in the old Aristotelian scheme, and
emerged instead as a versatile mode of communication both within and
through the artistically constructed universe. As such it defined anew the
relations between art and life, their boundaries, the roles of
listeners/spectators, and the goals of art (612).
Far from an abstract concept, then, for HaCohen sympathy underlies the
construction of key relationships that contribute to the early modern imagination.
As a theoretical approach, this paradigm emphasizes the artist’s engagement with
reality as both observer and author. Palpable in themes like the Baroque
(dis)illusion, the tension surrounding debates about art’s capacity to depict reality is
also salient here.
Although I maintain that Baroque interest in sympathy and representation is
better understood as a symptom rather than a cause of the changing perspective
about art, this interpretation is important to my analysis. Indeed, one can take
farther HaCohen’s affirmation that the early modern re-reading of sympathy
reinforced the audience’s interpretive role as well as art’s capacity to mediate
between artist and spectator. If Baroque sympathy is related to the changing
accompanying lyrics. Notable followers of this school include: Giulio Caccini (1551-1618), Carlo
Gesualdo (1560-1613), Jacopo Peri (1561-1633) and Monteverdi (1567-1643).
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relationship between work of art and interpreter and, by extension, the postCartesian privileging of the subjective, then it also stands to reason that, like echo,
this acoustical concept problematizes the subject-object dichotomy. After all, in
general terms, sympathy refers to one body affecting another so that the second
becomes like the first by taking on the same qualities. One might argue along these
lines that sympathy establishes a relationship of equality, reinforcing the blurred
lines between subject and object that I previously noted in my discussion of
Aristotelian sensory perception. The allusion to sympathy in romance 8 can
therefore be read as a challenge to the subject-object dichotomy that is so often used
as a critical point of departure in readings of early modern love poetry.
Echo—another symptom of aurality in romance 8—also problematizes the
distinction between self and other, as one might suspect in light of my prior
Derridean reading of the phenomenon. Indeed, just as Narcisa falls in love with her
reflection as she gazes upon it in the stream, so is she enamored by the sound of her
own Voice as reflected back to her. Ear therefore becomes a receptacle of Voice
while eyes receive light rays that sensible objects emit. The paradigms established
in lines 19-20, lines 23-24 and lines 27-28 strengthen this metaphor. If reflection
becomes a means of drawing out female intelligence within Sor Juana’s poetic
language, as Arenal’s comments on the proliferation of mirrors in Sor Juana’s canon
seem to imply (quoted on pp. 101), then the same function might also be attributed
to echo (visual reflection). My earlier remarks upon the connections between echo
and Derridean self-hearing support such a position. Read from this perspective,
Narcisa’s Voice can thus be linked to logos (reason). (Female) intelligence thus
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becomes the very object of Narcisa’s affections since, as we remember from Jonas,
hearing distances subject from agent and establishes its own symbolic order. Unlike
Narcissus, who falls in love with the sight of himself, Narcisa appears enamored of
her own thoughts, “repercussed” through echo.
Narcisa’s capacity to affect herself through the aural and visual reflection of
her own voice and appearance therefore becomes the actual focus here. This is not,
however, the only approach to anacamptic/catroptic themes in Sor Juana’s oeuvre.
We now turn to a closer reading of the pathology of lovesickness in romancillo
heptasílabo 75, which is intended to deepen our understanding of the alignment of
visual and aural reflection through Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse. Indeed,
reading these two poems together can be mutually informative. Despite their
different perspectives, the common reiteration of the mirror or reflection in both
works is indeed striking. When considered along with the distinctive female subject
enamored of a male object, a central feature of these texts, the role of the mirror
becomes essential. Whether visual or aural, reflection renders Narcisa and the lyric
narrator both lover and beloved, subject and object.107 This critical tension informs
my interpretation of the construction of Echo and its relationship to acoustical
science and the pathological approach to love in these sorjuanine works. It can be
read to be sure, as one possible response to whatever analytical limits rely heavily
on binary constructions or ocularcentric themes.
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As I have noted elsewhere in this chapter, Sor Juana’s engagement with both Aristotelian sensory
perception and sympathy can also be read as mechanisms for challenging the subject-object
dichotomy that is so often essential to criticism of early modern love poetry.
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First, the salience in both poems of the echo or aural reflection emphasizes
the listening subject’s passivity. Instead of portraying a dialogue between beloved
and lover, both poems exploit the reflective properties of the echo. Thus each
amorous encounter becomes an instance of self-hearing in which the subject hears
herself as other and thus returns to the fundamental symbolization process. As
Chapter 2 argued, this uncanny consciousness of one’s own voice as object
challenges the unity of the self and lends itself to re-signification. This moment of
split, or even unstable identity, becomes essential to yet another distinctive feature
of the two poems: the subject’s plurivocity, her capacity to assume multiple selves
simultaneously. Indeed, both mirror and echo allow the female narrator and
Narcisa to challenge the gender roles presented conventionally in amorous poetry
by positioning each as both lovesick (male) subject and submissive (female) object.
Here, Wells’s exhaustive discussion of the philological origins of amor ereos,
often translated as “lovesickness,” becomes useful. Found in the works of scholars
like Dino del Garbo (1280-1327) and Ficino, amor ereos lies at the heart of
discourses on lovesickness. Referring to the Constantinian Viaticum and Johannes
Afflacius’ Liber de heros morbo, both eleventh-century translations of the same
Arabic medical treatise, Wells argues that amor hereos is a “hybrid term” that
encompasses the concepts of love and hero (22).
The subordination of the masculine lover… necessarily threatens to overturn
the conventional gender hierarchy, transforming the lover into a feminized
figure who is anything but ‘heroic’ in the usual sense of the word. The
gradual association of the primarily masculine lovesickness with the
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feminine disease of hysteria confirms the unstable nature of this ‘heroic’
conception of love (23).
Drawing upon amor hereos as the embodiment of love, illness and the hero, Wells
argues instead that the suffering male lover becomes an ambiguous figure, thus
challenging the masculine-feminine dichotomy that informs the construction of love.
Reading through this same lens both Narcisa and the lyric narrator of romancillo
heptasílabo 75, we might conclude that the strong “male” lover is therefore doubly
marginalized in these two works: first, by the female lover-beloved and second, by
the feminization of the “male” lover through lovesickness.
Along these lines, it becomes pertinent to call attention in romancillo
heptasílabo 75 to a description of Eros’ barbs psychophysiological effects on the
narrator:
Mi corazón lo diga
que en padrones eternos,
inextinguibles guarda
testimonios del fuego.

Segunda Troya el alma
de ardientes Mongibelos,
es pavesa a la saña
de más astuto Griego.

De las sangrientas viras
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los enyerbados hierros
por las venas difunden
el amable veneno.

Las cercenadas voces
que, en balbucientes ecos,
si el amor las impele
las retiene el respeto.

Las niñas de mis ojos
que, con mirar travieso,
sinceramente parlan
del alma los secretos.

El turbado semblante,
y el impedido aliento
en cuya muda calma
da voces al afecto.

Mi corazón lo diga
que en padrones eternos,
inextinguibles guarda
testimonios del fuego.
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Segunda Troya el alma
de ardientes Mongibelos,
es pavesa a la saña
de más astuto Griego (vv. 41-64, OC I 199-200).

The bloodied arrows
and the bewitched swords
through the veins diffuse
the pleasant poison.

The voices cut short
that, in trembling echoes,
if love drives them
respect retains them.

My pupils,
that, with a restless glance,
sincerely tell
the secrets of the soul.

The disturbed semblance,
and the labored breath
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in muted calm
give voice to affect

May my heart say it
that in eternal tombstones,
it guards inextinguishable
testimonies of fire.

Second Troy the soul
of burning Mongibello
is ash to the rage
of the most astute Greek (my translation).
Indeed, as the power of Eros’ weapons is reflected back upon the narrator, she offers
a pathological description of falling in love. First, Cupid’s arrows penetrate her
chest, making her heart feel as if it were on fire. In this section, heat becomes a
salient trope, expressed through metaphors that relate love to the siege of Troy, the
eruption of Mount Mongibello and one of the Prometheus legends.108 The narrator
explains that Cupid’s amorous darts spread “poison” through her veins. As the
effects of love become more advanced, her speech becomes incoherent, a sign of the
tension between her psyche’s passionate and rational parts. Her pupils fixate on
some object (presumably the lover), giving away the soul’s secrets. This section
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Mount Mongibello is an active volcano in eastern Italy that is known today as Mount Edna. One of
this volcano’s most notable eruptions occurred in 1669, when it destroyed, among others, the town
of Catania.
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concludes with the affirmation that although the narrator’s lovesickness is severe
enough to stop her breath, her physical symptoms give away the illness.
The elaboration of the vulnus caecum conceit in romancillo heptasílabo 75
bears a striking resemblance to Wells’ analysis of André Du Laurens’ treatment of
love as a medical condition. For Wells, Du Laurens’ ideas in Discourse of the
Preservation of Sight (1597) can be read as a summary of the features of
lovesickness in a number of early modern medical treatises:
Du Laurens and his medical colleagues describe the effects of this ‘violent
and extreame love’ in terms of specific psychophysiological processes,
usually beginning with the perception of an object that ‘setteth
concupiscence on fire.’ The overheating of the spirits traveling from heart to
brain disturbs the estimative faculty, which is concerned with making
judgments about the world. The hot spirits in the middle ventricle of the
brain, where the estimative faculty resides, draw heat from the anterior
ventricle, causing the cooling and drying of the imaginative faculty. The fixity
of the now unnaturally cold imaginative faculty activates the perseverative
focus on the image … of the beloved that becomes the constitutive feature of
the disease (1-2).
As we notice, romancillo heptasílabo 75 outlines the symptoms of love that Wells
describes in this passage. I submit that this piece, perhaps even more convincingly
than romance 8, can be situated within a body of literary works that engages love as
a psychopathological condition. Furthermore, both Narcisa’s self-affect through
Voice in romance 8 and that of love’s psychophysiological effects in romancillo
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heptasílabo 75 can be read as complementary. The former focuses upon how visual
and aural perception can invoke amorous passions; the latter highlights the
psychophysiological effects of love. Together, both poems offer a relatively
comprehensive account of the sensory and cognitive experiences of love.
While other early modern love poems undoubtedly engage similar themes,
the parallel treatment of aural and visual perception in romance 8 and romancillo
heptasílabo 75 is truly remarkable. As I have shown, these texts associate the
wounds of love not only with Eye but also with Ear. Just as Narcisa’s Voice and
physical appearance wound the beloved in romance 8 the most recognizable
symptoms of lovesickness in romancillo heptasílabo 75 are the narrator’s gaze, fixed
directly on the beloved, and the manner in which tension between her rational self
and her passions distort Voice. In the first, Narcisa’s sensible qualities become a
sign of agency because they afford her power over the beloved and, in fact, over the
entire cosmos. In the second, looking and speaking symbolize both the lover’s
susceptibility to Eros’ weaponry and her own passions. Visual and aural sensibility
thus become powerful forces in Sor Juana’s exploration of love as a
psychophysiological experience, for both have equal capacities to incite the passions
and exploit the mind-body connection.

3.9 Magentic and romantic attraction
Now, let us consider two more resonances of Kircher’s anacamptics in
romance 8. I first turn to the comparison between a magnet and Narcisa’s voice in
the third verse:
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Al dulce imán de su voz
quisieran, por asistirla,
Firmamento ser el Móvil,
el Sol ser Estrella fija (vv. 8-12, OC I 30).109
The analogy can be read as a distinctively Kircherian vestige. Several of Kircher’s
treatises employ magnetism as a metaphor for music’s capacity to act physically
upon cosmic order. Mariangela Donà remarks upon this position and points out
that it is salient in both Magnes, sive de arte magnetica (1643), Kircher’s essential
treatise on magnetism, and further in the Phonurgia:
[c]osì il Kircher, che da scienziato si dedica allo studio sperimentale del
fenomeno nel suo complesso, non esita a chiamare ‘magnetismo’ anche la
forza di attrazione della musica (‘Tantus inest musicis modulis
magnetismus…’) e ad attribuire a magnetismo anche la capacità della musica
di guarire i tarantati.110
Kircher’s understanding of magnetism as a universal force of attraction that can
even explain music’s capacity to affect seemingly disparate elements (as in his given
example of tarantism) synthesizes, much like Sor Juana, Boethian philosophy and
empirical science. In lines 8-12 of romance 8 (previously discussed) Sor Juana
reiterates and comments upon this hypothesis, using the same metaphor to describe
the capacity of Narcisa’s Voice to alter the movement of the cosmos.
109

“Magnetized by her voice, / wishing to hear it always, / the firmament longs to be mobile, / and
the sun to become a fixed star”” (tr. Trueblood 119-21).
110 “[t]hus Kircher, who as a scientist dedicated himself to the experimental study of the phenomenon
in its complexity, does not hesitate to designate “magnetism” as well the force of attraction of music
(‘Tantus inest musicis modulis magnetismus’) and also to attribute to magnetism the capacity of
music to cure tarantism” (my translation).
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Echoing Kircher’s proposal, the poem compares sound’s capacity for physical
attraction (as evidence by Voice’s ability to effect universal order) to magnetism.
The references to the sea can be interpreted as still another resonance of Kircher’s
Phonurgia nova. In addition to their metaphorical significance, the association of the
sea with sound also recalls Kircher’s echosophia:
El Mar la admira Sirena
y con sus marinas Ninfas
le da en lenguas de las aguas
alabanzas cristalinas (vv. 29-32, OC I 30).111
As previously discussed, Kircher’s affirmation that sound was the product of water
and air colliding is one of the singularities of his acoustical theories. “[p]ar ailleurs
l’air et l’eau sont le vrai sujet des sons, et non pas le vecteur du son, par quoi son
espèce est a portée à l’oreille ; cela ne fait aucun doute pour l’air, et l’expérience
nous l’assure mieux encore pour l’eau …” (Lobrichon 22).112 Here, Kircher
elaborates on his reasoning that air and water were not the medium of sound.
Rather, these two elements are the subject of sound—fundamental and inseparable
elements, according to the Aristotelian construction of subject.113 As I have already
mentioned, in romance 8 Sor Juana reiterates this Kircherian singularity.
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“As siren she dazzles the sea, / which calls its resident mermaids / to sing in tongues of whater /
the crystalline song of her praise” (tr. Trueblood 121).
112“[m]oreover air and water are the true subject of sounds, and not the medium of sound, by which
its species is carried to the ear; there can be no doubt about it with regard to air, and experience
assures us even more with regard to water …” (my translation).
113 Pliny’s argument that since domesticated fish respond to their name, they can hear in water
(Naturalis Historia, c. 77-70 A.D.) and the acoustical properties of the sea are among the examples
that Kircher gives to support this hypothesis.
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Before continuing my reading of additional resonances of Kircher’s
echosophia that contribute to the juxtaposition of Ear and Eye in Sor Juana’s
acoustico-poetic discourse, we need to examine further the originality of the Jesuit’s
ideas about the conceptual links between sound and water. This singular position is
essential to understanding Kircher’s defense of the relationship between seeing and
hearing. The distinctiveness of these limits makes the transmission of the same
relationship through Sor Juana even more telling.
Unlike Kircher, earlier thinkers like Bartholomaeus Anglicus (1203-1272),
Ficino and Juan Luis Vives (1492-1540) tended to associate sound with air and
argued that the aural species were transmitted to the ear through air that struck the
petrous bone, which protects the inner ear.114 In fact, in the Musurgia, Kircher
himself emphasized the importance of air to music’s ability to stimulate the
affections:
Granted that a musical tone is a movement that communicates to the air a
motion exactly proportionate, that the air is in a continuum with the animal
spirit, which itself is in perpetual motion, it follows that at the same time as
the soul (in which harmony is innate and congenital …) is excited by the song
and the fantasy by the object represented by the words, the air excites a
natural humor altogether equivalent and proportional to the object and to
the sonorous movements. As to the vapor, it rises and mixes with the animal
spirit already excited by the sonorous numbers of the air that is continuous

114

See Palisca, pp. 184-86 and Noreña, pp. 257-60.
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with it. Finally, by its movement the spirit impels the soul to affections
proportionate to the numbers and to the words … (qtd. in Palisca 195).
This passage provides a paradigmatic example of Kircher’s diverse intellectual
influences and many of the themes that are pertinent to my own reading here as
well as in Chapter 4. Pythagoreanism, musica pathetica, musica poetica and early
modern acoustical science all resonate here, so to speak. Nevertheless, the
importance of air in this explanation seems at odds with the Jesuit’s affirmation that
water is the medium of sound in “Phonosophia anacamptica.”
Indeed, the juxtaposition of air and water to sound in the Phonurgia becomes
central to our discussion of how Kircherian resonance appears in the juxtaposition
of Eye and Ear in Sor Juana. As my previous overview of Aristotelian sensory
perception illustrates, a sensible’s medium (liquid or vapor) is essential to the
process. Consequently, Kircher’s argument that air, its conventional form, and
water, normally associated with sight, were the subject of sound becomes all the
more significant. Like other aspects of the Jesuit’s unique approach to acoustics that
remain to be discussed, this theoretical singularity can be understood as a symptom
of the Kircherian concept whose resonance in Sor Juana so fascinated Paz: the
reflection of light as visual echo. This reading reinforces the core argument of this
chapter. Drawing upon Paz’s observations and close readings of sorjuanine texts
that deal with hearing, I continue to insist that the alignment of sight and hearing
becomes critical to understanding both Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse and
her engagement with Kircher’s phonosophia.
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This same relationship between sound, water and air (normally the medium
of sight) appears in Sor Juana’s romance. First, lines 29-32 center around a
metaphor in which the Sea perceives Narcisa’s visual and aural beauty and aquatic
nymphs sing her praises. Water, rather than air, transmits sound. This metaphor
can be particularly informative when considered in light of the Ovidian myth upon
which romance 8 is rooted. Although Ovid’s Narcissus sees his face reflected in a
stream and hears his own voice resound through the character Echo, the loquacious
nymph is absent in Sor Juana’s poem.
When read as a poetic corroboration of Kircher’s hypothesis, Sor Juana’s
deviation from the Ovidian episode becomes especially noteworthy. In the
Metamorphoses, Echo parallels water: both become tabulae rasae, transparent
vehicles that enable Narcissus’ self-perception. In romance 8, however, a poetic
explanation of sound resonance and reflection replaces the personified Echo, thus
grounding Ovid’s version of the myth in Kircherian acoustics. Early modern science
contributes to the construction of Sor Juana’s Echo, who, no longer the hapless
nymph without the power to speak for herself, gains the capacity to affect Narcisa
and even universal order through her voice. The effect is therefore twofold. On one
hand, the exclusion of a personified Echo reinforces Narcisa’s self-hearing,
presenting her as both speaker and listener (subject and object). On the other,
depicting Echo as an acoustical phenomenon aligns her more closely with the
concept of reflection, which, in the Ovidian version of the myth is made possible by
water’s transparency. This supports, as we have seen, the position that reflection is
both a visual and aural process in the sorjuanine canon.
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3.10 Acoustics, otology and the limits of writing
Amorous pathology and early modern acoustics in Sor Juana’s love poetry
can also be ascertained in lira 211, “Que expresan sentimientos de ausente”
(“Expressing the pangs of separation”). As in the earlier examples, the poet’s legacy
of courtly love also resounds throughout lira 211. The use of the lira and the locus
amoenus trope in this work, for example, are merely two echoes of the fifteenth- and
sixteenth-century cancioneros. Moreover, as we have seen in the other pieces
examined in this chapter, lira 211engages the physiological and cognitive processes
of sensory perception. The poem begins by invoking Ear:
Amado dueño mío,
escucha un rato mis cansadas quejas,
pues del viento las fío,
que breve las conduzca a tus orejas,
si no se desvanece el triste acento
como mis esperanzas en el viento. (vv. 1-6, OC I 313)115
The text opens with an appeal to Fabio, the beloved, to hear the lyric narrator’s
plight. While it may seem like a romantic metaphor to the modern reader, the
description of the wind carrying the beloved’s Voice parallels the construction of
acoustical phenomena that this chapter has endeavored to describe—the poem’s
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“Belovèd of my life, / listen a moment to the weary lament / I cast upon the wind / that it may
sooner reach your ears, / provided nothing leads its notes astray, / like all my hopes the wind has
borne away” (tr. Trueblood 71).
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account of the air transmission of sound highlights this acoustic medium, much as
romance 8 constructs Voice.
The first lines’ reference to the physiology of hearing also informs the
analogy between Ear and Eye:
Óyeme con los ojos,
ya que están tan distantes los oídos,
y de ausentes enojos
en ecos, de mi pluma mis gemidos;
y ya que a ti no llega mi voz ruda,
óyeme sordo, pues me quejo muda (vv. 7-12, OC I 313).116
The opening line is constructed in a fashion similar to the two puns I identified
earlier as key elements of the alignment of sight and hearing (romancillo heptasílabo
75, lines 18-19 and 22-23). Yet the use of this device now seems incomplete. In fact,
where one might expect to find a line about “seeing with the ears,” we are
confronted, instead, with a reaffirmation that the beloved’s Ear may be too distant
for him to hear the narrator. Unlike the earlier parallel treatment of aural and visual
realms, hearing now becomes marginalized due to the lover’s absence. That is, aural
perception becomes linked to presence.
The remainder of the stanza continues to develop the absent Ear. Lines 9-10
for example can be re-ordered to read: “y en ausentes ecos / de enojos, de mi pluma
mis gemidos” (“and in absent echoes / of pain, of the groans of my pen”). From this
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“Hear me with eyes alone, / since ears are out of hearing’s farthest reach, / hear how my pen,
with moans, / echoes separation’s bitterest pangs / and, since you cannot catch my raucous tune, /
hear me unhearing, hear a pain gone mute” (tr. Trueblood 71).
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perspective, the insistence upon the separation of the lover’s voice and the beloved’s
Ear becomes clear. These lines are significant, moreover, because they offer a
tentative solution to the distance between lover and beloved. Here, the pen replaces
Voice, mediating the physical separation that makes hearing impossible. In a
Derridean sense, the substitution of writing for verbal dialogue can be viewed as a
symptom of the importance of the sign in the construction of the post-Cartesian
subject. Likewise, it recalls the marginalization of self-hearing and, by extension, of
Voice in Western culture. At the same time, however, Sor Juana’s alignment of Ear
and Eye both here and in the two earlier poems challenges this particular reading,
for if visual and aural perception are related, if not equal, as Sor Juana (channeling
Kircher) seems to propose, then writing might well be understood as an accessory,
rather than a substitute, of Voice. This interpretation challenges both text-centric
and ocularcentric approaches to Sor Juana’s work. That is, writing is not seen here
as a threat to Voice but rather as its complement. Consequently, this alignment of
writing and vocal expression supports as well the alignment of musical and written
discourse that I will examine in Chapter 4.
Staying within the confines of this chapter’s interpretation of
psychophysiological accounts of love in Sor Juana’s poetry, it now becomes
pertinent to examine once more the recurrence of the vulnus caecum conceit in lira
211:
¿Cuándo tu voz sonora
herirá mis oídos, delicada,
y el alma que te adora,
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de inundación de gozos anegada,
a recibirte con amante prisa
saldrá a los ojos desatada en risa?

¿Cuándo tu luz hermosa
revestirá de gloria mis sentidos?
¿Y cuándo yo, dichosa,
mis suspiros daré por bien perdidos,
teniendo en poco el precio de mi llanto,
que tanto ha de penar quien goza tanto?

¿Cuándo de tu apacible
rostro alegre veré el semblante afable,
y aquel bien indecible
a toda humana pluma inexplicable,
que mal se ceñirá a lo definido
lo que no cabe en todo lo sentido (vv. 67-84 OC I 313)?

When will your sonorous voice
wound my ears, delicately,
and the soul that adores you,
in a flood of joy,
to receive you with loving haste
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will leave the eyes unleashed in laughter?

When will your beautiful light
cover my senses in glory?
And when will I, happy one,
give up my sighs for lost,
having little value for my weeping,
how can one with so much joy suffer?

When will I see the kind countenance
of your placid happy face,
and that unspeakable goodness
unexplicable to all human pens,
which is poorly confined to the definition
of that for which there is no room in the senses (my translation).
As in romance 8, this poem includes a distinctive allusion to Cupid’s arrow. We are
reminded of Wells’ comments on the affective parallel between Ear and Eye. Eros’
weapon is compared to Fabio’s Voice and penetrates the lyric narrator’s Ear. In
addition to both Wells’ reading of the potency of song in medical discourse on love
and Kircher’s alignment of Eye and Ear, Ear in this passage becomes privileged as
the primary receptor of beauty. I develop this concept further in Chapter 4, but an
overview is pertinent here.
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Lines like these can be read as a lateral echo of Diotima’s privileging of
beauty that her character, through Socrates, establishes in Plato’s Symposium.
Unlike Diotima, however, who is largely concerned with visual form, Sor Juana
channels here the Pythagorean construction of harmony. Indeed, the order in which
the sensible qualities are presented—sound, and then light—evoke aurality.
Consequently, the privileging of Ear seems to suggest that hearing, rather than sight,
is best suited to perceiving beauty’s numerical proportions. Along these lines,
Fabio’s Voice reiterates the divine Pythagorean harmonies that are celebrated
elsewhere in Sor Juana’s oeuvre.
Referring to early modern theories of aural perception and affect, we might
expect the following physiological reaction to accompany the lyric narrator’s
perception of Fabio’s Voice. Vocal harmonies would stimulate the corresponding
divine proportions upon which the composition of air is based. Air then enters the
beloved’s Ear and causes resonances within the pneuma, a Galenic doctrine based
upon the hypothesis that consciousness is rooted in vital spirits that move through
blood vessels. Following Aristotle, Galen believed that bodily humors (blood, yellow
bile, black bile and phlegm) passed through the circulatory system, where, in turn,
they converted into vaporous pneuma. Humorous imbalance, a basic principle of
Renaissance and Early Modern medicine, could thus affect the pneuma, causing
physical or mental illness. The humors were associated with specific organs,
seasons, colors, qualities and emotions—love, anger, melancholy and tranquility,
among others. The mind or body had little control over humors. Rather, external
changes such as those of affect, dietary habits or the environment, could alter the
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even distribution of these four elements. In lira 211, this doctrine manifests itself
through insistence upon “love at first hearing,” as opposed to the more conventional
privileging of the gaze. Fabio’s voice seems to have resonances in the beloved’s
aural cavities, causing an excess of sanguine humor. Consequently, the narrator
becomes enamored of Fabio much in the same way that Narcisa falls in love with her
own logos. As we have seen in earlier poems, the manner in which Voice acts upon
the beloved’s physiology becomes of utmost importance.
Many of the attributes linking love, music and resonance in lira 211are also
developed in Kircher’s observation about how Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina’s
motet Introduxit me Rex inspires love:
The Affect of Love is the passion or desire of enjoying the beauty of a beloved
thing… And since the motions in [the souls] of lovers are now vehement, now
languid, sometimes agreeably tickling, it is necessary that you move [the
listener] to other similar passions by similar harmonic motions, so that he be
delighted. Thus it happens that harmonic motions of this sort, through
vehement, languid, soft, & exotic intervals, affect the spirit or organ of the
amorous passion in a similar manner. If these things are observed, the
composition will without doubt obtain the infallible effect (Musurgia, qtd. in
Bianchi 99).117
Here, Kircher argues that the motet influences affect through aesthetic pleasure,
sound and movement (“harmonic motions”). He defines love as the appreciation of
beauty, which, as I have already discussed, lies not in the eye but in the “ear of the
Bianchi has reminded us of the singularity of this evaluation in analyses of Palestrina’s
work, which is not often associated with desire.
117
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beholder.” The passage likewise affirms that the harmonic oscillations of which
sound is comprised can replicate and influence the bodily humors, thus intensifying
or altering temperament. For Kircher, as for Sor Juana, music is a particularly
effective means of inciting these emotions because, of all expressive forms, it is the
most closely related to musica mundana.

3.11 Musico-acoustical connections
I close this chapter with a reading of sonnet 198, “Alaba, con especial acierto,
el de un músico primoroso” (“She praises, with particular skill, that of an exquisite
musician”). Although love is not the poem’s central theme, Sor Juana’s ode to an
unknown musician condenses many of the other themes developed earlier:
Dulce deidad del viento armonïosa,
suspensión del sentido deseada,
donde gustosamente aprisionada
se mira la atención más bulliciosa:

perdona a mi zampoña licenciosa,
si, al escuchar tu lira delicada,
canta con ruda voz desentonada
prodigios de la tuya milagrosa.

Pause su lira el Tracio: que, aunque calma
puso a las negras sombras del olvido
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cederte debe más gloriosa palma;

pues más que a ciencia el arte has reducido,
haciendo suspensión de toda un alma
el que sólo era objeto de un sentido (vv. 1-14, OC I 305).

Sweet deity of harmonious wind,
desired suspension of the senses,
where delightfully imprisioned
one observes with noisy attention:

forgive my licentious panpipe,
if, in hearing your delicate lyre,
it sings with vulgar, out of tune voice
marvels of your miraculous one.

That the Thracian pauses his lyre: for, though calm
made the black shadows of oblivion
cede you as they should the most glorious palm;

for you have reduced art to more than science,
suspending all of the soul
[with] that which was only an object of the senses (my translation).
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Current scholarship on sonnet 198 focuses upon the poem’s engagement with the
artistic and philosophical constructions of early modern music, thus marginalizing
the work’s intersection with acoustical and cognitive science. Long, for example,
situates the work within a body of odes dedicated to musical topics by comparing
Sor Juana’s sonnet to Fray Luis de León’s “Oda a Salinas” (“Ode to Salinas”). She
treats the work as a laud to a singular performance, reading the first and second
quatrains as complex references to practical music-making. In the end, Long
concludes: “[t]he musical symbology, then, is mixed and confusing unless we accept
the possibility that Sor Juana is not referring to a musical performance at all, but
rather to a literary one: in this case, the music alluded to is the ‘lyric’ art of Apollo, a
metonymy of music for poetry” (112). Although poetry and music are undoubtedly
related in the sorjuanine canon, a topic that I will address in detail in Chapter 4, I
contend that there is little textual evidence in sonnet 198 to support Long’s
interpretation of the piece as a laud to poetry couched in musical terms. Readings
like that of Esperanza Pulido, Méndez Plancarte or, more recently, Miranda appear
to be much more sensitive to the broader context of Sor Juana’s musical world.
Indeed, these scholars recognize the sonnet’s cognitive treatment of musical
hearing. Méndez Plancarte argued that Sonnet 198 constructs music as a means of
mediating the mind-body dichotomy that was the subject of much philosophical
debate during the seventeenth century: “Triunfo esencial del Arte, cuando no es un
simple halago sensual: apoderarse del alma entera” (OC I 546).118 He roots this
argument in the dual significance of the word “sentido,” which can refer to both
118

“Essential triumph of Art, when it is not simple sensual flattery: taking control of the entire soul”
(my translation).
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reason and the corporeal senses. Meanwhile, Pulido focuses on the representation
of aural perception itself, contending that:
[l]a última terceta … de este Soneto contiene todo un tratado de estética
musical. Juana, impresionada por los logaritmos musicales de Cerone, era,
empero, una acendrada artista, para dejarse avasallar por ellos. Si su sentido
del oído debía colaborar estrechamente con la mente, para la comprensión
de la secuencia armónica, no podía permitir que le nublara el sol del arte
puro el alma—receptora suprema como ella lo entendía, de las emociones
estéticas (60).119
For Pulido, the musical harmonies evoked in Sonnet 198 resound in the listener’s
soul and become further proof of the underlying harmonic structure of the universe.
Miranda’s reading intersects with all of these readings by highlighting the poem’s
dual pyschological and aesthetic construction of music:
queda manifiesta en este soneto número 198 una conciencia clara de los
alcances estéticos de la música que acerca a sor Juana con los cometidos
estético-musicales representados por la seconda prattica de Monteverdi, que
desde principios del siglo XVII comienza a sentar sus bases en el ámbito
europeo buscando como objetivo primario conmover los afectos y las
pasiones, es decir, suspender el alma (“Aves, ecos” 97).120
119

“[t]he final tercet … of this Sonnet contains a treatise of musical aesthetic. Juana, impressed by
the musical logarithms of Cerone, was, however, too true an artist to allow herself to be carried off by
them. If her sense of hearing should have collaborated closely with the mind, for the comprehension
of the harmonic sequence, she could not allow it to cloud the sunlight of the soul’s pure art—supreme
receptor as she understood it, of the aesthetic emotions” (my translation).
120 “there is manifested in sonnet number 198 a clear consciousness of music’s aesthetic abilities
that aligns Sor Juana with the musical-aesthetic commitments represented by Monteverdi’s seconda
prattica, which from the beginning of the seventeenth century began to establish its bases in the
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Miranda‘s interpretation incorporates the key themes that previous scholarship
highlights. For example, comparing Sor Juana’s approach to music to that
characteristic of the seconda prattica responds to the same musico-poetic
relationship that Long identified. Likewise, highlighting the connection betwen
music and affect in sonnet 198 adds one additional layer to Pulido’s and Méndez
Plancarte’s readings of music’s connection with the soul. I seek to extend Miranda’s
reading of sonnet 198 by concretizing the construction of Ear and identifying its role
in musical perception and cognition.
From the very first quatrain, terms like “armonïosa” (“harmonious”) and
“suspensión” (“suspension”) help to establish the centrality of music in sonnet 198.
Long remarks that this stanza vaguely describes a musical performance:
[t]he musician is unnamed, and may be a man or a woman. The nature of the
performance is even veiled … the performance may have been a song: the
human voice is a wind instrument and it receives mention in the second
quatrain where Sor Juana compares her own voice to a “zampoña” … with
that of the musician … (111).
While Long’s reading certainly offers one viable perspective from which to read this
sonnet, I propose an even closer reading of the same quatrain. It relates the poetic
language used to describe music to currents in early modern acoustical and
cognitive science. Within this context, let us note that in the first stanza of Sonnet
198, the reader confronts one of Sor Juana’s archetypal lexical games. As Méndez
Plancarte has already observed, the exploitation of multiple meanings of “sentido” is
European atmosphere seeking as a primary objective to move the affects and the passions, that is to
say, to suspend the soul” (my translation).
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essential to this device. Likewise, the lexical ambiguity of “suspensión,” which can
refer either to a pause or to the prolongation of a consonant tone after the
supporting harmony has changed in order to create dissonance, is of equal
importance. These two lexical ambiguities form the crux of my reading. They
establish the three major themes with which I am concerned: music, sensory
perception and reason.
Continuing along these lines, the first verse of sonnet 198 refers to music as
the “harmonious deity of the wind.” On one hand, this can be read as an allusion to a
wind instrument or, as Long proposes, to the human voice. On the other, however,
the conceit draws attention, once more, to the importance of air, the medium by
which sound waves travel to the Ear. After a slight re-ordering, the second verse
can be interpreted as an expression of the narrator’s immediate perception of music
as a purely sensual phenomenon that is accompanied by the interruption of
intellectual activity—[“deseada suspensión del sentido / donde se mira la atención
más bulliciosa / gustosamente aprisionada” (“longed-for suspension of the senses /
where one observes that lively attention / is deliciously imprisoned,” vv. 2-4] . The
context of line 2 supports readings based upon either meaning. The suspension that
the narrator desires might well be a musical dissonance that would stir her
passions. At the same time, it could also refer to the brief cessation of thought.
Regardless of how one understands this verse, it becomes clear that the aural
perception of music is vital to either interpretation. This privileging of the senses is
significant, for it aligns the construction of music in sonnet 198 with the Baroque
ideals of passion and sensuality, marginalizing, in a sense, Renaissance empiricism
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and reason. Different from what we have seen in previous readings, this can
perhaps be attributed to the stronger musical focus that distinguishes sonnet 198
from the other texts examined in this chapter.
The next two lines describe the merits of the unknown musician’s
performance by favorably comparing his music to the narrator’s song (or the poet’s
verse, according to Long’s reading) as well as Orpheus’ musical abilities.
Nonetheless, the final tercet brings the sonnet full circle and returns to musical
perception and its cognitive effects, themes the first quatrain explored. This last
stanza affirms that the admired musician’s performance exceeds scientific and
aesthetic discourse. Music takes on a transcendent quality that reminds us of the
curative properties to which Wells, citing De anima, alluded. Indeed, hearing seems
to have affected the soul, thus suspending the listener’s faculties of reason, not
unlike the vulnus caecum, as we saw previously in décima 100 (lines 5-10) and in
romancillo heptasílabo 75 (lines 41-56).
It behooves us to consider once more the lexical ambiguities—suspension
and sense—that the poem’s first lines set up. Indeed, the final two lines of sonnet
198 also draw upon the multiple meanings of these two terms. They might be read
for example as a description of resonances between a dissonant harmony
(suspension) in the musician’s performance and its resonance or sympathetic
reaction in the listener’s soul. Following this interpretation, the final two lines
comment upon the relationship between sensory perception and affect, holding it
up as proof of the body’s connection to the soul. These lines could nevertheless be
analyzed from a very different perspective that understands “suspensión”
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(“suspension”) as pause or interruption and “sentido” (“sense”) in turn as
synonymous with reason. In such a reading, the sonnet reflects upon the spiritual
experience of music, which, as the last line affirms, far exceeds philosophical or
scientific descriptions. Regardless of how we interpret sonnet 198, then, the poem
addresses the capacity of music to affect the soul, either emotionally or spiritually. I
will continue to develop Sor Juana’s treatment of the affective capacity of music in
Chapter 4, when examining the philosophical and scientific currents that underlie
her alignment of painting, rhetoric and music.

3.12 Conclusion
I have sought in this chapter to offer a preliminary reading of the
transmission of diverse constructions of the ear through Sor Juana’s love poetry.
Aural tropes in the poet’s psychopathological approach to lovesickness as well as
her engagement with Kircherian echosophia form the nucleus of my reading. An
understanding the sorjuanine Ear as a product of a broad corpus of musical,
philosophical and scientific knowledge is chief to this interpretation and allows me
to tease out new resonances in the sorjuanine canon. Moreover, this methodology
responds to the limits of prior scholarship, which tends to approach Sor Juana’s
acoustical references as mere metaphors of her artistic engagement with musicmaking. The chapter’s objective, like the rest of the dissertation, is not to offer a
definitive reading of the ear in Sor Juana’s oeuvre, although I do hope to integrate
the scholarship on seventeenth-century aural culture that in recent years has been
undertaken by Bruce R. Smith, Viet Erlmann, Penelope Gouk, Susan McClary and
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others. As Gouk notes, the limits of contemporary disciplinary perspectives can
marginalize interaction among schools of thought: “[o]ne difficulty with the
separation of academic knowledge into different specialist disciplines is that there
has been limited success in providing techniques for relating separate bundles of
knowledge to each other” (3). In this spirit, the conceptual focus of this chapter
rejects a singular disciplinary lens and offers instead a theoretical model that
counters any reduction of Sor Juana’s aurality to a strictly musical or figurative
phenomenon.
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Chapter 4
“Putting the voice before the eyes”: Visual Harmony, musica humana and
musica mundana in Sor Juana’s Acoustico-Poetic Portraits121

4.1 Introduction
Painting and visual mechanisms have long been identified as important
components in Sor Juana’s oeuvre. Emilie L. Bergmann, Sylvia Graciela Carullo,
Kathryn M. Mayers, Georgina Sabat de Rivers, and other scholars have all
contributed to current understanding of the role that optics, visual culture and the
early modern ideology of the so-called “Music of the spheres” play in the poet’s
works. For example, Bergmann has remarked upon the significance of musical
thought in poetic portraits like romance decasílabo 61[“Pinta la proporción hermosa
de la Excelentísima Señora Condesa de Paredes, con otra de cuidados, elegantes
esdrújulos, que aún le remite desde Méjico a su Excelencia” (“She paints the shapely
proportions of the Most Excellent Countess de Paredes in lines sent to Her
Excellency from Mexico”)] 122 and redondilla 87 [“Pinta la armonía simétrica que los
ojos perciben en la hermosura, con otra de música” (“She paints the symmetrical
harmony that the eyes perceive in beauty, along with that of music”)].123 She
observes: “[v]isual imagery forms a distinct and coherent whole … This whole is
viewed in the framework of a cosmic order encompassing sidereal music, graphic
symbols and visual forms under the sign of divine music, Apollo’s lyre” (Art
121

The allusion here is the Kircher’s Musurgia universalis itself, where the Jesuit refers to musical
notation as “put[ting] the voice before the eyes” (qtd. Bianchi 190).
122 This and subsequent translations of this work are from Trueblood (1988), pp. 48-52.
123 Tr. Sayers Peden, pp. 240.
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Inscribed 289). Yet despite Bergmann’s sensitivity to the underlying role of
harmony in Sor Juana’s ekphrastic representations, her reading privileges the visual
mode and marginalizes acoustic tropes that also form part of Sor Juana’s pictorialpoetic language. Mayers, for her own part, offers an interpretation of Sor Juana’s
engagement with painting that reconciles the writer’s Petrarchan (European)
poetics with more recent studies that aim to situate the poet’s oeuvre within New
Spain’s socio-political context.124 Mayers employs a critical methodology to which
she refers as the “two-continents framework,” which views the transformation of
Petrarchan topoi in Sor Juana’s blasones, or emblems, as symptoms of seventeenthcentury New Spain’s socio-cultural tensions (118). Thus, reading Sor Juana’s poetic
portraits against those of Spanish poet Fray Luis de Góngora (1561-1627), Mayers
maintains:
[w]here Góngora’s recomposition of classical and Petrarchan tropes
intensified the tendency Petrarchan portraiture already had to elevate the
authority of the poet by reducing the agency of his object of
representation—a dynamic of visual power that indirectly supported a
Conquest model of relationships between subject and object—Sor Juana’s
portraits effect two far-reaching stylistic changes that at once restore to the
female object some of the agency lost in Góngora’s transferal of emphasis
from content to form, and reflect back to the viewer the fundamental
insufficiency of European modes of viewing (125-26).
Ruth Hill’s Sceptres and Sciences in the Spains: Four Humanists and the New Philosophy (ca. 16801740) (2000), Frederick Luciani’s Literary Self-Fashioning in Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (2004) and
Carlos Jáuregui’s Canibalia: Canibalismo, calibanismo antropofagia cultural y consumo en América
Latina (2005) are representative of this Mexicanist approach.
124
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Not unlike Bergmann’s ekphrastic analysis of the sorjuanine canon, Mayers’
interpretation of such engagement with Petrarchan poetics abounds with references
to the visual nature of painting and poetry. Yet despite her sensitivity to musical
references in Sor Juana’s portraits, this reading, too, disengages sound from visual
representation.125
The underlying ideology of early modern painting however, does suggest
that, from a strictly Western perspective, visual and aural realms were not as
separate as contemporary criticism might suggest. Indeed, the Pythagorean
proportions that defined cosmic organization (musica mundana) as well as the
human soul (musica humana), seen commonly as a microcosm of the universe,
informed Renaissance doctrines of visual art and architecture. Such connections
between harmonic-mathematical concepts of divine order and visuality were a
legacy from Antiquity’s celebration of the interrelated concepts of form, beauty and
harmony. Consider, for example, the spatial links between the illustration of
harmonic intervals on the Greek monochord and architecture, as exemplified by
Robert Fludd’s (1574-1637) Utriusque cosmi maioris scilicet et minoris metaphysica,
physica atque technica (The Technical, Physical and Metaphysical History of the
Macrocosm and Microcosm), an encyclopedic natural philosophy in which
Pythagoreanism, Boethian “Music of the Spheres” and early modern hermeticism
resonate (see fig. 4.1).126

125

See, for example, Mayers’ reading of the poet’s treatment of Lísida’s voice in romance decasílabo
61, pp. 119-120.
126 See Gouk, Music, Science and Natural Magic pp. 95-101; Joscelyn Godwin’s Robert Fludd: Hermetic
Philosopher and Surveyor of Two World (1970) and William H. Huffman’s Robert Fludd and the End of
the Renaissance (1988).
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Fig. 4.1. Robert Fludd, Temple of Music, pp. 160, Tractatus secunda pars II: De templo
musicae; in quo musica universalis tan quam in speculo conspicitur: in libros septem
divisa, second tome of Utriusque cosmi maioris scilicet et minoris metaphysica,
physica atque technica (Frankfort: Oppenhemii /Aere Johan-Theodori de Bry / Typis
Hieronymi Galleri, 1617-24). The left-hand column illustrates the spatial
distribution of pitch classes on the monochord. Pythagoras as blacksmith can also
be seen in the lower level, and the triangular figure above him illustrates the
tetractys. The columns on the right feature Renaissance musical scales.
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Such parallels have led scholars like Geoffrey Baker and John Shannon
Hendrix to highlight the intersection of mathematics and harmony within aesthetic
theory. For example, Baker takes note of the centrality of harmonic proportions in
Alberti’s De re aedificatoria (c. 1450) as well as in the work of Italian architects
Francesco Giorgi (1466-1540) and Andrea Palladio (1508-80). He remarks:
[p]erfect musical intervals thus had both numerical and spatial equivalents,
with all three seen as differing but fundamentally unified expressions of a
universal cosmic harmony. Therefore it was but a small leap to the idea that
such musical intervals and their expression as ratios corresponded to ideal
architectural proportions (“The resounding city” 3).
For Baker, then, the same numerical principles that governed musical harmony
were central to architectural practices and thus support a reading of the links
among music, architecture and even concepts like urbs and civitas (respectively,
physical and civic organization). Hendrix’s observations parallel Baker’s and
underscore the mathematical-hermetic aesthetic views that scholars like Alberti and
Ficino (De amore) transmitted to the early modern period: “Ficino’s definition of
beauty follows the Platonic definition as depending on a universal, divine principle,
and it is similar to Alberti’s definition of beauty in that beauty participates in the
ordering of experience, as in cocinnitas [order]” (121). Similar themes can sharpen
our approach to the links among form, proportion and harmony within Sor Juana’s
poetry in general. Rocío Olivares Zorrilla has addressed such alignment of music
and architectural design through Pythagorean harmony in “Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz
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y la arquitectura sagrada.” This examination of resonances of Classical and Baroque
architecture in the sorjuanine canon includes: sonnet 202, villancico 234 (1677),
Neptuno Alegórico [...] (Allegorical Neptune [...], c. 1680),127 the Respuesta and the
Letras de San Bernardo (Lyrics for San Bernardo, 1690). The harmonic resonances
that Olivares Zorrilla identifies in Sor Juana’s treatment of architecture support my
own interpretation of such themes in Sor Juana’s musico-poetic portraits. Consider,
for example, the insight that her reading has lent into sonnet 202, written in honor
of the dedication of the Metropolitan Cathedral, just before Sor Juana took the
veil:128
Cuando canto suave, si violento,
piedras movió, rindió la infernal ira,
corrido de escucharte, se retira;
y al mismo Templo agravia tu instrumento.

Que aunque no llega a sus columnas cuanto
edificó la antigua arquitectura
127

Neptuno Alegórico, Océano de Colores, Simulacro Político, que erigió la muy Esclarecida, Sacra y
Agusta Iglesia Metropolitana de México en las lucidas alegóricas Ideas de un Arco Triunfal, que
consagró obsequiosa, y dedicó amante à la feliz entrada del Excelentísimo Señor Don Tomás Antonio
Lorenzo Manuel de la Cerda, Manrique de Lara, Enríquez, Afán de Ribera, Portocarrero y Cárdenas,
Conde de Paredes, Marqués de la Laguna [...] que hizo la Madre Juana Inés de la Cruz, religiosa del
Convento de San Jerónimo de esta Ciudad. [Allegorical Neptune, Ocean of Colors, Political Simulacrum,
that erected the very Clear, Sacred and August Metropolitan Cathedral of Mexico in the lucid allegorical
Ideas of a Triumphan Arc ,which [is] obsequiously consecrated and lovingly dedicated to the happy
entry of the Most Excellent Sir Tomás Antonio Lorenzo Manuel de la Cerda, Manrique de Lara, Enríquez,
Afán de Ribera, Portocarrero y Cárdenas, Count of Paredes, Marquis of la laguna [...] that Mother Juana
Inés de la Cruz, nun of the Convent of San Jerónimo of this City made” (my translation). This work
appears in vol. IV of Sor Juana’s Obras completas, pp. 355-410.
128 Ricardo Miranda’s reading of Sonnet 202 is also relevant to the scope of our discussion. Through
his analysis, Miranda highlighted Sor Juana’s engagement with a specific musician, Diego de Ribera
and emphasized the light sonnet 202 can shed on the poet’s contact with the New Spanish musical
scene (“Sor Juana y la música: Una lectura más” 255).
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cuando tu clara voz sus piedras toca,

nada se vio mayor sin tu canto;
y así lo excede tu dulzura,
mientras más lo agrandece, más lo apoca (vv. 5-14, OC IV 307).129
Here, Olivares Zorrilla remarks upon Sor Juana’s reiteration of the relationship
between the perfect proportions that characterize divine harmony and architecture
(conmodulatio) as well as the musico-architectural symbolism of the snail shell
shape, which can be read as a sign of both the Pythagorean harmony (based upon
divine proportions) and the helical shape of the Solomnic columns that were revived
in Baroque architecture by Bernini, Juan Ricci and others. These columns also
became a characteristic feature of the Churriguresque style, and were central to
such structures as the New Spanish Cathedral. Referring to Juan Caramuel’s musical
description of Vitruvian eurhythmy or equal proportion, which was rooted in the
principles of the Pythagorean tetractys, she notes: “[l]a conmodulatio que resulta
equipara los acordes de los intervalos musicales con las proporciones del edificio”
(n.p.).130 It becomes clear, then, that visuality, aurality and divine order are thus
aligned through formal ideals that inform art, architecture and, as we shall see

129

“When gentle song, if violent, / moved stones, defeated the infernal rage, / fled from hearing you,
retreats / and the same Temple your instrument offends. / That although it does not reach its
columns how / it erected the ancient architecture / when your clear voice touches its stones, /
nothing was seen better without your song; / and thus your sweetness exceeds it, / the more it
embellishes it, the more it diminishes it” (my translation).
130 “[t]he conmodulatio that results would have likened the harmonies of the musical intervals with
the proportions of the building” (my translation).
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through our reading of vestiges of Kircher’s musica poetica within Sor Juana’s
musico-poetic “portraits,” rhetoric.
Indeed, this very correspondence between musical harmony and spatial
proportions can be extended and becomes one facet of Sor Juana’s dual
visuality/aurality, as transmitted through acoustical tropes in her musico-poetic
portraits. Along these lines, the musical language that characterizes works like
romance decasílabo 61, redondilla 87, Loa a los años del rey [IV] 377 [“Que celebra
Don José de la Cerda, primogénito del Señor Virrey Conde de Paredes” (“Which
celebrates Don José de la Cerda, first-born son of the Esteemed Viceroy Count of
Paredes”)] and Encomiástico poema (Encomiastic Poem, 1692) becomes especially
significant. When considered from the perspective of European visual art, for
example musicalized physical descriptions like “los tiples de tu pelo” [“the treble
voices of your hair” (redondilla 87, vv. 6, OC I 219)] might be viewed as resonant of
the spatial construction of harmony to which Baker and Hendrix refer. As we will
see, however, this is hardly the only possible reading of musical references in Sor
Juana’s poetic portraits.
Indeed, despite the connection between music and visual art that several of
Sor Juana’s texts themselves establish, little attention has been paid to the
intersection of painting, rhetoric and music-making. I seek to address these lacunae
by examining the sorjuanine joint treatment of music, writing and painting as yet
another symptom of the dual significance of Eye and Ear in Sor Juana’s texts. Not
unlike my previous readings, I will approach these forms as affective devices and
consider the manner in which their juxtaposition might heighten each aesthetic
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mode’s capacity to work upon human emotion. This critical lens will allow me to
focus specifically on reading such intersections of painting, rhetoric and music as
vestiges of the poet’s engagement with Kircher’s concepts of musica poetica and
musica pathetica.
In addition to clarifying resonances of Kircher’s musical and acoustical ideas
withinin the sorjuanine canon, my critical framework, I believe, can also be useful
for teasing out some of the tensions that characterize Sor Juana’s oeuvre. Both
Renaissance and Baroque aesthetic ideologies are salient, for example, in the poet’s
tandem treatment of music and painting. On one hand, the texts that I will examine
illustrate Sor Juana’s objectivist position on beauty, understood to favor the rational
perspective that characterized a Renaissance worldview. On the other, both the
ambiguous lexicon that refers to music and writing and the underlying defense of
music’s affective capacity in these works can be read as characteristic Baroque
sensuality. In this context, the alignment of aurality and visuality in Sor Juana’s
writing resists interpretations of early modern culture that would privilege vision
and overlook hearing.131 By thus drawing attention to the role of hearing in Sor
Juana’s parallel treatment of poetry, visual art and music, I will continue to
problematize the chronic exclusion of aural modes of knowing in seventeenthcentury scholarship.

4.2 Kircherian musica poetica and musica pathetica
131

For example, consider Heinrich Wöfflin’s adaptation of terminology used to describe the visual
arts to the literary realm in his canonical Renaissance und Barock (1888), or the ocularcentric
resonances of Wöfflin’s text nearly a century later, in Christine Buci-Glucksmann’s reading of
Baroque visual culture, La folie du voir (1986).
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I begin now with a brief overview of Kircher’s engagement with musica
poetica and musica pathetica. Of all of the topics that make up the Musurgia, the
Kircherian relationship between writing and music, or musica poetica, resonates
most loudly in Sor Juana’s work. Dietrich Bartel has noted that Kircher’s approach
to musica poetica is indeed unique. Unlike earlier philosophers, many of whom
sought to systematize and categorize the relationship between musical and
rhetorical figures (a tradition known as Figurenlehre), Kircher underscored the
affective properties of music and writing resonate in his approach to the
relationship between these two art forms (106):
[o]ur musical figures are and function like embellishments, tropes, and the
varied manners of speech in rhetoric. For just as the orator moves the
listener through an artful arrangement of tropes, now to laughter, now to
tears, then suddenly to pity, at times to indignation and rage, occasionally to
love, piety, and righteousness, and so to other such contrasting affections, so
too music [moves the listener] through an artful combination of musical
phrases and passages … (Musurgia, Book V, Chapter 19, qtd. in Bartel 107).132
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The musico-rhetorical theme that Kircher introduces at the opening of “De Figuris…” is
reinforced throughout the chapter. Precisely, “De Figuris” includes a catalogue of musical devices
that, as Bartel affirms, are based upon the classification in Joachim Thuringus’ Opusculum bipartitum
de primordiis musicis (1624) (107-08). Among these is, for instance, the transitus. In the rhetorical
arts, this term describes a transition between parts of a written or spoken text. Kircher, who prefers
the related term commissura, relates this concept to passing dissonances in a composition. Likewise,
in the eighth chapter of Book 8, “Musurgia Rhetorica,” Kircher relies upon the terminology of classical
rhetoric to describe the overarching structure of a musical composition. Departing from models that
such theorists as Burmeister and Dressler had already put forth, Kircher introduces the Classical
canons of rhetoric (specifically, the inventio, dispositio and elocutio) into music composition. The
Kircherian musical inventio, for example, refers to the choices that a composer makes prior to setting
a text. It includes choosing a theme, key, meter and rhythm whose materials evoke an affect
appropriate to that of the text.
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Singular during the first half of the seventeenth century, the Jesuit’s interest in
musico-rhetorical affect significantly influenced later theorists, including Cristoph
Bernhard (1628-92), whose Tractatus compositionis augmentatus (1660) was
instrumental in the reconciliation of musica poetica with the Italian Baroque style.
Somewhat later, Johann Mattheson’s (1681-1764) Die vollkommene Capellmeister
(1739) extensively treated the doctrines of music and affect.
Indeed, Kircher’s influence on early modern scholarship in general was
widespread. Born in the central German village of Geisa, the Jesuit held posts in a
number of European intellectual centers and corresponded with scholars like
Mersenne, Kaspar Schott (1608-66, one of Kircher’s first pupils) and Gottfried
Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646-1716). During his younger years, relocated frequently
within the Holy Roman Empire due to the Catholic-Protestant tensions that
characterized the Thirty Years War (1618-48). In 1632, the Jesuit left these
territories and began teaching oriental languages and mathematics at Avignon,
where he garnered the attention of Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc (1580-1637)
and Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655). In 1638, Kircher left Avignon to teach
mathematics at the Jesuit Collegio Romano, where he would remain the rest of his
life. Many of his most important books, beginning with Magnes sive de arte
magnetica (1641), a treatise on magnetism that is central within the Kircherian
canon, were written during the Jesuit’s Roman sojourn.
Given Kircher’s close connections to Rome, I hypothesize that contact with
the city’s intellectual scene may have influenced his distinctive treatment of musica
poetica. Indeed, while Protestant German theorists tended to catalogue musical and
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rhetorical devices in order to exploit the didactic and evangelical properties of
music-as-text, Italian Baroque scholars were generally more preoccupied with
music’s ability to imitate or directly stimulate the affections. In other words: the
text-based German Protestant tradition treated music as a form of language, only
privileging the former because of its structural relationship to the written or spoken
word. Based upon this view, language became the principle performative medium;
music was secondary. By contrast, ideas about the pathetic effects of music
nurtured the Italian approach to musical ornamentation. Vincenzo Galilei (c. 1520 –
1591), Giulio Caccini (1551-1618) and other theorists associated with the
Florentine Camerata defended the performativity of music itself and rejected
models that ascribed linguistic meaning to sound.133 Both currents resonate in
Kircher’s affirmation that the intersection of music and language manifests itself
through structural similarities as well the two mediums’ capacity to influence
human affect.
Kircher’s treatment of musica pathetica, or musical pathos also distinguishes
his musical treatises within the seventeenth-century canon. Among other
influences, this line of thought is closely related to the emphasis on musicorhetorical connections in seventeenth-century German theory as well as the Italian
Baroque’s interest in the musical representation of human emotion. Kircher was, in
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Led by Giovanni Bardi, the Florentine Camerata is a group of Italian music theorists whose work
was particularly influential on the development of opera at the end of the sixteenth century.
Denouncing the complex polyphony that characterized late Renaissance madrigals, Bardi, Galilei,
Giulio Caccini and others defended the representative potential of a simple, “natural” musical style
(including a return to monody and syllabic text settings) that they equated with an idealized
construction of ancient Greek and Roman music. Jacopo Peri’s Dafne (1597), now lost, was one of the
first operas directly influenced by the Florentine Camerata’s ideas. Peri and Caccini’s Euridice (1601)
is the first extant copy of a Florentine Camerata-style opera.
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fact, one of the first scholars to develop a theory of Affektenlehre, which assigned
human sentiments to musical elements like rhythm, interval or ornaments.
Kircher’s catalogue of Affektenlehre was based upon music’s capacity to imitate or
invoke vocal inflections that correspond with certain emotions (a staccato figure
might recall laughter, for example). The Musurgia includes a catalogue of musical
intervals, associating them with the eight sentiments that music can invoke: love,
mourning or longing, happiness, anger, sympathy, fear, bravery and wonder.
Kircher argues that these fundamental emotions are the root of other feelings like
hatred or dismay.134
Far from a romantic or idealist construction, Kircher’s musica poetica is
grounded on scientific and philosophical currents of his day. Above all, the Jesuit
turned to Pythagorean mathematics, empirical science and the Galenic doctrine of
the humors to rationalize emotional reactions to musical stimulae. Indeed, Kircher
associated musical proportions to the composition of air itself. He argued that
sound vibration stimulated the air, which, in turn, moved through the ear, thus
affecting the bodily humors. Harmonic oscillation, in this sense, was central to
Kircher’s hypothesis about music’s ability to affect human emotion, known as
musica pathetica.
For Kircher, the connection between music and affect is rooted in the
Pythagorean divine numbers. Bartel highlights the role of the proportion in his
134

Mariangela Donà has noticed that the basic emotions that Kircher describes in the Phonurgia
nova differ from those presented in the Musurgia. In particular, she calls attention to the absence of
love in the former, pointing out that in the Phonurgia, the Jesuit scholar conceives of love as a
derivative of happiness: “Ecco la motivazione: la musica suscita soltanto affetti generali, e l’amore
nasce d’uno stato d’animo generale di letizia. Quanto alla tristezza e all’odio, la musica non può
generarli, perché la tristezza è rivolta alla morte, la musica invece alla vita” (87).
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explanation of the relationship among mathematics, human physiology and musica
pathetica, as established in the Musurgia:
The numerical proportions, which are at the root of all created matter and
life, are some of the ones which are reflected by the musical intervals. Thus
music, the audible form of the numerical proportions, facilitates an aural
perception of the realities which lie at the root of all natural phenomena. The
properties of the air which is set in motion through music is analogous to the
music itself, both consisting of the same proportions. These proportions then
enter the body via the ear, thereby setting the corresponding physiological
functions in process and resulting in the appropriate affection. The
numerical proportions embodied in the music, the ‘outer air,’ sets the spiritus
animalis, the ‘inner air,’ into motion, which in turn motivates the humors.
For this process to function satisfactorily, it is necessary that both the text
and the accompanying music express the same affection, and not contradict
each other (38).
Indeed, this art form has the capacity to imitate the so-called divine “Harmony of the
Spheres,” making the order of the relationships that underlie all of God’s creation
perceptible to the human ear. Under the right conditions, man derives pleasure
from his sensory experience of such sacred proportions. Certain types of music
therefore become signs of God, and Ear thus becomes the receptacle of divine
presence.
Also rooted in the medical science of the time, the Musurgia details three
ways in which music can act upon the human soul. The first two are based upon the
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widespread belief that the Devil’s cithara could be used to agitate and unbalance the
humors. Within the confines of this chapter’s argument, however, we are
specifically interested in highlighting the third type of musical affect described in
the Musurgia: the physiological effect of harmony. Kircher maintains:
the harmony has such power over the human spirit, as much as it similarly
moves and excites the inner implanted air or living spirit, according to the
harmonic motion of the air, whence the delight and sweetness of the music.
If determined and proportioned numbers [i.e., meter and rhythm] are added,
the harmony has a doubled effect, and moves the spirit not only to inner
emotions, but also to outer bodily movements, as in dancing … If the power of
speech is added to this, especially when it is expressively moving, and
contains a beautiful story or a sad case, then the harmony possesses an
exceedingly great power to excite all sorts of emotions. However, the
disposition of the soul, or the capacity of the audience must first exist;
otherwise one would be able to move stone more easily than a man (quoted
and translated from Andreas Hirsch’s 1662 German translation of Musurgia
Universalis, Book VII in Frandsen 247).
Here, Kircher establishes four conditions for music to alter the organization of the
humors, thus influencing emotional responses. These circumstances include both
musical and extramusical features, including: the performers’ interpretative skills,
the time and place of the performance, the musical mode of a particular
composition, and, most importantly, the musical work’s theme. The latter is
especially important to the scope of my analysis, for it alludes to a distinguishing
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relationship between music and writing in Kircher’s work. As I hope to show,
vestiges of the Jesuit’s unique engagement with musica poetica and musica pathetica
can in fact be read in the intersection of music, art and writing in Sor Juana’s poetry.

4.3 Musica poetica as a symptom of “eyes that hear”
The resonant qualities of sound were also central to both Sor Juana and
Kircher’s understanding of the relationship between hearing and affect. Kircher
himself was deeply concerned with the physical and spiritual properties of
resonance. In fact, the Musurgia opens with a defense of Ear. Pangrazi remarks in
her overview of the corresponding passages:
Un organo di tal fatta, continua Kircher, ci costituisce come uomini (homine
propriè sumus), al punto tale che nessun è tanto selvaggio da non porgere
orecchio alla parola educatrice. Da questo punto di vista, l’orecchio è
l’organo atto a ricevere il verbo sacro avvicinando l’uomo a Dio, è il medium
tra l’anima e il mondo, in analogia allo auditus come mentis ianua del
Casserio, passaggio, questo, che ci consente di avanzare nel sapere. Non solo,
ma poiché siamo enti ascoltanti, l’orecchio veicola pure sentimenti ed affetti
e, insieme a questi, ante la possibilità di moderarli. Va da sé che qui è
implicitamente anticipata l’idea di musica pathetica, chi poi Kircher sviluppa
nel libro Diacriticus … (24).135
“An organ of this sort, continues Kircher, which constitutes us as man (homine propriè sumus), to
the point that nothing is so savage not to lend an ear to the edifying word. From this point of view,
the ear is the organ most apt to receive the sacred verb bringing man closer to God, it is the medium
by which the soul and the world, analogous to the auditus as mentis ianua of Casserio, pathway, this,
which allows us to advance in knowledge. Not only this, but since we are listening beings, the ear
conveys pure sentiment and affect and, together with these, the possibility of controlling them. It
135
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For Kircher, Ear, according to Pangrazi is, at once, the most intimate conduit to God,
an epistemological pathway to the universal soul and the means by which external
stimuli are channeled as human sentiment. Hearing thus acquires spiritual and
intellectual importance, not unlike Erlmann’s otological history or the links we saw
between Voice and self-presence in Chapters 2 and 3 seem to confirm. And yet, as
Jay’s overview of Western visuality underscores, Eye remains dominant in critical
discourse, and thereby marginalizes vestiges of hearing, sound culture and Ear.
One such symptom of the limits of ocularcentrism is manifest within current
scholarship on Sor Juana, which overlooks the poet’s engagement with musica
poetica. Although Long, citing Manfred Bukhofzer, argues that musica poetica in Sor
Juana can be loosely understood as “composition” (2), I contend that the nun’s
engagement with music and rhetoric, filtered through Kircher’s Musurgia
universalis, is much more complex. That is, Sor Juana exploits the ambiguity of the
shared terminology between music and rhetoric in order to construct a poetic space
in which these two arts become indistinguishable. Taking into account the
relationship between poetry and painting that such scholars as Georgina Sabat de
Rivers and Emilie Bergmann have already identified in the sorjuanine canon, I
maintain that the poet’s engagement with musica poetica demands a re-reading of
the links between Eye and Ear, particularly through text.

4.4 Aurality and affect in Sor Juana’s poetic portraits

goes without saying that here the idea of musica pathetica, which Kircher then develops in the book
Diacriticus, is implicity anticipated ...” (my translation).
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One primary strand of this chapter examines the juxtaposition of visual and
aural expression in early modern European and its resonance within the acoustical
language featured in several of Sor Juana’s poetic portraits. My objective is to
critique the marginalization of sound in previous scholarship on the topic and to
identify vestiges of Kircher’s Musurgia universalis within Sor Juana’s treatment of
visual, acoustical and rhetorical representation. To this end, it becomes pertinent to
draw attention to one vital connection between Kircher’s treatise and Sor Juana’s
poems—a canzone by Francesco Maria Pompeo Colonna that opens the Musurgia.
As we will come to see, this text summarizes many of the connections between
painting, poetry and writing that will resonate in this chapter’s analyses of Sor
Juana’s poems. As such, Colonna’s canzone merits extensive quotation here:
Signor tù, che frà bellici strumenti,
Per far le cure al tuo scettro men gravi,
Ti vogli ad ascoltar voci soavi,
Ed empi il cor di musici concenti.

E forte in un mostrando, e mansueto,
Il nobil seno in simili diletti,
Fai, ch’in te riconoscano i soggetti
D’Amore, e timor misto un giogo lieto.

Ben è ragion, che se di music’ arte
ATANASIO oggi mai spiega l’ampiezza,
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Al nome tuo, che tanto’l mondo apprezza,
Suo profondo saper Sacre le Carte.

Non è musica sol quella, ch’vdiamo,
Ma tutto quello, che s’odora, e tocca,
E tutto ciò, che mai prova la bocca,
Che chiamiam gusto, e quanto mai vediamo.

Mirasi un’uomo, un’edifizio, un volto,
E à chi reca diletto, e à chi dispiace,
Sappi Sìgnor, ch’è musica, che tace,
Ciò ch’uno alletta, e l’altro in odio hà volto;

S’accorda cogli umor di quel, che mira,
Ciò che porge diletto, e fà armonia.
Ma all altro poi convien, che noia dia,
Se coi suoi si discorda, e’l volga in ira.

Quinci è nel volgo quel proverbio nato.
Ch’è bello sol quello, ch’altrui par tale,
E poco vale il bello naturale,
Se dall’occhio per tal non vien stimato.
…
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E se frà quelle mistion ce fanno
Proporzione armonica s’accorda
L’occhio dell’uom con quei color concorda,
E se non vi si trova, in odio s’hanno.

De gli odori, e sapor l’iftesso intendi,
E nel dar noia ad un l’odor, ch’apporta
Diletto all’altro, à contemplar ti porta,
Et ivi occulta musica comprendi (vv. 1-45, Musurgia universalis, Vol. I).

Sir you, among military/war instruments,
To lessen the cares of your throne,
You want to listen to pleasing voices
And fill the heart with consonant music

And in a display of strength, and meekness
You produce similar delights,
In the noble breast, you are made up of the subjects
Of love, and fear mixed with a happy joy.

Although it is true, that of the musical art
ATHANASIUS never explains the scope today,
In your name, which is so appreciated throughout the world
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His profound knowledge is within these Sacred Papers.

Music is not only the one that we see,
But all that, which is smelled, and touched,
And all that, that the mouth ever tasted,
That which we call flavor, and so much more we never
see.]

Observe a man, a building, a face,
And to whom it brings delight and to whom it displeases
Know Sir, that it is music, that silences,
That which charms one, and later turns to hate;

He reconciles the humor of he who sees,
Offers delight, and makes harmony.
But it is necessary for the other to disturb
If with his harmonies there is discod, may it turn into rage.

Hence that this vulgar proverb might be born.
Only that which is beautiful, that appears so to others,
For natural beauty is worth little,
If it is not appreciated by the eyes.
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…
And if among those combinations here made
Harmonic proportions are reconciled
The eye of man with such color agrees
And if they are not found, hatred is here contained.

In odors, and flavors you perceive the very same
And disturbing one smell, which provides
Delight to the other, leads you to contemplate,
And therein you perceive occult music.
(my trans., vv. 1-45, Musurgia universalis, Vol. I).
Colonna’s text thus becomes the crux of my interpretation of links between
Kircher’s musical treatises and Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse. Themes that
we have already examined—the “Music of the spheres,” the alignment of Eye and
Ear and sensory perception, to name a few—are salient in these lines. In addition to
these concepts, the canzone seems to privilege aural representation above all other
modes, thus introducing a position that will become central to my readings of Sor
Juana. Finally, auditory themes in the opening quatrain can serve as a point of entry
to Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic portraits. Indeed, both Colonna’s and Sor Juana’s
poems seem to appeal to Ear (rather than Eye), and thus become symptoms of the
poetic aurality that I hope to highlight within Sor Juana’s canon.
With this crucial link between Kircher’s and Sor Juana’s texts in mind, I begin
my analysis with a reading of the relationship between music, visual art and poetry
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in redondilla 87. Among others, two themes upon which the previous chapter
touched—semiotic ambiguity and the underlying doctrine of musica pathetica—will
become important to my reading. As we will see, redondilla 87exploits a lexicon
shared by music and poetry, all the while referring to a painting of the beloved
Feliciana. This juxtaposition of musical, poetic and painted expression is unique
among Sor Juana’s poetic portraits and can serve, in turn, as a paradigm for the
juxtaposition of visual and aural expression in Encomiástico poema. Here, the
underlying rhetorical-musical connection recalls Kircherian musica poetica. Not
unlike Sor Juana’s better-known sonnet 145 [“Procura desmentir los elogios que a
un retrato de la poetisa inscribió la verdad, que llama pasión” (“She disavows the
flattery visible in a portrait of herself, which she calls bias”)]136 the complex lexical
game of redondilla 87 veils the poem’s artistic mode and disquiets the reader by
posing the question: should one consider the work a painting, a poem or a song?
Sor Juana’s poetic portraits, poems that describe the physical and moral
attributes of beautiful women, have received much critical attention. Georgina
Sabat de Rivers’ interpretation of Sor Juana’s portraits reads them through Classical
and Hispanic traditions, situating this subgenre firmly within a well-established
Western literary canon. In addition to Bergmann’s and Mayers’ approach to Sor
Juana’s treatment of visual art (discussed prviously), both Frederick Luciani and
William Clamurro have read deception and irony in these poems as symptoms of
Baroque desengaño through seventeenth-century optics and visual techniques like
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OC I 277. Tr. Trueblood, pp. 95. See de Rivers’ reading of this poem in “Sor Juana y sus retratos
poéticos,” pp. 48-49.
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anamorphosis.137 In the Respuesta a Sor Filotea, Luciani identifies anamorphosis as
well as a wholesale emphasis on seeing as “ample evidence of the nun’s strong
interest in the science of optics” (“Anamorphosis” 423). Meanwhile, for Clamurro,
visual deception in works like sonnet 145 reflects the poet’s literary and social
liminality (27-28).
Among prior critical approaches to Sor Juana’s portraits, Lisa Rabin’s analysis
of Petrarchan resonances becomes particularly pertinent to our study. Rabin uses
the theoretical lens of the paragone, the Renaissance debate about the mimetic
properties of painting and sculpture, in order to compare Petrarch, Francisco
Quevedo, Luis de Góngora and Sor Juana’s engagement with visual art and poetry as
forms of representation. Yet perhaps the most provocative feature of Rabin’s
reading is the critical language she employs, as she seems to equate the painted
portraits that inspired poems like Petrarch’s sonnets to Laura or Góngora’s décima
“Pintado he visto el amor,” (“I have seen love painted”) which describes a portrait of
the Marquesa de Ayamonte, with silence, as “the painted image of a beautiful, silent
woman” (149). For Rabin, silence becomes a metaphor for the limits of painted
representation. She argues that visual portraits leave both Petrarch and Sor Juana
disillusioned by the subject’s lack of sentimental depth. “The dissonance between
an internal image of the beloved and external one in the portrait poems” is at the
root of this poetic tension (148). Rabin goes on to remark that the two poets’
cynicism before visual art’s capacity to capture reality fully may be rooted in the
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Anamorphosis is a perspectival technique that allows the artist to conceal an image so that it is
only visible when viewed from a particular angle. Hans Holbein’s The Ambassadors (1533) is an
archetypal example of anamorphic art.
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discord that characterized their literary and historical situations. “Petrarch,” she
points out, “struggled to make the paradigms of the antiquity resonate in the
present, yet he was also deeply drawn to the local traditions of Avignon” (148).
Rabin’s tendency to use aural references like “silent,” “dissonance” and “resonate”
offers, then, a compelling counterpoint to the visually-dominant critical language
that distinguishes Bergmann’s and Mayers’ works. It can also serve as an entrance
to my own reading of the juxtaposition of Eye and Ear in the sorjuanine canon as it
reinforces Rabin’s critical terminology by drawing attention to the aural and visual
tropes.

4.5 Resonances of musica humana and musica mundana
I will first consider the alignment of painting and music in redondilla 87. In
his Phonurgia nova, Kircher establishes a relationship between these two mediums
and compares sound of an instrument to a painting:
[s]i l’on pouvait observer les mouvements très légers de l’air quand on fait
résonner un instrument, on ne verrait rien d’autre qu’une peinture enrichie
d’une palette remarquable de couleurs, par quoi, comme on a dit, les diverses
qualités des corps résonants s’imposeraint à l’œil (tr. Lobrichon 24).138
Light reflection is a visual “echo” and the strains of a musical instrument are akin to
the strokes of a paintbrush. The analogy can thus be extended to reinforce the
relationship between aural and visual perception that is central to both Kircher’s
138

“[i]f we could observe the very slight movements of air when an instrument is resonated, we
would see none other than a painting enriched by a remarkeable palette of colors, whereby, as we
have said, the diverse qualities of resonating bodies would impose themselves upon the eye” (my
translation).
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treatise and Sor Juana’s acoustico-literary discourse. In fact, Kircher goes on to
explain that the alignment of the visual and musical arts is rooted in parallels
between sight and hearing and argues that light and sound rays are related by their
effect upon air, the primary medium through which each travels. Each sensible
quality affects air physically by disrupting its normal motion, and perceptually by
making it recognizable to humans:
[s]ans l’air, la lumière est donc invisible, et le son également : quand il nous
rend l’air sensible, il manifeste bien des qualités des corps, que nous ne
pourrions connaître sans les ressources des sons. Supposons qu’on inspecte
un peu plus profondément la nature de la lumière : on découvre qu’elle n’est
rien d’autre qu’une sorte de mouvement de l’air, que charrie avec lui l’image
du premier moteur, soit le corps lumineux, pour l’impose à l’œil sous le nom
et l’apparence de la couleur ou de la lumière. Ainsi le son n’est-il rien d’autre
que le mouvement de l’aire lui-même : ce mouvement porte avec lui
différentes qualités de sa cause, c’est-à-dire les qualités des corps qui le
meuvent, et voilà pourquoi il nous oppose une image sous le nome et
l’apparence du son. Car une sorte d’analogie fait qu’une forme sensible, par
exemple celle d’une cloche qui sonne, s’impose elle-même à l’œil d’un sourd
et arrive identique aux oreilles d’un aveugle. L’analogie veut encore que le
son ne peut être tenu sans une motion de l’air, comme la lumière ne peut
l’être sans l’influx actuel d’un corps d’où elle émane (tr. Lobrichon 24).139

139

“[w]ithout air, light is nearly invisible, and equally sound: when it makes the air sensible, it
manifests well the bodily qualities, so that we might know sounds without resources. Suppose that
one inspects a bit more profoundly the nature of light: one discovers that it is none other than a sort
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According to this position, sensory perception, regardless of the sensory organ
involved, becomes essentially the same process when reduced to an abstract
operation. As we will see, both Kircher’s hypothesis here and the example he
provides—painting and music as parallel forms of expression—are tantamount to
understanding Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic portraits.
Before examining the specific analogy of music and painting in redondilla 87,
it is important to mention that these are not the only two modes of expression that
Kircher connects in his “Phonosophia anacamptica.” He also argues that rhetoric, in
both its written and spoken form, must enter into this equation:
[l]’expérience nous l’enseigne, lire une histoire ou une description vivante de
quelque sujet, ou l’entendre de la bouche d’un remarquable orateur sous les
figures variées des mots et des phrases, comme si elle était peinte de mille
couleurs, nous touche mieux et nous donne plus de plaisir que si nous voyons
tout cela de nos yeux (Loubrichon 25).140
Here, Kircher argues that spoken or written rhetoric can be more powerful than
sight. Although he does not postulate in great details, the privileging of the written
or spoken word over other expressive modes is key here. Such claims undoubtedly

of movement in the air, that carries with it the image of the first motor, which is the luminous body,
in order to impose itself upon the eye in the name and the appearance of color or light. Thus sound is
none other than the movement of air itself: the movement carries with it the different qualities of its
cause, that is to say the qualities of the bodies that move it, and that is why it produces to us an image
under the name and appearance of sound. As a sort of analogy a sensible form, for example that of a
bell that sounds, imposes itself on the eye of a deaf person and is at times identical to the ears of a
blind person. The analogy still expects that sound cannot be maintained without air motion, like light
cannot be without the actual influx of a body from which it emanates” (my translation).
140 “[e]xperience teaches us, reading a history or a lively description of any subject, or hearing from
the mouth of a remarkable orator below his varied figures of words and sentences, as if it were
painted of a thousand colors, we are touched more and we are given more pleasure than if we were
to see all of that with our eyes (my translation).
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resonated in a poet like Sor Juana. One might in fact read the alignment of music,
painting and rhetoric in redondilla 87 as an expansion of the ideas to which Kircher
alludes in this passage.
Despite his provocative suggestion that rhetoric is the most potent form of
expression, Kircher returns to his original thesis on the alignment of Eye and Ear
without fully explaining its significance within the parameters of his argument.
Instead, in order to defend his proposal, Kircher refers once more to the physiology
of sensory perception:
[l]es espèces des réalités objectives touchent l’œil et le nerf optique par une
cause obscure, et produisent ainsi par le pouvoir des esprits une image
similaire ; c’est de la même manière que l’image du corps sonore charriée par
l’aire, en suivant le nerf acoustique ou auriculaire, atteint l’air implanté et y
représente l’image du son corporel. De tout cela, si je ne me trompe, il
résulte clairement qu’il y a une similitude frappante entre les corps optiques
et les corps acoustiques, dans la manière dont ils mettent en ouvre et
produisent la vue ou l’audition chez les hommes (25).141
It is precisely in this Kircherian alignment of music, painting and writing, and the
underlying correspondence between vision and hearing, where our reading of
redondilla 87 must begin. As I will argue, the relationship between these two
sensory modes underpins a description of Feliciana that engages painting, music
141

“[t]he species of objective realities touch the eye and the optic nerve for an obscure cause, and
thus produce through the power of the spirits a similar image; it is in the same manner in which the
image of sonorous bodies is carried by air, following the [paths of the] acoustic or auricular nerve, air
is impanted and represents the image. From all this, if I am not mistaken, it clearly results that there
is a striking similarity between the optical bodies ad the acoustical bodies, in the manner in which
they apply and produce vision or audition within man” (my translation).
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and rhetoric, and renders indecipherable the medium of this sorjuanine work
(painted, sung or written).
First, it becomes necessary to examine in the opening lines the aural and
visual representation of beauty:
Cantar, Feliciana, intento
tu belleza celebrada;
y pues ha de ser cantada,
tú serás el instrumento (vv. 1-4, OC I 219).142
Here, Feliciana is compared either to a musical or written instrument, and the poetic
description of her beauty is aligned with song or verse. Miranda has argued that the
musical references in this portrait form the basis of a metaphor that the poet
frequently employs, whereby beauty is expressed in musical terms. Along these
lines, he remarks:
[l]a música como materia prima de metáforas nos conduce a adivinar, para
cada aspecto musical, una red de significados casi infinita. Por ello, afirmar
que cada una de las apariciones de la música de la poesía de sor Juana puede
generar múltiples comentarios no es señalar lo obvio sino hacer notar cuán
difícil resulta abarcar el tema. Por una parte, sería necesario ahondar en
ciertos detalles de los versos en cuestión respecto a su entorno y su conexión
con la música. Pero además, dichos versos podrían distinguirse de acuerdo a
su temática, a su cometido dentro del poema, o bien a su calidad semiológica

142

“Sing, Feliciana, I try/ your celebrated beauty;/ and since it has to be sung,/ you will be the
instrument” (my translation).
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como portadores de equivalencias entre la música y una serie de objetos: la
vida, los sentidos, la religión, el amor o la naturaleza (15).143
For Miranda, the interpretive potential of the poet’s musical metaphors is rooted in
the complex relationship between musical and cosmic harmony in the early modern
worldview. With this in mind, my own reading arises from Miranda’s astute
observations about the semiotics that distinguishes references to music, painting
and poetry in redondilla 87.
It thus becomes pertinent to consider the layers of meaning that complicate
any interpretation of “cantar.” On one hand, this verb can allude to the vocal
production of musical sound. On the other, “cantar” can also refer to poetic
recitation, thus recalling early Greek lyric or the Middle Ages juglares and
trovadores. A similar syntactic complexity characterizes “instrumento,” which can
refer to either music or poetry. When considered in light of its relationship to the
musical connotations of “cantar,” an “instrumento” is a sound-producing device:
[s]e llama en la Música qualquier machina ò artificio hecho o dispuesto para
causar harmonía, ò con diversidad de cuerdas, dispuestas y templadas
proporcionalmente, como el Harpa; ò con la compresion del viento, con las

“[m]usic as the primary material of metaphors leads us to suppose, for each musical aspect, a
web of nearly infinite meanings. Because of this, affirming that each one of the musical apparitions in
Sor Juana’s poetry can generate multiple commentaries is not pointing out the obvious but rather
noting how difficult it becomes to approach the theme. For one part, it would be necessary to delve
into certain details of the veres in question with respect to their environment and their connection
with music. But in addition, said verses could distinguish themselves according to their thematic
material, their commitment within the poem, ore ven their semiological quality as markers of
equivalencies between music and a series of objects: life, the senses, religion, love or nature” (my
translation).
143
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mismas proporciones, como el Clarín; o mediante golpe, ò pulsación, como la
Campána (vol. IV, Diccionario de Autoridades 236).144
As the definition affirms, musical instruments are fashioned to yield a specific array
of mathematically proportional sounds. The artifact thus becomes an “artificio”
designed according to a theory of musical sound. Indeed, the affirmation that a
musical instrument “causes harmony” reminds us of the renewed interest in
sympathetic resonance during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Understood as a musical instrument, then, Feliciana becomes a sonorous vibrator
that provokes the narrator’s “song” or “poem.” This sympathetic vibration is the
result of a transmission of energy that results from the two vibrating bodies’
identical or proportional frequency. On both a literal and metaphorical level, the
image of Feliciana as an acoustic resonator so to speak emphasizes the attraction
that the narrator feels towards her.
An “instrument” is not just a musical device; it can also evoke the written
word. In this context, “instrumental” takes on a juridical meaning: “[s]e llama
también la escritura ù otro papel, que sirve para justificar alguna cosa o certificarla”
(vol. IV, Diccionario de Autoridades 236).145 Feliciana thus simultaneously becomes
a musical instrument designed to produce harmony (a mathematical and spiritual
principle) and a written instrument that attests to her beauty. Comparing Feliciana
to a legal or juridical document that verifies her attractiveness also establishes a

144

“[i]n music it refers to whatever machine or artifice is made or disposed to make harmony, either
with various cords, proportionally ordered and tuned, like the Harp, or with wind pressure, with the
same proportions, like the Horn; or by striking or pulsation, like the Bell” (my translation).
145 “[i]t also refers to the document or decree, that serves to justify something or certify it” (my
translation).
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relationship between the lyric subject’s body and the poem itself. Indeed, the
precise descriptions of the poetic portrait seem to serve the very same juridical
function, rendering the poem as an aesthetic testimony of sorts. Sor Juana’s
redondilla thus becomes a sign of Feliciana’s beauty that relies upon musical and
pictorial references in order to achieve a more expressive description. Within this
context, the alignment of painting, music-making and writing becomes all but
important and illustrates, as I continue to defend, the alignment of aural and visual
cultures. Not unlike the acoustico-poetic courtly works that we examined in
Chapter 3, Kircherian acoustics/optics and vestiges of Boethian musica mundana
appear to be key to the links between these artistic modes.
Early modern understanding of sound as air particles helps us to
contextualize the musical underpinnings of this poetic portrait (previously reviewed
in Chapter 2). Invoking song and musical instruments in redondilla 87 implies that
the poem is perceived aurally, not visually, as a musical portrait of Feliciana, so to
speak. As such, the portrait appeals to the Ear rather than the Eyes. In order for
Feliciana’s acoustic representation to be transmitted, then, a force is necessary to
displace the air particles. This force, as we will see, happens to be Feliciana’s
beauty.
All throughout, the poem describes the subject’s beauty in terms of the
proportions that define her body and soul: her “harmony.” As referenced earlier
while citing Ptolemy’s Harmonics, harmony exceeds its musical definition and can be
more closely aligned with a force or power. Harmony is closely related to sympathy.
As we have discussed in Chapter 3, sympathy describes in broad terms the condition
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in which the state of one object or being provokes a similar state in a separate
entity. This would, of course, produce harmony. One example of sympathy would
be a vibrating string that causes another neighboring string to vibrate, thus
producing two distinct pitches. Yet another example is Christiaan Huygens’
discovery that two pendulums placed near each other would eventually synchronize
in motion (Horologia oscillatorium 1673).
Both sympathy and harmony are therefore relevant to redondilla 87. On one
hand, the agreement or harmony that underlies Feliciana’s beauty becomes the
force that sounds the instrument of her body by displacing air particles. These
particles, subsequently, enter the ear of the audience. They cause the air in the ear
(the vaporous humors) to react sympathetically, thus inducing in the “spectator” or
“audience” a pleasant reaction to Feliciana’s harmonic beauty. As such, Sor Juana’s
insistence upon “singing” her subject’s beauty might be read as a means of eliciting
the most intense affective reaction from her audience.
The remainder of redondilla 87 can be thematically divided into three
sections and a conclusion. The first of these divisions (vv. 5-24) uses musical terms
to describe Feliciana’s facial features:
De tu cabeza adornada,
dice mi amor sin recelo
que los tiples de tu pelo
la tienen tan entonada;

pues con presunción no poca
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publica con voz suave
que, como componer sabe,
él solamente te toca.

Las claves y puntos dejas
que Amor apuntar intente,
del espacio de tu frente
a la regla de tus cejas.

Tus ojos, al facistol
que hace tu rostro capaz,
de tu nariz al compás
cantan el re mi fa sol.

El clavel bien concertado
en tu rostro no disuena,
porque, junto a la azucena,
te hacen el color templado (vv. 5-24, OC I 219).

From your adorned head
says my love without suspicion
that the soprano voices of your hair
keep it [your head] in tune;
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so with more than a little presumption
it announces in gentle voice
that, since it is composed of proportions,
only my love can play you.

Let love try to compose
the keys and tonic notes
from the space of your forehead
to the measure of your eyebrows.

Your eyes, to the lecturn
that makes your face well proportioned
from your nose to the beat
they sing re mi fa sol.

The well-ordered carnation
in your face is not out of tune,
because, along with the lily,
they temper [tune] the color [timbre] (my translation).
These lines reflect the doctrine of musica humana. That is, they describe the
microcosm of the human body, harmonically measuring the relationships among its
components. The six-note hexachord thus resonates in Feliciana’s semblance—her
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hair is compared to la, the “tiple” (“soprano voices”) or highest degree of the series
(lines 5-8); the measure of her facial features is compared to re, mi, fa and sol, the
middle notes of the hexachord (lines 9-20); and finally, her mouth (“el clavel bien
concertado”) is associated with ut, the lowest tone (lines 21-24).146 Feliciana’s
physical appearance and musica humana therefore form one central metaphor in
redondilla 87, wherein the poetic subject’s body/hexachord recalls musica mundana.
Music once more appears to be key to divine and earthly order, not unlike themes of
the “Music of the spheres” highlighted in Chapter 3’s reading of loa 374.
And yet, the invocation of painting in redondilla 87 beckons additional
consideration of visual art’s role within these images. Indeed, by combining musical
terms with the body’s physical description, the narrator appeals to both Eye and Ear
in order to reinforce her portrayal of Feliciana. The musico-visual lexical ambiguity
that once again appears in these lines strengthens this intersection of visuality and
aurality and also recalls Kircher’s alignment of music and poetry through musica
poetica (considered in detail in Chapter 2). The verb “componer” (“to compose,” line
11) for example, might refer to either music or poetry: “[e]n la Poesía es hacer
versos, por el artificio y compostra que tienen de sylabas y consonantes”147 or “[e]n
la Música es poner en solfa, segun [según] las reglas de ella, los versos, motetes y

146

This is far from the only figurative use of the six degrees of the Guidonian hexachord (ut, re, mi, fa,
sol and la) in Sor Juana’s writings. Later in this chapter, we will examine other references to these
pitches in Encomiástico poema. Additionally, Mario Lavista has taken note of its structural
importance in the Villancicos de la Asunción (1676), number 220 (see Lavista 200; the villancico
appears in Sor Juana’s Obras completas, vol. II 7-8).
147 “[i]n poetry it is to write verses, using the artifice and composure of syllables and consonants that
they have” (my translation).
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otras cosas semejantes” (Diccionario de Autoridades, vol. II).148 Similarly, “clave”
(“clef” or “key,” line 13) can evoke writing (“[s]e llama también la nota, explicación,
ù declaracion que se hace y pone al principio de algun libro ò escrito, para la
inteligencia de lo que en él se dice debaxo de algúna cifra ò composicion artificiosa y
mysteriosa”)149 or music-making (“[e]n la Música es el signo que se colóca al
principo de una de las líneas del Pentagráma para determinar à qué signo
corresponde cada una de las otras líneas y espácios”)150 (Diccionario de Autoridades,
vol. II). These and similar examples from redondilla 87 thereby become paradigms
of musica poetica in Sor Juana’s portraits. As we shall see throughout this chapter,
aural/visual lexical ambiguity— yet another symptom of the broader intersection of
Eye and Ear that I seek to defend— and the “Music of the spheres” are both
fundamental to the alignment of painting, rhetoric and music.

4.6 Painting, poetry or song?
The themes in redondilla 87 are far from anomalies within Sor Juana’s canon.
The musico-poetic portrait of Carlos V elaborated in ESCENA V and ESCENA VI in Loa
a los años del rey [IV] 377 [“Que celebra Don José de la Cerda, primogénito del Señor
Virrey Conde de Paredes” (“Which celebrates Don José de la Cerda, first-born son of
the Esteemed Viceroy Count of Paredes”)], for example, can sharpen our reading of

148

“[i]n Music it is to write solfege [in a work], according to the rules of it, the lyrics, motets and
other similar things” (my translation).
149 “[i]t is also the name for the note, explanation or declaration that is made and put at the
beginning of a book or writing, for the intelligence of that which in it [the book or writing] is said
under a cypher or mysterious and artificial composition” (my translation).
150 “[i]n Music it is the sign that is placed at the beginning of one of the lines of the Pentagram [staff]
in order to determine to which sign each one of the other lines and spaces belongs” (my translation).
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Eye, Ear and musica poetica in Sor Juana’s portraits and engage yet another relevant
strand—as we will see, the concept of reflection is once again pertinent to our
discussion. I continue with Eolo’s (Aeolus’) opening invocation in ESCENA V:
EOLO:
Y porque con mejor viso
lleguen nuestros parabienes,
¡oh excelso, sagrado Carlos!
(que aunque parecéis ausente,
no lo estáis, que a la lealtad
nunca hay ausencia en los Reyes;
y así, aunque parece que
lo estáis, Señor, atendedme
como muy presente, porque
os tengo yo muy presente);
y porque con mejor viso
(otra vez repito) lleguen
a vuestros sacros oídos
nuestras voces reverentes,
quiero probar que los cuatro,
en el modo que conviene,
vuestra deidad retratamos … (vv. 350-66, OC III 349-50)151

151

“[a]nd so that with better species [brilliance] / our congratulations arrive, / ¡o exalted, sacred
Carlos! / (that although you appear absent, / you are not, for [because] of loyalty / Kings are never
absent; / and as such, although it appears that / you are, Sir, hear me / as if very present, because /
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The blurring of Eye and Ear in this stanza reinforces this chapter’s focus: the
intersection of visuality and aurality in Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic portraits. “Viso”
(“species,” “similarity” or “brilliance” lines 1 and 11 of this scene), for instance
simultaneously refers to visual likeness, Aristotelian species or even lustre and light
waves. The Diccionario de Autoridades indicates: “[m]etaphoricamente se toma por
la semejanza, que una cosa tiene con otra al parecer …”152; “[s]e toma assimismo por
la onda de replandor, que hacen algunas coasas heridas de la luz” (vol. VI)153; and
finally, “[s]ignifican también el respecto, calidad ù parecer de las cosas en orden al
concepto, que se debe formar de ellas. Lat. Aspectus. Species” (vol. VI).154 Such
visual tropes seem connected with the portrait evoked in line 17; and yet, they also
appear at odds with aural vestiges in lines 8 [“atendedme” (“hear me”)], 13
[“vuestros sacros oídos” (“your sacred ears”)] and 14 [“nuestras voces reverentes”
(“our reverent voices”)]. Given such allusions, Ear seems to be central to the
portrait as well, thus reinforcing my earlier reading of the acoustical portrayal of
Feliciana in redondilla 87.
As it turns out, the themes of aural and visual reflection and links between
anacamptics/catoptrics (previously examined in Chapter 3) lie at the heart of the
acoustico-poetic portrait in loa 377. The remainder of ESCENA V in fact defends the
portrait as a “Reflejo” (“Reflection”) of Carlos V:
you are very present to me) / and so that with better species [brilliance] / (once more I repeat) may
/ our reverant voices / arrive at your sacred ears / I want to demonstrate that the four [elements] /
in the most convenient mode for each / [can] paint your divinity” (my translation).
152 “[m]etaphorically it is taken as the similaritie that one thing seems to have with another...” (my
translation).
153 “[i]t is taken along the same lines for the wave of brilliance, that some things make [when]
wounded by light” (my translation).
154 “[i]t also means the proportion, quality or appearance of things as the concept, that one should
formulate of them” (my translation).
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SIRINGA: Detente, pues; no prosigas:
que si retratar pretendes
las perfecciones de Carlos,
nadie parecerse puede
sino el Reflejo, a sus luces.

FLORA: Bien dices; pues solamente
puede parecerse al Sol,
quien el mismo Sol engendre.

PAN: Es verdad, porque sus luces
retratarse no consienten
sino de sus mismos rayos,
sirviéndole de pinceles;
y dar a los Años a Carlos,
sólo puede dignamente
quien se perfecta imagen
suya.

EOLO: ¿Pues quién serlo puede,
sino el Reflejo? Y así,
me parece conveniente
llamarlo.
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SIRINGA: No es menester,
porque ya en la transparente
superficie de las aguas,
de los rayos refulgentes
del Sol se forma.

PAN: Y en trono
de cristales aparece
y como a segundo Sol,
Aves, Plantas, Flores, Fuentes
solemnizan su venida,
diciendo en coros alegres … (vv. 374-401, OC III 350-51)

SYRINX: Wait, then; don’t go on:
for if you mean to paint a portrait
of Carlos’ perfections,
no one can represent
but Reflection, his lights.

FLORA: Well said, since only he
who engenders the Sun itself
can look like the sun.
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PAN: It is true, because his lights
do not allow themselves to be painted
but by their own rays
serving it as pencils;
and commemorate Carlos’ birthday
can only be done with dignity
by he who is his perfect
image.

AEOLUS: ¿So who can it be,
but Reflection? And so
it seems convenient to me
to call him.

SYRINX: There is no need
because already in the transparent
surface of the water
of the brilliant rays
of the Sun it is formed.

PAN: And in a throne
of crystals [reflections] he appears
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and like a second Sun,
Birds, Plants, Flowers, Fountains
solemnize his coming
saying in happy choruses: (my translation).
Eye resonates powerfully in these lines. Indeed, “luces” (“lights,” vv. 29 and 33),
“Sol” (“Sun,” vv. 31, 32, 48 and 51), “pinceles” (“pencils” or an allusion to the
painter’s hands, vv. 36), “transparente” (“transparent,” vv. 45), “rayos refulgentes”
(“brilliant rays” vv. 47) and “cristales” (“crystals” or the reflective glass of a mirror,
vv. 50) all form a semantic web whose visuality must not be overlooked. Nor,
however, can the allusions to Ear that serves as bookends to ESCENA V. Indeed, just
as Eolo’s (Aeolus’) opening lines seem to support an aural reading of Carlos V’s
portrait, so the natural chorus that accompanies Reflejo’s (Reflection’s) entrance
(vv. 52-54, ESCENA V and vv. 1-8, ESCENA VI) underscores acoustical vestiges:
CORO I: ¡Bien venga el Reflejo,
pues él solo puede
dar al Sol de Carlos
dignos parabienes!

CORO II: El reflejo es rayo;
y es bien, si se advierte,
que la edad del Sol
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por rayos se cuente … (vv. 1-8, OC III 351).155
Lexical ambiguity is crucial here, for Reflejo (Reflection) is simultaneously visual
and aural. Unlike ESCENA V, with its deliberate visual description of Reflejo
(Reflection, vv. 25-48), the opening lines of ESCENA VI appeal to both Eye and Ear.
The dual significance of “Sol” (Sun or Sol) becomes the crux of this construction and
refers to either the light of the sun, center of the universe, (visual reflection) or the
fifth grade of the musical scale (a perfect consonance of 3:2 according to the
Pythagorean system). I will return to the punning symbolization of “Sol” (Sun or
Sol) in my reading of Encomiástico poema, later in this chapter. For the time being,
the manner in which this image supports readings of both Eye and Ear through
Reflejo is sufficient for understanding visual and aural portraiture in loa 377.
Before moving on, it is also pertinent to point out another possible aural
resonance in ESCENA V: Siringa (or Syrinx) and Pan. In the loa, Siringa, Flora, Pan y
Eolo (Aeolus) become metaphors for the natural world: Siringa (Syrinx) is
associated with water, Pan with plants, Eolo (Aeolus) with birds and the sky and,
finally, Flora with flowers (see, for example, vv. 21-24, ESCENA V). All of the deities
in this universal metaphor also bear some connection to music-making—Pan’s
rustic musical instrument, constructed from Syrinx herself, is counterpart to
Apollo’s elegant lyre; Eolo (Aeolus) is both the dwelling of the birds and a reference
to air, the medium of sound transmission; and finally, Flora (whose Greek
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“CHORUS I: ¡Let Reflection come, / for only he can / give the Sun that is Carlos / congratulations
dignified of him! / CHORUS II: Reflection is ray; / and what’s more, one can observe / that the age of
the Sun / is counted in rays” (my translation).
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counterpart is Chloris) was married to Favonius (Zephyrus), another wind deity.156
Not unlike we saw earlier in loa 374 (Chapter 3) or redondilla 87, the “Music of the
spheres” once again resonates within the natural-mythical microcosm established in
loa 377 and further reinforces the aurality that has been central to this dissertation.
As we shall see presently, harmony and divine order—both fundamental to the
poetic representation of musica mundana and musica humana that have thus far
concerned us—also inform ties between Voice and intellect in Sor Juana’s acousticopoetic portraits.

4.7 Ear, Voice and intellect
I return now to redondilla 87, where vv. 25-32 can deepen our engagement
with the links between Ear, Voice and intellect (discussed previously in Chapters 2
and 3 as well as at the beginning of this chapter):
Tu discreción milagrosa
con tu hermosura concuerda;
mas la palabra más cuerda,
si toca al labio se roza.

Tu garganta es quien penetra
al canto las invenciones,
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It may also be relevant to point out here that beginning in the nineteenth century, “siringe” or
“syrinx” also came to refer to the vocal apparatus of birds (not unlike the human “larynx”), thus
contributing, perhaps, to the vestiges of musica mundana that I seek to draw out (see “syrinx” in the
Oxford English Dictionary, and “siringe” in José Alemany y Bolufer’s 1917 Diccionario de la lengua
española).
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porque tiene deducciones
y porque es quien mete letra (vv. 25-32, OC I 219-20).157
These lines praise Feliciana’s wisdom, equal to her beauty. In an ingenious
departure from the ocularcentrism that defines Petrarchan female beauty, the
beloved’s voice (or intellect) resonates as a complement to her physical appearance.
Additionally, we will see that the semantic web connecting reason [“discreción”
(reason, vv. 25), “palabra” (word, vv. 27) and “letra” (verse, vv. 32)] with song and
Feliciana’s vocal apparatus [“labio” (lip, vv. 28), “garganta” (throat, vv. 29) and
“canto” (vv. 30)] complements and strengthens the connections between Voice, selfhearing and thought that are central concerns throughout this dissertation.
Let us take a closer look. First, the “deducciones” to which the poet refers
(vv. 31) can be another allusion to the Guidonian hexachord, not only the
conclusions reached through logical reasoning: “[e]n la Musica es una progression
natural de seis voces, que suben por este orden, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, y baxan
contrapuestas la, sol, fa, mi, re, ut …” (Diccionario de Autoridades, vol. III).158
Similarly, “letra” (“verse”) (vv. 32) signifies three different types of language:
written, spoken and sung. Even when we consider the musical definition of “letra,”
it remains unclear whether the act of “mete letra” (“sets lyrics”) refers to singing or
composing verse: “[e]n la Música es la que se acomoda y escribe debaxo de los
puntos de la solfa, porque al principio de este Arte enseñan a cantar el punto, y
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“Your miraculous discretion / agrees with your beauty; / but the most rational word / if it
touches your lip stammers. / Your throat is that which penetras / song with inventions, / because it
holds [within it] scales / and because it is that which sets lyrics” (my translation).
158 “[i]n Music it is a natural progression of six tones, which ascend in this order, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la,
and descend oppositely la, sol, fa, mi, re, ut …” (my translation).
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después a poner la letra: y en la misma facultad componer letra por punto es ajustar
el canto con la letra” (1734 Diccionario de Autoridades 388).159 These aspects
notwithstanding, one important feature remains clear: Feliciana’s intellectual
capacity, like her physical beauty, is the product of harmonic correspondence, and
the alignment of music and knowledge can be read a product of the poet’s
Pythagoreanism. In light of such emphasis on Feliciana’s intellect, themes that
might be characterized as “proto-feminist” thus become linked to the web of musical
signification that resonates throughout Sor Juana’s oeuvre.
Given Sor Juana’s defense of female intelligence elsewhere in her canon—
particularly in later works, including El sueño, the Respuesta or the villancicos for
Santa Catarina (1691)160—it therefore becomes necessary to examine prior
scholarship on acoustical tropes within this corpus. Electa Arenal’s work stands out
here, for she has associated musical references in Sor Juana’s oeuvre with the legacy
of female intellect, signaling early modern resonances with such figures as Ann
Finch, Viscountess of Conway (1631-1679). As we saw in Chapter 1, music in
Arenal’s reading becomes an important lens for drawing out marginalized “voices.”
Arenal’s remarks about the connection between music and erudition can inform our
own reading of redondilla 87 where intellect matches beauty (see pp. 22-23).
Moreover, taken further, it can also challenge the ocularcentric alignment of Eye
with thought, as exemplified by Martin Jay’s discussion of the links among vision,
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“[i]n Music it is that which is placed and written beneath the solfège syllables because at the
beginning of this art they teach [one] to sing the syllables and later to apply the lyrics: and in the
same sense composing the lyrics with solfège syllables is the same as measuring the song with the
lyrics” (my translation).
160 The villancicos for Santa Catarina appear in vol. III of Sor Juana’s OC, pp. 163-82.
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philosophy, light (enlightenment) and theory (Chapter 1). In its first lines,
Feliciana’s physical body was compared to a musical or rhetorical instrument, and
her beauty resonated with the cosmic harmony of musica mundana. Lines 25-32
further develop this metaphor in the image of Feliciana’s throat, that all-important
vocal resonator, contributing both musical ornamentation and lyrics to the
acoustical portrait. Due to the parallel between vv. 25 [“Tu discresión milagrosa”
(“Your miraculous discretion”)] and vv. 29 [“Tu garganta es quien penetra” (“Your
through is that which penetrates”)] we can therefore establish a link between
Feliciana’s intellect and her Voice, which reinforces Arenal’s reading of musical
references as literary devices that challenge the social denigration of female
intelligence.
The connection between Voice and intellect becomes significant to my
reading of redondilla 87. The functions that vv. 30-32 attributed to the throat can
further clarify this point. For instance, vv. 30 affirms that Feliciana’s voice is
responsible for introducing “invenciones” (“inventions”) in song. On one hand, this
term can refer to the rhetorical devices used in writing or oral discourse. On the
other, it recalls the illusion, and indeed deception, that distinguishes the Baroque:
“[s]e toma muchas veces por ficción, engaño ù mentira” (Diccionario de Autoridades,
vol. IV).161 The ambiguity that has been central to my reading is present here, for
this verse suggests that Voice [“tu garganta” (“your throat”)] is, at once, both the
root and the illusion of reason. As I have insisted, the lexical ambiguity reinforces
the link between music and rhetoric in redondilla 87. Feliciana’s intellect, associated
161

“It is often taken as fiction, trickery or a lie” (my translation).
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with her Voice, has the capacity to ornament poems and melodies. At the same time,
however, Voice is also the root of illusion or deception, and perhaps, even, the
musical-poetic trick that distinguishes the poem.
Redondilla 87 is hardly Sor Juana’s only poem to associate music and the
Voice through the image of the throat (channeling, perhaps, Kircher’s diagrams of
human and animal vocal mechanisms in Chapter 7, 10, 11, 12 of Book I of the
Musurgia univeralis; see Fig. 4.2).

Fig. 4.2. Athanasius Kircher, Inconismus seu Schematismus II, Folio 2, Musurgia
universalis, Liber I, Chapter XII.
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Indeed, romance decasílabo 61, to which I alluded earlier on, contains a strikingly
similar reference:
Tránsito a los jardines de Venus,
órgano es de marfil, en canora
música, tu garganta, que en dulces
éxtasis aun al viento aprisiona (vv. 37-40, OC I 172).162
Here, the human throat is likened to a musical instrument, so powerful that it can
harness wind force. Coupled with references to Venus’ gardens in vv. 70, the power
attributed to Lísida’s voice (the lyric subject) in romance decasílabo 61 recalls
Narcisa’s voice in romance 8. As I also noted in Chapter 3, the allusion to “viento”
(“wind”) as a significant component in the construction “voice” echoes early modern
scientific descriptions of the physiology of hearing and aural perception.
Yet another feature of the alignment of Voice and (female) intellect in
redondilla 87 is relevant to our discussion. The second of the two quatrains
mentioned earlier happens to be the seventh of fourteen, arguably the crux of
redondilla 87. This structural characteristic buoys the significance of this Voicethought connection within this poem and Sor Juana’s oeuvre in general and
inaugurates a significant shift within the redondilla—the lyric narrator’s interaction
with the object/portrait becomes evident for the first time:
Conquistas los corazones
con imperio soberano,
porque tienes en tu mano
162

“A passageway to Venus’ gardens, / your throat is as an ivory organ / whose music melodiously
ensnares / the very wind in bonds of ecstasy.” (tr. Trueblood 51).
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los signos e inclinaciones.

No tocaré la estrechura
de tu talle primoroso:
que es paso dificultoso
el quiebro de tu cintura.

Tiene en tu pie mi esperanza
todos sus deleites juntos:
que, como no sabe puntos,
nunca puede hacer mudanza.

y aunque a subir no se atreve
en canto llano, de punto,
en echando contrapunto
blasona de semibreve (vv. 33-48, OC I 220).163
In these stanzas, the lyric narrator struggles to faithfully represent Feliciana—or, if
you will, to find his or her own Voice. Specifically, this difficulty manifests itself in
musical and mathematical descriptions of the inexpressible physical beauty of the
rest of Feliciana’s body in the poem’s final section. Such problematizing of the
163

“You conquer hearts / with tyrannical sovereignty, / because you have in your hand / [Zodiacal]
signs and angles. / I will not discuss the narrowness / of your exquisite waist / which is a difficult
measurement / [because of] the ornament [grace note] of your hips. / In your foot lies my hope / all
of its delights together / which, since it does not have vanishing points / can never move; / and
although it does not dare to ascend / in plainchant, note by note, / in writing counterpoint / it honors
the semibreve” (my translation).
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subject (narrator or painter)/object (Feliciana or portrait) dichotomy recalls one
feature of Ear underscored through my reading of Hans Jonas’ discussions of the
limits of hearing (Chapter 3): sound’s ability to create a closed symbolic system.
Indeed, allusions to Feliciana’s Voice and to the auto-affection that takes place
through self-hearing in vv. 25-32 appear to challenge the lyric narrator’s/painter’s
engagement with her as object and result in the impossibility of expressing the
aesthetic perfection of Feliciana’s body is attributed to the artist’s/writer’s
incapacity to reproduce in language (portraiture) the exact mathematical
proportions that govern her physical beauty that we see in vv. 37-48. Aurality, in
this sense, exceeds physical representation and—just as I previously maintained in
Chapter 3—problematizes the self/other paradigm. As we shall see, in redondilla
87, Ear becomes a sign of the impossibility of representing or replicating divine
perfection, whose “infinite alterity” Derrida highlighted in his discussion of selfpresence (OG 98, qtd. in Chapter 2). The implications are paradoxical: one must
hear his or her own Voice as presence; yet doing so brings with it the limits of a
subject whose constructions depend upon the existence of an object outside of the
self. Such bounding of the subject makes the vastness of infinity incomprehensible
and thus alienates the self from the endless immensity of the divine realm. Hearing
recalls vestiges of this original connection between the subject and the divine and
simultaneously highlights the possibility of returning to such a state.

4.8 Musica poetica, mathematical resonances and universal re-ordering
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Despite the importance of hearing’s challenge to the subject/object
dichotomy, additional acoustical themes within Sor Juana’s canon resonate within
redondilla 87 and merit critical attention. For example, it now falls to us to consider
the association among intellect, learning, affect, music and rhetoric developed
through the figurative language in lines 33-48. This topic engages another central
strand of my analysis: musica poetica. As I will attempt to show, the alignment of
music, text and affect in particular can be interpreted as a possible vestige of
Kircher’s musica pathetica.
We begin with the pivotal quatrain: lines 33-36. Here, once again (to return
to our previous discussion), Sor Juana exploits lexical ambiguity in order to
underscore the link between music and poetry. In line 36, for example, “signo”
(“sign”) can refer to a number of signifiers. Two definitions are of particular
interest. The first evokes the act of writing: “[s]ignifica también ciertas rayas, y
señales, que al fin de la escritura, ù otro instrumento ponen los Escribanos y
Notarios en medio del papél con una cruz arriba entre las palabras, que dicen en
testimonio de verdad, con lo que se le da mas fé al testimonio, ù escritura”
(Diccionario de autoridades, vol. VI).164 The allusion to the “inclinaciones”
(“flourishes”) that Feliciana holds in her hand underscores the poetic nature of this
“retrato” (“portrait”) by reminding the reader that, in spite of the visual images that
the poem might bring to mind, it remains a scriptural representation.
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“[i]t also means certain lines, and signs, that at the end of a writing, or another document Scribes
and Notaries put in the middle of the paper with a raised cross between the words, which say in
truthful testimony, with that one gives more faith to the testimony, or writing” (my translation).
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The second definition of “signo” (“sign”) that concerns us is related to the
Guidonian Hand that singers often used to learn sight-singing: “[e]n la Música son
aquellos nombres, que los Prácticos dán à las cuerdas de que se compone el systema
de Guido Aretino, formandolas de las siete letras primeras del Abecedario, y de las
voces, que les corresponden …” (Diccionario de autoridades, vol. VI).165 Guido
d’Arezzo (c. 995- c.1033) developed the Guidonian Hand as a pedagogical tool for
sight-singing. His innovation was based on three separate hexachords (groupings of
six pitches whose function is similar to that of a modern Western scale). By
assigning relative syllables to each of the pitches in a hexachord (Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol),
d’Arezzo also formulated a system of movable pitch names known as solmization.
Although the hexachord is no longer the basis of Western music theory, solmization
remains in use today. Concerning the Guidonian Hand, each pitch corresponded to a
different joint or part of the hand, thereby encompassing the entire palette of
musical harmonies. Students and instructors would use this device mnemonically,
signaling each note’s location on the hand as it was sung. Use of this practice
persisted during the seventeenth century, so it is likely that Sor Juana was familiar
with the Guidonian Hand. Within the context of redondilla 87, the tactile-visualaural relationship becomes particularly salient, as it recalls the link between music
and writing, as well as the physical, human nature of Feliciana’s body. Moreover,
the Guidonian Hand, as a microcosm in which all musical harmonies can be
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“[i]n Music they are those names, which Theorists give to the chords that compose Guido
d’Arezzo’s system, forming them from the seven first letters of the Alphabet, and of the voices, which
correspond to them...” (my translation).
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contained becomes yet another reiteration of the “Music of the spheres,” the
mathematical-harmonic construction of the cosmos, within the poem.
Such mathematical themes become more explicit elsewhere in redondilla 87.
As I previously alluded, the remaining stanzas of this section provide a commentary
upon the harmonic-mathematical motifs of beauty that appear in the first verse.
The “paso difficultoso” (vv. 39), for example, can refer to a common measurement of
about 2.3 feet, which corresponds roughly to the distance of an average step as
derived from the ancient Roman half-passus or gradus. Given the prominence of
musical themes throughout redondilla 87, it is likely that “quiebro,” (“ornament” or
“break”) in the following line (40), refers to the small pause that occurs between
two grace notes: “[l]a pausa breve y harmoniosa que se hace con la voz en un
gorgeo, cantado, y como quebrandola” (Diccionario de Autoridades, vol. V).166
Following the music-measure relationship established in lines 35-36, this stanza
relies upon musical and geometric terms in order to express the difficulty of
measuring precisely the curve of Feliciana’s waist. The other two quatrains in this
section draw upon related thematic content to communicate the same idea.
The closing lines circumscribe Feliciana’s beauty within the cosmic harmonic
scheme and confirm the narrator’s amorous sentiments:
Tu cuerpo, a compás obrado,
de proporción a porfía,
hace divina armonía
por lo bien organizado.
166

“[t]he brief and harmonious which one makes with the voice, chirping, singing, and seeming to
break it” (my translation).
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Callo, pues mal te descifra
mi amor en rudas canciones,
pues que de las perfecciones
sola tú sabes la cifra (vv. 49-56, OC I 220).167
Here, the allusion to drawing or painting the body is made clear by the use of the
word “compás,” an instrument which, much like today’s compass, was a
mathematical and architectural tool for inscribing perfect circles:
[i]nstrumento de hierro, bronce o otro metal, compuesto de dos puntas
largas, que se juntan perfectamente por los extremos, y están nidas por la
cabeza o parte superior con un fiel ajustado para poderlo abrir y cerrar. Su
uso principal es para tomar las medidas y formar los círculos que se
quisieren, a fin que lo que con él se mide y compassa sea cierto y arreglado
(Diccionario de Autoridades, vol. II).168
The term also happens to refer to musical time: “[e]n la Música, es el tiempo que hai
en baxar y levantar la mano el Maestro de Capilla, ò el que rige el canto” (Diccionario
de Autoridades, vol. II).169 In light of the polyvalent web of musical, mathematical
and artistic signifiers that characterizes redondilla 87, the compass that outlines
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“Your body, formed by compass, / strives for proportion / makes divine harmony / because of
how well organized it is. / I say nothing, for my love / decodes you badly in crude songs / for of such
perfections / only you know the cipher” (my translation).
168 “[i]nstrument of iron, bronze or another metal, composed of two long points, which unite
perfectly at the ends, and our nested near the head or the superior part with a needle adjusted in
order to open and close it. Its principal use it to take measurements and form circles as one wishes,
with the purpose that whatever one measures and compasses with it be true and measured” (my
translation).
169 “[i]n Music, it is the time between the lowering and raising of the Chapelmaster’s hand, or [that
of] he who measures the song” (my translation).
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Feliciana’s physical proportions corresponds as well to instruments of musical,
artistic and perhaps even poetic measurement.
Mathematic and harmonic measurements are thus one of the poem’s overt
themes. In their recent challenge to the conventional dichotomy of empirical
science/Baroque art, Ofer Gal and Raz Chen-Morris have argued that the sensuality
and dizzying tensions that distinguish Baroque art are symptoms of the changing
face of objective, rational thought during this time period. Prior to the Scientific
Revolution, concrete mathematical calculations described the natural world and
mirrored God’s perfection on Earth. With the rise of subjective knowledge,
however, these calculations became increasingly abstract, thus problematizing the
certitude and imitability of divine construction. In light of its significant
contribution to the field of Baroque art, Gal and Chen-Morris’ reasoning bears
quotation in full:
Indeed, mathematical procedures borrowed from the mixed sciences and
applied to natural philosophy allowed a new ordering of the most diverse
phenomena. Mathematized natural philosophy turned local motion—the
paradigm of change—into the carrier of order and assigned certainty to
casual relations and explanatory power to mathematical structures, all with
great success. But this success necessitated the gradual abandonment of the
original hope that mathematics—the science of simple, perfect structures—
will help deciphering God’s perfect design for the world. Rather than reading
‘the language of mathematics’ in which ‘the grand book’ of nature was
written, the new mathematical investigation of nature relied on obscure,
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artificial procedures, and in place of divine harmonies it revealed an
assemblage of isolated, contingent laws and consonants (8).170
By replacing divine order with a disparate set of mathematical principles and
expectations, the “New Science” (to use Gal and Chen Morris’ nomenclature)
dismantled and rebuilt the coherent worldview of the Antiquity. The contradictions
and extravagant illusions that characterized Baroque art thus reflect the ontological
uncertainty of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Were we to follow Gal and Chen-Morris’ argument, then, we would conclude
that allusions to the limits of harmony as an organizing principle, such as appear in
redondilla 87, become symptoms of the universal re-ordering of the Scientific
Revolution. To reinforce my reading of this resonance within Sor Juana’s writing, I
now turn to another example of her treatment of divine harmony, beauty, music and
poetry: Encomiástico poema.

4.9 Encomiástico poema as a poetic hexachord
Encomiástico poema (loa 384) is one of Sor Juana’s most explicit accounts of
music’s place within her worldview, is especially relevant to my discussion of the
relationship between visual and aural perception in the poet’s work. Like redondilla
87, Encomiástico poema establishes the importance of several themes from the very
beginning: among these are a tentative objectivist position on beauty and the equal
relationship between Ear and Eye.
Si en proporciones de partes
170

Quotations within the quotation are from Galileo’s Il saggiatore, which Stillman Drake translated
to English as The Controversy of the Comets of 1618 (1960).
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solo consiste lo hermoso
que no entienden los oídos
y que lo escuchan los ojos; (vv. 1-4, OC III 463)171
Upon reading the first verse, we notice that these lines highlight sensory perception,
particularly sight and vision. In light of the distinctive play on words in which
hearing is associated with the eyes, I contend that the first verse of this poem
equalizes aural and visual perception. In the poem’s final two lines, Ear fails to
perceive acoustic beauty, while Eye, instead of capturing beauty visually, actually
hears it. Lexical ambiguity thus becomes, once more, a crucial symptom of the
intersection of aurality and visuality that I have defended throughout this
dissertation. “Entender” (“to understand”) refers in this context not only to rational
understanding. The verb is also associated with aural perception: “[s]e toma
también por oír, percebir lo que se habla ù dice, comprehenderlo y hacerse capaz de
ello; y assi quando hablan muchos à un tiempo y con alboroto y confusión, ò en
lenguaje diverso que uno ignóra, se dice que no entiende [l]o que dicen” (Diccionario
de Autoridades, vol. III).172 Derived from the Latin “intendĕre” (“to pay attention
to”), “entender” is also related to the French “entendre”: “[p]ercevoir par l’oreille”173
or “[c]omprendre, indépendamment de la perception physique” (Le Trésor de la
Langue Française informatise).174 Drawing upon all of these etymological
171

“If beauty consists only / in the proportion of parts / that the ears do not comprehend [sense] /
and that the eyes hear;” (my translation).
172 “[i]t is taken as well for hearing, perceiving that which is spoken or said, understanding it and
rendering oneself master of it; and so when many speak at the same time and with din and confusion,
or in a different language of which one is ignorant, one says that he does not understand [that] which
they say” (my translation).
173 “[p]erceive by ear” (my translation).
174 “[u]nderstand, independently of physical perception” (my translation).
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resonances, we are confronted, once again, with an abstruse text whose meaning
varies, depending upon context. In true Baroque fashion, Encomiástico poema, like
redondilla 87, exploits semiotic instability, echoing loosely the epistemological,
ontological and, as I defend here, optical/otological tensions that characterized the
seventeenth-century worldview.
In addition to the polysemy of such signifiers as “entender,” we must also
consider the use of hyperbaton and its semantic effects in the last two lines (vv.3-4).
If, indeed, the syntax of “que no entienden los oídos / y que lo escuchan los ojos”
(“that the ears do not comprehend [sense] / and that the eyes hear”) can be read as
a distortion, then the text could in fact be re-arranged to produce different
interpretations. One might conclude, for example, that hearing is privileged: “que no
entienden los ojos / y que lo escuchan los oídos” (“that the ears do not comprehend
[sense] / and that the eyes hear”). Or else, perhaps, the opposite—hearing is
downgraded in favor of sight: “que no escuchan los oídos / y que lo entienden los
ojos” (“that the ears do not hear / and that the eyes comprehend [sense].”
Regardless, the ambiguity of these two lines supports my hypothesis and reading.
For as demonstrated earlier, in Encomiástico poema Sor Juana exploits the Baroque
fascination with obscurity and illusion in order to align visual and aural sensory
experience. Lines like these can be read as an echo of Kircher. Ever the product of
his Jesuit formation, like Sor Juana, Kircher believed that the basis of music was
mathematical.175 The limits of mathematical proportions to capture aesthetics, such
as redondilla 87dramatizes, compels me to examine the relationship among
175

See, for the example, the third and fourth books of the Musurgia, “Arithmeticus” and
“Geometricus,” as well as Mario Ortiz’s work on Sor Juana’s engagement with musica speculativa.
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mathematical proportions, music and beauty in texts like Encomiástico poema: “Si en
proporciones de partes/ sólo consiste lo hermoso” [“If beauty consists only / in the
proportion of parts” (vv. 1-2)]. Indeed, its introductory verse establishes an
objectivist doctrine of beauty in which Pythagorean mathematical relationships
determine aesthetic value. Like the distinctive association between Ear and Eye, the
treatment of beauty as the result of mathematical proportions recurs throughout
Sor Juana’s canon. Yet, even in these opening lines, the same sense of doubt is
palpable—that is, doubt about objective beauty, as we saw at the end of redondilla
87:
Callo, pues mal te descifra
mi amor en rudas canciones,
pues que de las perfecciones
sola tú sabes la cifra (vv. 49-56, OC I 220).176
Indeed, the emphatic insistence upon “tú sola sabes la cifra” (“only you know the
cipher”) lends restraint to the affirmation that beauty is based upon numerical
proportion.
Continuing in my reading of Encomiástico poema, we notice that as in other
works, the “Music of the spheres” is once again established as a central theme:
y si el curso de la Edad,
del Sol en el claro torno,
tantos como giros, cierra
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“Your body, formed by compass, / strives for proportion / makes divine harmony / because of
how well organized it is. / I say nothing, for my love / decodes you badly in crude songs / for of such
perfections / only you know the cipher” (my translation).
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diapasones luminosos:

hoy, que belleza y edad
componen al bello asombro
de Elvira, aunque falta en uno
lo que le sobra en el otro, (vv. 5-12, OC III 463)177
Here, the connection among mathematical proportions, the cosmos, music and the
Countess’ birthday also becomes explicit. In the year since the Countess’ last
birthday, the earth has completed one full rotation around the sun, a revolution
whose sound can be used to measure the planet’s path and, consequently, the
Countess’ age. The poem expresses such resonance in terms of harmony—as a just
octave (diapason). This relationship between universal structure and musical
harmony was in fact an important tenet of early modern thinking. In order to
contextualize this reference, I will examine the Pythagorean tradition that has
already been identified as part of the sorjuanine canon and its influence in Western
music culture.
Given the significance of harmony to the early modern construction of
universal order, Sor Juana’s Encomiástico poema might even be read in an
alternative fashion: Eye senses numerical ratios that Ear cannot—or else: the
Countess of Galve’s beauty exceeds that of music. And yet, by nature of the poetic
structure, the eyes rely upon aural perception to do so (“que lo escuchan los ojos” /
177

“and if in the course of the Year, / of the Sun in its brilliant rotation, / as many [years] as
rotations, / luminous diapasons are formed: / today, such beauty and age / form the beautiful
astonishment / that is Elvira, although that which is lacking in one, / exceeds in another.” (my
translation).
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“that which the eyes hear”). Beauty, as in redondilla 87, appears as an objective,
numerical quality. By associating pleasing aesthetic properties along with
mathematical proportions, Encomiástico poema recalls the Pythagorean principles
of consonance and harmony. The poem’s insistence upon the notion of “eyes that
hear,” so to speak, likewise invokes the “Music of the spheres,” thus implying that
beauty derives from the intervals that define cosmic harmony. Once more, Sor
Juana’s work establishes a link between music-making and the cosmos, evoking
Western musica mundana.
Without a doubt, the poem’s parallel between mathematics and music is
salient. Because of this relationship, we might also propose that in the poem
mathematical and geometric proportions are associated with aural perception. Both
the allusion to musica mundana and the substitution of hearing for sight in the very
first lines suggest that visuality offers limited access to the harmonies that
constitute beauty. Rather; far more faithful representation of these proportions, as
the poem affirms, appears to be music:
sólo la Música sea
quien, con ecos numerosos
celebre su edad, si acaso
no son sus números sordos (vv. 13-16, OC III 463).178
The link between sound and numbers challenges purely rational constructions of
early modern mathematics. By highlighting the sensible nature of music and its
underlying Pythagorean proportions, these lines recall early modern sensitivity to
178

“only Music be that / who, with numerous echoes / celebrates her age for / its numbers are not
mute” (my translation).
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acoustical stimuli that may well exceed the modern day’s, shine in seventeenthcentury European culture—the construction of sound and silence may not have
been necessarily analogous to the audible/inaudible binary opposition. Consider,
for example, the concept of inaudible planetary revolution and its centrality within
the doctrine of musica mundana. Although the human ear, it was believed, was not
able to perceive this acoustical revolution, early modern scholars did not exclude
the importance of universal sound. Similarly, Encomiástico poema evokes the
sensible quality of numerical relationships, a property that music illustrates
particularly well by nature of its reliance on harmony’s. This idea affects our
understanding of the treatment of “silence” in Sor Juana’s oeuvre. Read from this
perspective, silence does not become a sign of absence, but rather, designates a
space of hypersensitivity that encourages the reader to be attentive to sounds and
voices that might not otherwise be perceptible. This interpretation reinforces my
entire project, becoming additional rationale for recuperating marginalized musical
resonances in the sorjuanine canon.
I return now to the Pythagorean insistence upon mathematical proportions
as the basis of aesthetic pleasure that resounds throughout “Encomiástico poema.”
Indeed, the defense of beauty as an objective quality is further developed in Scene
III, when Música affirms:
Así, la Beldad no está
sólo en que las partes sean
excesivamente hermosas,
sino en que unas a otras tengan
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relativa proporción.
Luego nada representa
a la Belleza mejor
que la Música … (vv. 233-40, OC III 470).179
If beauty is based upon mathematical proportions, then musical harmonies become
one of the most effective means of representation. By recalling the Pythagorean
proportions upon which the divine harmonies of the cosmos are based, music
evokes God’s perfection. Beauty, in this sense, is discrete and objective. It lies not
“in the eye of the beholder,” but rather in the numerical relationships that
determine aesthetic properties. The proportions themselves are not perceptible to
the senses, yet resonate with the soul (it, too, is made up of a numerical
construction, according to the doctrine of musica humana). The manner in which
Ear, as primary aural sense organ, appreciates harmony and transmits it to the soul
therefore becomes central to my reading.
Indeed, as Música’s self-introduction continues, she refers to her special
ability to affect the soul, relying once again on lexical ambiguity to align music and
poetry:
Facultad subalternada
a la Aritmética, gozo
sus números; pero uniendo
lo discreto y lo sonoro,
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“Thus Beauty is not only / surpassing loveliness / in each single part / but also proportion kept /
by each to every other. / Hence nothing represents / Beauty half so well / as Music ...” (tr. Trueblood
85).
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mido el tiempo y la voz mido:
aquél, breve o espacioso;
aquésta, intensa o remisa;
y de uno y otro compongo

aquel indefenso hechizo
que, ignorado de los ojos,
sabe introducirse al alma
y, dulcemente imperioso,

arrebatar los afectos,
proporcionando a sus modos
ya el alterar sus quietudes,
ya el quietar sus alborotos

De este, pues, Imperio mío
los dulces ecos invoco,
que Vasallos de mi Reino
son, o parte de mi todo (vv. 65-84, OC III, 464-65).

Faculty subordinated
to Arithmetic, its numbers
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are part of me: but uniting
the discreet and the sonorous,

I measure time and voice I measure:
the first, short or spacious;
the second, intense or sluggish
and of one and another I compose

that vulnerable spell
that, while ignored by the eyes
knows how to penetrate the soul
and, sweetly imperious,

disturb the affections,
producing in its own way
the alteration of its peacefulness,
and the stilling of its din.

Of this Domain of mine
I invoke sweet echoes
that are the Vassals of my Kingdom
or rather, parts of my whole (my translation).
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We must begin by addressing, in this passage the privileging of Ear, as detected in
the prominence of aural terms, which thus draws attention to acoustic sensibilities
and reinforces music’s sonorous properties. This aurality that governs Music’s
opening discourse can, at least in part, be read as an echo of Kircher’s musica
pathetica and his explanation (reviewed earlier) of the relationship between music’s
affective power and bodily humors. For Sor Juana, as for Kircher, the relationship
among sound, Ear, humors and temperament underlies approaches to music’s
affective properties. We might conclude, then, that music’s appeal to both Eye and
Ear constitutes one quality that contributes to its affective potential. Given the
relationship between text and rhetoric in both redondilla 87 and Encomiástico
poema, music can in fact be understood as a more effective transmission of the
sentiments that poetry encompasses. For as I will now show, the idea clarifies the
ambiguous form of both music and poetry, which can be interpreted as
simultaneously visual and aural texts.
In addition to samples of lexical ambiguity and word painting in this work,
the structure of Sor Juana’s loa lends itself to a reading of the text as both musical
and rhetorical. Encomiástico poema is divided into six scenes, an arrangement that
can be read as an echo of the six musical notes which comprises the hexachord—ut,
re, mi, fa, sol, and la. Indeed, Encomiástico poema is but a poetic hexachord. The
underlying musical structure thus increases the work’s affective capacity and blurs
the distinction between “poem” and “song,” a blurring that happens to recall the
musica poetica tradition. Moreover, it reiterates the mathematical-harmonic cosmic
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structure that the “Music of the spheres” proposes, thus becoming yet another
resonance of this theme within Sor Juana’s canon.
The personification of “Music,” as well as each of its “echoes” or tones, further
reinforces my view that Encomiástico poema can be interpreted as both a visual and
aural text. Lending corporality to these musical components renders them present,
particularly when we consider “Encomiástico poema” as a theater piece that is
meant to be performed dramatically. The personification of Music and her
harmonic components supports my argument that this homage to the Countess of
Galve can be read as a poetic hexachord.
The union of harmony and poetry in Encomiástico poema does not only
manifest itself through lexical ambiguity. In fact, in ESCENA IV, the text-music
relationship is made evident through the poetic representation of word painting,
whereby Música (Music) arranges the names of the notes of the scale in order to
create celebratory phrases about the Countess of Galve:
Mas, con todo, quisiera
que en aquestas Seis Voces algo hubiera
que en particular más nos expresara
el Asunto; mas ya, sin bien repara
mi atención en las tarjas, de ellas quiere
ver mi curiosidad lo que se infiere.
Idme dando las tarjas, por si acaso
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A otro sentido de sus letras paso (vv. 337-44, OC III, 473-74).180
Throughout this scene, Music manipulates the six tones of the Guidonian scale (the
“Escala de Aretino” in the scene) to form such phrases as “ELVIRA SOLA” (vv. 92, OC
III 476) an encryption which recalls an early modern composition technique in
which the melody of a cantus firmus was arranged such that the vowels of Guidonian
solmization syllables could be associated as text and strengthen the rhetorical
theme of a work through encrypted musical “writing.” Zarlino coined this
nomenclature as soggetto cavato dale vocali di queste parole (literally: “a subject
carved from the vowels of these words”) in his Le istitutione harmoniche (1568).
Composers used the soggetto cavato to embed names of monarchs or important
benefactors within their works. One oft-cited example of this practice is Josquin des
Prez’s Missa Hercules Dux Ferrarie (late 15th c.), which encodes the name of
Hercules, the Duke of Ferrara (Fig. 4.3).

Fig. 4.3. Josquin des Prez, Subject from Kyrie I of the Missa Hercules Dux Ferrarie,
1503. Reproduced in Grove Music Online.
This is not the only example of such musico-poetic encoding in Encomiastico
poema. Indeed, Mario Lavista has identified a similar instance of soggetto cavato in
180

“But, with all this, I had hoped / that in those Six Voices there would be / something in particular
that would express to us / the Subject; but already, if my attention / fixes itself on the placards, for of
those / my curiousity wants to see what one can infer. / Go on showing the placards, just in case / I
can come up with another sense from their letters” (my translation).
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the loa (although the does not refer to it as such): the qualities associated with the
celebration of the Countess of Galve’s birthday in ESCENA III and ESCENA IV can
likewise be read as re-inscription of Guidonian solmization:
MÚSICA: De modo que Virtud y Regocijo
el UT, RE, son, según vuestra voz dijo:
y Miramiento y Fama
es el MI, FA, quien dulcemente clama;
y en la Solicitud, que se ve unida
con Latitud, SOL, LA va contenida;
que las Seis Voces son, que tan usadas,
Escala de Aretino son llamadas (vv. 329-36, OC III 473).181
Lavista has astutely connected this passage to Guido d’Arezzo’s development of
solmization, commenting that Sor Juana’s association of the degrees of the scale
echoes their original association with the text of the 8th-century hymn “Ut queant
laxis:”
Ut queant laxis
Resonare fibris
Mira Gestorum
Famuli Tourum
Solve Polluti
Labii Reatum (qtd. in Lavista 197-98).
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“So then Virtue and Rejoicing / are the UT, RE, according to what your voice said; / and Prudence
and Fame / are the MI, FA, who sweetly clamor; / and in the Solicitous nature, that goes along / with
Greatness of heart, SOL, LA is contained; / it is that these Six Voices, so often used / are called the
Scale of Arezzo” (my translation).
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With this in mind, Lavista remarked: “[b]ien sabía todo esto Sor Juana cuando
identificaba en la Loa 384 el nombre de cada nota con una palabra” (198).182 My
own interpretation of this feature complements Lavista’s observations by
identifying additional allusions to this Guidonian operation in Encomiástico poema.
In addition, I have attempted to show such musical encoding engages resonances
beyond Guido d’Arezzo and thus becomes another symptom of the alignment of Ear
and Eye that I seek to draw out. Bearing in mind that my own objective is to identify
Kircherian resonances in Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse, we must also
recognize that representation of soggetto cavato in Encomiástico poema itself recalls
the “Kircherian anagrams” to which she referred in Romance 50 (also discussed
previously in Ch. 2):
Pues si la Combinatoria,
en que a veces kirkerizo,
en el cálculo no engaña
y no yerra en el guarismo (vv. 181-84, OC I 158)183
Indeed, in the Musurgia, Kircher devised an elaborate system that has much in
common with soggetto cavato for correlating the alphabet with musical
compositions based upon the type of instrument and the number of times a note
was played in succession. ESCENA IV of Encomiastico poema, it seems, alludes
directly to these anagrams:
182

“Sor Juana was well aware of all of this when she identified in loa 384 the name of each note with
a word” (my translation).
183 “However if the combinatorial analysis,/ in which at times I Kircherize, / does not deceive in the
sum, / nor does it err in the figure” (my translation). One might also note that these lines’ specific
descriptions of the length of Kircher’s works might support Findlen’s hypothesis that the Jesuit’s
entire collection figured into Sor Juana library (see Chapter 2).
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MÚSICA: Juntando lo que acrisola
la Anagrama en las vocales,
hallo que dicen cabales
los ecos: ELVIRA SOLA (vv. 389-92, OC III 476).184
In addition to the intersection of aurality and visuality that is, once more,
permeable in these lines, they also appear to refer to the same Kircherian anagrams
as highlighted in romance 50. The alignment of music and writing through musica
poetica is thereby strengthened. Both Kircher’s and Zarlino’s practices systematize
a means of “musical writing,” a topic of likely interest to Sor Juana, given the
engagement with musica poetica that I have defended throughout this chapter.
Musical anagrams and musica poetica are far from the only aural resonances
within Encomiástico poema. Continuing, ESCENA I further develops the dual
signification of “sol” (sun or sol) that we witnessed earlier in this chapter, a feature
that can deepen our understanding of its resonance of both Renaissance word
painting and Kircherian optics. In the opening scene of Encomiástico poema for
example, Música (Music) affirms the futility of sight when faced with the
metaphorical sun:
(MÚSICA): Cegar por mirar al Sol
es Gloria del animoso;
y es vanidad de la vista
la ceguedad de los ojos (vv. 33-36, OC III 464).185

184

“Uniting that which the Anagram / brings out in the vowels / I discover what the complete echoes
/ say: ONLY ELVIRA” (my translation).
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Both lexical ambiguity and word painting are central to this passage, because, as in
loa 377, the word “sol” (sun) can also symbolize the fifth note of the Guidonian scale.
During the early modern period, the lexeme was also associated with light and with
God. Sun’s inaccessibility through visual perception appears crucial here. Indeed,
one could not appreciate the “sun” (whether God, life or the fifth tone of the diatonic
scale) just by looking at it, for its splendor exceeded the eyes’ perceptive capacity.
We therefore notice that Kircher’s scholarship on light and optics may have
influenced Sor Juana’s use of this metaphor. In his Ars Magna (1671), the Jesuit
offers a neo-Platonic explanation that lux, or absolute light, emanates from God and
is reflected upon the material world. Lumen, light visible to the human Eye, is only a
fraction of lux. Unlike lux, lumen, shadowy and deformed, is characteristic of human
visual experience, for it allows man to perceive forms and figures that would not
otherwise be visible in God’s blinding light (Vermeir 138-40). Following this
explanation, then, it becomes plausible that in Encomiástico poema, the sun, whose
light is imperceptible to the human eye, might be associated with lux and God. To
return to our discussion about the fallacy of sound-silence dichotomies, lux may
even be considered in relation to phenomena like that paradoxical silent sound, so
to speak, of planetary revolution. Lux exceeds sensory experience and highlights the
limits of epistemology. The fifth note of the musical scale, for Sor Juana, might thus
be associated with God, divine light and the inadequacies of human sense organs.
Blindness, in turn easily symbolizes the limits of knowledge.
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“Blindness by looking at the Sun / is the Glory of the brave; / and the vanity of vision / lies in the
blindness of the eyes” (my translation).
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4.10 Conclusion
I have endeavored in this chapter to draw out yet another distinguishing trait
of Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse that challenges the strict ocularcentric or
auralcentric readings: the alignment of Eye and Ear by means of the juxtaposition of
rhetoric, music-making and painting. Additionally, this chapter has sought to
sharpen previous readings of the “Music of the spheres,” links between Voice and
intellect and, finally, aural and visual reflections. Indeed, poems like redondilla 87,
loa 377 and Encomiástico poema extend the connections between Eye, Ear and
acoustical pathos developed in Chapter 3 and lend themselves in particular to a
reading of Kircher’s unique approach to musica poetica. When read against Pompeo
Colonna’s poetic dedication to Leopoldo, Archduke of Austria, which opens the
Musurgia, the sorjuanine works examined in this chapter also seems to become
glosses on Colonna’s canzone. Here and elsewhere in the dissertation, I have sought
to expand our understanding of Sor Juana’s aurality, drawing broadly upon the
poet’s acoustico-poetic discourse (as opposed to musico-poetic writings) to identify
new resonances in her intellectual legacy (musica poetica, acoustics and musical
pathos) and hone those already identified (musica mundana, musica humana and
visual/aural reflections). As scholars continue to piece together “echoes” and
vestiges of New Spain’s diverse sound culture, I have no doubt that sound, Ear and
aurality will emerge as increasingly significant themes within Sor Juana’s canon.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion: Whither the Ear? Continuing to Hear Sor Juana’s Voice

5.1 Introduction
In this dissertation, I have maintained that Sor Juana’s work is replete with
aural references whose significance has been underplayed in previous scholarship.
Through my reading of the intersection of Ear and Eye in the sorjuanine canon, I
have broadened prior approaches to music-making and sound in the poet’s canon.
Chapter 2 overviewed key concerns within early modern aurality in order to
highlight the depth and breadth of possible resonances in the sorjuanine Ear.
Among these, concepts like Boethian “Music of the spheres,” musica pathetica,
musica poetica and Voice stand out. Meanwhile, Chapters 3 and 4 examined the
alignment of visual and aural tropes within Sor Juana’s writings. Chapter 3
considered the intersection of Ear and Eye through topoi like the vulnus caecum or
Aristotelian sensory cognition in Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic courtly works while
the juxtaposition of painting, rhetoric and music-making in acoustico-poetic
portraits was the subject of Chapter 4. In both chapters, I endeavored to identify
possible vestiges of the poet’s engagement with early modern European sound
culture through common aural themes—representations of musica mundana and
musica humana, musical pathos, acoustics and anacamptic/catroptic connections—
all transmitted through Kircher’s Musurgia universalis and Phonurgia nova.
As we have seen, this dissertation deepens understanding of aurality in Sor
Juana. Following Penelope Gouk’s lead (Music, Science and Natural Magic in
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Seventeenth-Century England), I have sought to address the marginalization of
music’s intersection with other disciplines by employing a more comprehensive
approach to “music” and “sound.” Such a framework has allowed me to sharpen
previous readings of the “Music of the spheres,” echo and musical pathos within the
poet’s canon. Through my readings, I have also been able to identify influences on
Sor Juana’s acoustico-poetic discourse that previous criticism has not yet examined,
including: Aristotelian cognitive theories and Kircher’s musica poetica. Broadly, I
have endeavored to recuperate vestiges of the alignment of Eye and Ear within the
poet’s oeuvre and thus engage more general concerns about the limits of visuality or
aurality as mutually exclusive critical lenses.

5.2 Retrospective echoes
At the outset of this project, I intended to draw out Amerindian resonances in
Sor Juana’s canon through the identification of signs of the poet’s dual musical
inheritance. The possible Nahua symbolization of the Caracol (Conch Shell), whose
form can recall the quiquiztli (snail shell trumpet)—an instrument of singular
importance within pre-Contact music culture—or perhaps the Nahua glyph for in
xochitl in cuicatl (“of flowers and song”) an artistic tradition that engaged
philosophical and spiritual themes as well as song, dance and poetry (see Fig. 5.1)—
was fundamental to my original reasoning. Although the dissertation has since
taken a different turn, I am reluctant to abandon this position entirely despite the
lack of evidence to support it. Indeed, I am here compelled to mention my original
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hypothesis, for if there are blind spots in this project, the marginalization of
indigenous musical “voices” is certainly among them.

Fig. 5.1. Glyph for in xóchitl in cuicatl, from Codex Borbonicus (c. 1507), folio 2.
When faced with the vastness of Sor Juana’s musical knowledge and the
limited resources available for the study of New Spanish sound culture, it becomes
difficult to avoid the challenges that face other inquiries into colonial Spanish
American culture. Specifically, the limits of the New Spanish musical archive—most
pertinently the marginalization of Amerindian “voices”—have undoubtedly
impacted on readings of Sor Juana’s aurality.186 Perhaps current efforts to counter
the marginalization of indigenous musical presence (the result of privileging the
cathedral and the criollo archive as twin nuclei of early American music culture)—
specifically the efforts of Geoffrey Baker, Javier Marín López, Josefina Muriel and
Luis Lledías and finally, Emilio Rós-Fábregas—will eventually yield evidence to
support my original hypotheses. For now, the questions raised here remain
186

Robert Stevenson’s canonical Music in Mexico: A Historical Survey (1952) and his subsequent
Music in Aztec and Inca Territory (1968) are two examples of the insistence upon the cathedral as the
nucleus of the colonial Mexican music culture.
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pertinent to one of this dissertation’s central objectives: to expand current
understanding of Sor Juana’s musical inheritance.

5.3 Expanding the archive
Nahua themes in the sorjuanine canon. I am not the first to consider
possible Amerindian vestiges in Sor Juana’s canon. In fact, Nahua or “Aztec” themes
in Sor Juana’s work have received increased scholarly attention during the past
several decades. Notable among these are the studies of Rafael Catalá, Benjamin
Keen, Octavio Paz and Mabel Velasco. Keen’s comparison of post-Encounter Spanish
and Creole chroniclers’ representation of New Spain’s indigenous past, for example,
included a brief analysis of the intersection of Christian and autochthonous religious
themes in the loas from El divino Narciso (Divine Narcissus) and El cetro de José
(Joseph’s Sceptre).187 His affirmation that Sor Juana’s treatment of Nahua sacred
practices attested to her “profound insight into the rational basis of Aztec religion”
accounts for the poet’s sensitivity to indigenous themes (195). Yet Keen’s definition
of “Aztec religion” in this context lacked substance and relied largely upon Ángel
María Garibay K.’s and Miguel León-Portilla’s attempts to situate pre-Encounter
culture within the Western philosophical tradition, an approach to which Gary
Tomlinson, in The Singing of the New World: Indigenous Voice in the Era of European
Contact, his re-reading of Amerindian song, has referred as “Aztec poetic humanism”
(25).188 While Garibay’s and León-Portilla’s approaches were influential during
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El cetro de José was first published in Inundación castálida (1692). It appears in Sor Juana’s OC III,
pp. 184-259.
188 See Keen, The Aztec Image in Western Thought, pp. 30-48 and pp. 193-95.
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their time, Arthur J. O. Anderson, John Bierhorst, Louise Burkhart, Inga Clendinnen,
Frances Karttunnen, James Lockhart, Tomlinson and others have since expanded
and refined scholarly understanding of the pre-Contact Nahuas by endeavoring to
understand their cultural traditions as non-Western.
Unlike Keen, Paz distanced himself from the “Aztec”-Spanish dichotomy and
emphasized the duality of intellectual production in sixteenth-century New Spain,
observing that:
[e]n el siglo XII la singularidad criolla —para no emplear esa equívoca
palabra: nacionalismo— se expresó en creaciones artísticas y en
especulaciones filosóficas y religiosas en las cuales aparece, más o menos
velada, la imagen de la Nueva España como la Otra España. Confusamente, el
criollo se sentía heredero de dos Imperios: el español y el indio. Con el
mismo fervor contradictorio con que exaltaba al Imperio hispánico y
aborrecía a los españoles, glorificaba el pasado indio y despreciaba a los
indios (57).189
Paz’s groundbreaking accentuation of the role that pre-Contact Nahua
consciousness played in the Creole mindset influenced subsequent scholarship
dedicated to the topic.
Catalá followed Paz’s position that colonial Mexican cultural artifacts cannot
be separated from the binary nature that characterized the rising Creole
189

“[i]n the seventeenth century criollo identity—to avoid the equivocal word ‘nationalism’— was
expressed in artistic creation and philosophical and religious speculations in which the image of New
Spain appears, more or less veiled, as the Other Spain. With some confusion, the criollo felt he was
heir to two empires, Spanish and Indian. With the same contradictory fervor with which he exalted
the Hispanic empire and detested the Spanish, he glorified the Indian past and disdained the Indians”
(tr. Sayers Peden 36).
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consciousness. Referring to European accounts of Encounter and their affinity with
Greco-Roman mythology, he situated such symbols in Sor Juana’s poetry as birds,
mountains, or the pyramid from El sueño, within a syncretic context by offering a
twofold interpretation of them. An insistence upon Sor Juana’s “American baroque”
tendencies underpins Catalá’s analysis. While this interpretive lens is productive as
a means of capturing the dualistic Creole consciousness that Paz highlighted, I
contend that any examination of the adaptation of Baroque ideology to the “New
World” risks Eurocentrism by upholding Western cultural production as the
dominant form of expression in Spain’s American empire. Post-Encounter
autochthonous presence is consequently vulnerable to repression in accounts such
as Catalá’s: “[d]ebido a la represión que ocurre con respecto a las civilizaciones
americanas, y todo lo que tenga que ver con la glorificación de ellas, el escritor
barroco que quisiera publicar tenía que hacerlo dentro de los cánones establecidos
por la cultura dominante, la europea” (12).190 Here, Spanish dominance within the
colonial context is assumed. Pre-Contact resonances in Creole writing are depicted
as a form of resistance, and its relationship to the pluricultural reality of New
Spanish society receives no attention.
Most recently, Velasco has maintained that despite the prominence of
indigenous themes in such works as the loa of El divino Narciso or El cetro de José,
Amerindian symbolism in El sueño has been overlooked. She remarks upon the
duality of such tropes as symmetry, natural elements and the juxtaposition of high
190

“[d]ue to the repression that occurs with respect to the American civilizations, and everything
that may have to do with the glorification of these, the Baroque writer that would have wanted to
publish had to do so within the canons established by the dominant culture, the European one” (my
translation).
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and low to argue that the poet’s intellectual contact with both her European and
pre-Contact Nahua inheritance is manifested in El sueño. Of all the scholarship
dedicated to Nahua themes in Sor Juana’s writing, Velasco’s analysis is the most
attuned to the poetic transmission of pre-Encounter culture. In light of the complex
cultural negotiation that occurred in colonial America, however, her conclusions
may seem overly simplistic:
Junto a las innegables referencias a la mitología grecolatina y a la religión
cristiana, se encuentra lo azteca en igual nivel al de aquellos. Debemos
recordar que Sor Juana compartía con otros estudiosos de la época, como
Lorenzo Boturini y Sigüenza y Góngora, la idea de que los primeros indígenas
emigraron a América cuando ocurrió la confusión de lenguas y la dispersión
de los habitantes de la Torre de Babel. Por tanto, para ella los indígenas,
aunque hablaran una lengua diferente, estaban a la misma altura que los
europeos, porque tenían el mismo origen (547-48).191
Velasco’s argument that the juxtaposition of Nahua themes in El sueño with GrecoRoman and Christian lore was a means of situating them within the foundational
traditions of Western culture reiterated the Eurocentric approach that has plagued
the New Spanish archive. For example, her emphasis on pre-Encounter thinking
implied that Mexico’s autochthonous past was the pinnacle of Nahua civilization and
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“Along with the irrefutable references to Greco-Roman mythology and to the Christian religion,
the Aztec is found to the same extent as the others. We should remember that Sor Juana shared,
along with other scholars of her time, like Lorenzo Boturini and Sigüenza y Góngora, the idea that the
first indigenous people emigrated to America when the confusion of languages and dispersion of the
inhabitants of the Tower of Babel occurred. As such, for her the indigenous people, although the
might have spoken a different language, were at the same level as the Europeans, because they had
the same origins” (my translation).
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prolonged as a result the exclusion of the post-Contact reality (explicitly or
implicitly manifested) from the New Spanish canon.
In the face of Velasco, Catalá and Paz’s sensitivity to the indigenous themes in
Sor Juana’s work, their scholarship illustrates the persistence of a Eurocentric
approach that does not account for post-Encounter Nahua resonances in the poet’s
texts. These scholars’ analyses of hybridization in the sorjuanine canon fail to
consider the manner in which ethno-historic analyses of Amerindian culture in
seventeenth-century Mexico-Tenochtitlan could inform understanding of Nahua
culture in the author’s works. With few exceptions, Sor Juana’s poetry, epistles and
theater are upheld as unilateral products of the transatlantic influence of both
European humanism and the Spanish Baroque style. In part, these one-sided
readings of Sor Juana and other Creole authors tend to result from the centerperiphery paradigm that has traditionally isolated post-Contact indigenous culture
(as well as that of African and Chinese inhabitants) from that of the Spaniards and
Creoles who inhabited urban centers.
Amerindian musical presence. As mentioned previously, musicologists
like Baker, Marín López, Rós-Fábregas have begun to address exclusion of rural
music-making practices from the sixteenth-and seventeenth-century archive and
have begun to recuperate musical resources in the doctrinas de indios that surround
the urban center, many of which have, until now, remained untapped. Due to both
the prominent indigenous presence in these parishes and their distance from the
cathedral, I hypothesize that a broader understanding of music-making in the
doctrinas de indios can provide insight into the persistence of the Nahua music
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culture within that of New Spain. Baker, for instance, has argued that the
disproportionate attention afforded to the seminary archive has led to the exclusion
of the Other from current understanding of music-making in seventeenth and
eighteenth-century Lima. (Imposing Harmony 8-9). Within the colonial context
musical practices often reproduce relations of power and social hierarchies. Baker
maintained, therefore, that by focusing on the function of music in civic institutions
and secular rituals, a methodological approach grounded in urban musicology can
inform current understanding of the relationship between autochthonous and
European music cultures in America:
If there is any kind of mestizo barroco to be recovered in Cuzco, it is one of
indigenous musical practices and performances that have left traces in
historical documents, rather than one to be seen in the surviving musical
works of the Hispanic elite, in which it is a criollo, rather than mestizo,
identity that can occasionally be discerned. My contention … that by focusing
on musical practices rather than on musical works, we are better able to
demonstrate the central role of music in colonial society, and thereby to
combat any temptation to relegate cultural activities to the margins of
historical inquiry (9).
According to Baker, then, urban musicology’s focus on music as a cultural practice
whose role can be analyzed using such archival resources as phenomenal accounts
or parish records allows for the recovery of voices that have traditionally been
excluded from the canon.
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Javier Marín López’s recent approach to New Spain’s urban pluriculturality
exemplifies such logic, emphasizing the cultural and intellectual contributions of the
region’s Amerindian city-dwellers. Anchored in Baker’s model, Marín López has
pointed out that the rich array of musical practices condemned in inquisitorial
archives suggests that the sound culture of Mexico-Tenochtitlan was far removed
from that of its European counterparts:
The view of Mexico that emerges from the inquisitorial documentation is of a
city with a wide range of musical activities and a sound spectrum rather
different from that of European cities. The huge proliferation of popular
songs and dances of all kinds performed by those on the margins of society
(socially, racially and geographically) calls into question, at least in part, the
possibility of a direct application to the situation in Spanish America of the
received idea of the baroque as a controlled culture in which the urban
population conformed exclusively to the rules laid down by the ruling classes
(63).
Here, Marín López calls attention to New Spain’s plurivocity and its impact upon the
region’s post-Contact music culture. By making use of untapped archival resources,
he draws conclusions about colonial music-making that challenge previous
insistence upon the musical dominance of the criollo class, Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s
urban center and the cathedral, the symptoms of which resonate within the narrow
construction of the archive.
Baker and Marín López are not the only scholars who have turned to less
traditional resources to increase knowledge of the role of music in colonial society.
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Josefina Muriel and Luis Lledías’ La música en las instituciones femeninas
novohispanas (2009) is another singular contribution to the field. This work
documents women’s participation in New Spanish music-making by considering the
resources available in the repositories of convents and women’s education
institutions. La música en las instituciones femeninas also includes transcriptions of
works written exclusively for these settings in which only female performers were
available. Emilio Ros-Fábregas’ “ ‘Imagine all the people…’: polyphonic flower in
the hands and voices of Indians in 16th-century Mexico” (2012) is a preliminary
attempt to document, using Pedro de Gante’s correspondence, the indigenous
assimilation to the techniques of Renaissance polyphony at the school of San José de
los Naturales. Ros-Fábregas maintains that his analysis is a countermeasure to the
opposition that Gary Tomlinson has noted between living, oral music cultures (the
subject matter of ethnomusicology) and historical, written ones by overcoming the
absence of musical manuscripts and relying on other resources to reenact an
“imagined performance by Indians of Renaissance polyphonic works in Spanish and
Latin” (177).192 Nevertheless, I maintain that Ros-Fábregas fails to consider the
discursive objective and the audience of de Gante’s letters. He upholds them as
objective, historical documentation of the indigenous music-making rather than
taking de Gante’s audience and potential motives into account
Given these advances, it becomes necessary to consider the possibility that
the post-Contact Nahua-speaking world may have had a greater influence on New
Spanish artistic and literary production than has previously been recognized. As
192

Ros-Fábregas refers to Tomlinson’s The Singing of the New World: Indigenous Voice in the Era of
European Contact (2007).
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such, I contend that a re-reading of Sor Juana’s engagement with the Nahuaspeaking world will soon become relevant to the direction colonial literary,
musicological and cultural studies are taking. As new evidence confirming
autochthonous musical presence becomes available, a re-evaluation of the poet’s
contact with post-Encounter indigenous culture will surely enrich recent
scholarship on Sor Juana and, more broadly, the intersection of European and Nahua
culture in New Spain.

5.4 Conclusion
As I have endeavored to show all throughout this dissertation, Sor Juana’s
musical engagement extends well beyond the use of aural figurative devices or the
Western musica theorica tradition. In fact, extended concepts of music-making and
harmony have a much broader influence Sor Juana’s cultural inheritance than has
previously been recognized. In some instances, as I argued in Chapter 3, music
serves to intensify sensory and affective experiences. Taking a different theoretical
stance, the examples given in Chapter 4 highlight the musical underpinnings of Sor
Juana’s engagement with visual and rhetorical art forms. While for the time being,
this interpretation is largely speculative, I expect that evidence supporting my
hypothesis will emerge as more documentation of non-Western musical influences
in New Spain becomes available.
As my brief foray into Sor Juana’s texts has illustrated, there are many
unanswered questions about how emerging analyses of New Spanish sound culture
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might inform previous interpretations of colonial society and its cultural
production. With regard to these lacunae, Baker remarks:
[i]t behooves musicologists to address this widespread absence of sound in
colonial urban history: rather than taking the city for granted as the locus of
most musical activity, how can musicology respond to, illuminate and take its
place in the broader field of urban historical studies? (“The resounding city”
1).
Musicologists, however, are not the only scholars that should be sensitive to the
manner in which emerging criticism and methodologies may challenge the
paradigms that currently inform colonial American scholarship, including such
dichotomies as: center/periphery, letrado/iletrado or Amerindian/European. There
can be little doubt that new currents in urban studies, musicology and sound studies
can be applied to musical, literary and cultural production from the Spanish colonies
as well as to historiographical approaches to yield new information about this time
period. As such, I would add to Baker’s observation an array of related queries, all
of which I have endeavored to problematize in my dissertation. For instance, how
did the seventeenth-century colonial subject hear him-or herself or others? What is
the relationship between aurality and subjectivity in New Spain, Peru, the
Philippines or other colonial centers? What is the relationship between optics and
acoustics? What did early colonial cities sound like and how did advances in
acoustical science affect urban planning? How can we “read” aurality in texts like
Sor Juana’s in order to gain a better understanding of New Spanish sound culture?
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Finally, the question to which I have returned time and time again as this project
unfolded: can aurality truly be considered separate from visuality?
These are only a few of the critical issues that I have endeavored to
problematize by identifying new resonances in aural and visual affect in the
acoustico-literary production of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz. As I have noted here,
there is still much work to be done in approaching New Spanish sound culture
through texts by Sor Juana as well as those of her criollo counterparts. My own
study offers a glimpse into Sor Juana’s acoustical world that is neither conclusive
nor exhaustive. For example, I am conscious of the absence of in-depth analyses of
the poet’s villancicos in this dissertation. As mentioned previously, this exclusion
was intentional; I contend that as a musico-literary genre, the villancicos merit a
theoretical framework that exceeds the scope of this study.
Given the centrality of Derridean logocentrism to the underlying framework
of this dissertation, I close with a line from Sor Juana’s Neptuno alegórico in which
the poet makes a pertinent observation about the ancient Egyptian glyph that
represents the Egyptian god Kneph, who Sor Juana understood here as the Creator
of the Universe:
[n]o porque juzgasen la Deidad [Eneph], siendo infinita, pudiera estrecharse
a la figura y término de cuantidad limitada; sino porque, como eran cosas que
carecían de toda forma visible; y por consiguiente, imposibles de mostrase a
los ojos de los hombres (los cuales, por la mayor parte, sólo tienen por
empleo de la voluntad el que es objeto de los ojos), fue necesario buscarles
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jeroglíficos, que por similitud, ya no por perfecta imagen, las representasen
(lines 12-21, OC IV 355-56).193
In light of the aurality that I have endeavored to recuperate, Sor Juana’s protoDerridean interpretation of the early Egyptian dependence upon visual symbols
seems nearly ironic. Indeed, the poet herself appears to be conscious of the fallacies
of visual representation and the limits of writing. The lacunae that this dissertation
addresses might thus be understood as an echo of Sor Juana’s own trepidation
before visually dominant semiotic systems. With this in mind, and in response to
new scholarly advances in such areas as colonial America and early musicology, I
maintain that it becomes urgent for scholars to look beyond the textuality of history
in order to develop critical methods that allow for the recuperation of non-visual
epistemologies and other marginalized “voices.” As I have proposed here, the
elaboration of such frameworks may allow us, at least in part, to respond to the
limitations of prior scholarship by “hearing” and articulating new resonances in
canonical texts.
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“[n]ot because they would have judged that the Deity, being infinite, would have been able to be
contained within the figure and become a limited quantity; rather because, since they were things
that lacked any visible form, and thus impossible to put before the eyes of man (which, for the most
part, only have voluntary use of that which is object of the eyes), it was necessary to look for
hieroglyphics for them, so that through similarity, if not through perfect image, they represented
them [the Gods]” (my translation).
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